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Los detectores de partículas son dispositivos que registran la radiación io-
nizante, bien de sistemas activos (rayos X, aceleradores, etc.) o bien de
isótopos radiactivos. Para poder realizar medidas de precisión con estos
instrumentos, es necesario modelar geométricamente el entorno, contorno
o escena bajo estudio. Estas condiciones geométricas se pueden determi-
nar de forma más o menos precisa en algunos experimentos de física de
1
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partículas/nuclear, y en algunos sistemas de imagen, como las tomografías.
Sin embargo, este escenario no es necesariamente el habitual. El propósito
principal de este trabajo de tesis es desarrollar técnicas e instrumentos
que aporten la mencionada información del entorno a cualquier sistema
de detección de radiación y de manera general. Como iremos viendo, estas
mejoras tienen lugar mediante la adición de sensores externos (cámaras
de video y cámaras de rango, principalmente) capaces de aportar dichos
datos sobre el contexto espacial.
Por escena o contorno se entiende tanto los límites del emplazamien-
to físico donde se realizan las medidas (habitación, habitáculo, recinto,
alrededores, etc.), como el propio elemento bajo examen (paciente, objeto
contaminado, fuente radioactiva, etc.), incluyendo su posición, giro y vo-
lumen relativo al sistema de imagen o a un punto fijo. Tal es el caso de
los dispositivos de rayos X de propósito general o los sistemas detectores
portátiles usados, por ejemplo, para la medición de radiación ambiental.
Como se demuestra a lo largo de este trabajo de tesis, la mencionada geo-
metría de la escena puede llegar a complementar o aumentar (concepto
tomado prestado del mundo de la visión por ordenador o computer vision)
de manera muy significativa la información propia recabada por los siste-
mas de adquisición utilizados. De manera similar, cuando un dispositivo
A aumenta un dispositivo B, implica que A provee a B con información
espacial relativa a marco de trabajo, de manera que puede derivarse, por
ejemplo, información 3D por parte de B, registrar imágenes A+B, etc.
Para alcanzar este objetivo, y como parte de esta investigación, se han
explorado técnicas y métodos de reconocimiento del entorno, aplicados a
las siguientes áreas:
• aumento de dispositivos de rayos X usados en diagnóstico primario,
• reconstrucción tridimensional de la anatomía de la persona exami-
nada partiendo de radiografías convencionales que luego pueden ser
estereográficamente relacionadas,
• obtención de nuevas funciones de transferencia que permitan la ge-
neración de imágenes densitométricas a partir de las imágenes de
absorción y el volumen del/de la paciente, y
• asignación de coordenadas 3D a fuentes de radiación y a la dosis
recibida.
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Se ha hecho especial énfasis en los dispositivos de rayos X por su induda-
ble presencia en muchos ámbitos, desde los puramente clínicos hasta los
relacionados con la inspección preventiva/forense de objetos. En el con-
texto de este trabajo, estos sistemas de imagen son aumentados mediante
la interacción con dispositivos modernos de posicionamiento, tales como
cámaras de video, profundidad, etc. La ventaja de esta arquitectura de
imagen dual es la posibilidad de determinar geométricamente la escena
con precisión y trasladar y superponer esta información al resultado de
origen clínico (o al fruto de una inspección relacionada con la gestión de
residuos radioactivos, como en el caso de las gamma-cámaras, estudiadas
en Capítulo 8).
Además, como parte de los resultados obtenidos en esta tesis, se ha
desarrollado una métrica especial (basada en análisis y teoría de la imagen)
para cuantificar de manera objetiva la calidad de imágenes radiográficas.
Esta técnica es utilizada para estimar la información de las imágenes den-
sitométricas obtenidas mediante los métodos estudiados en este trabajo.
Los rayos X convencionales y sus limitaciones
La modalidad radiológica de rayos X convencional es sin duda la más pre-
sente y usada en la práctica clínica y ciencias de la salud. Su implantación
en todo tipo de centros de salud es muy destacable dada su relativa sim-
plicidad técnica, rapidez y efectividad para diagnosticar muchos tipos de
dolencias. La llegada de la radiografía digital no ha hecho otra cosa sino
profundizar en esta realidad.
Un dispositivo de rayos X consta de un tubo generador de este tipo
de radiación instalado dentro de un blindaje, un generador de alta tensión
y un chasis o cassette que contiene en su interior la película radiográfica
o detector digital que integra finalmente la emisión Roentgen que no ha
sido absorbida por el/la paciente o el objeto analizado.
A diferencia de otras modalidades como la tomografía axial compute-
rizada (TAC), en la modalidad de rayos X ordinarios la geometría de la
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escena clínica es descrita de manera muy somera. Con enorme frecuen-
cia, el único registro de la misma son sencillas indicaciones relativas a la
posición (y sobre todo, orientación) del/de la paciente con respecto a la cu-
bierta protectora del detector de pared vertical y/o mesa horizontal. Es lo
que se conoce en literatura como protocolo o simplemente, posicionamien-
to del paciente. Estas indicaciones son las que luego se traducen en los
conocidos protocolos de examen tales como radiografía postero-anterior,
antero-posterior, decúbito, medio-lateral, etc. Esta alta variabilidad geo-
métrica proviene del hecho de que en los dispositivos de rayos X para
diagnóstico primario existe un desacoplo estructural entre el detector y
la fuente de fotones X (el ánodo del tubo). Dicho de otra manera: ambos
pueden desplazarse libremente y con plena independencia el uno del otro.
Esto se traduce a su vez en una alta fragilidad de los parámetros intrín-
secos (a diferencia de una cámara fotográfica al uso, donde estos valores
permanecen fijos desde el momento de su fabricación). Tanto las mesas
de examen como los estativos verticales pueden ser fijos, flotantes o semi-
flotantes e incluso a veces es posible modificar su ángulo con respecto al
suelo o pared para realizar exámenes especiales, como los digestivos. En
cualquier sistema de imagen, los parámetros intrínsecos engloban tanto el
punto focal como posibles distorsiones y asimetrías que pueden ser medi-
das y conocidas.
Un ejemplo que suele resultar llamativo de esta libertad de movimien-
to en los sistemas de imagen por rayos X es el hecho de que el punto focal
(distancia desde el ánodo al detector y su posición horizontal y vertical
en el plano representado por este) puede llegar a estar situado comple-
tamente fuera de la superficie de la imagen. Esto acontece, por ejemplo,
en algunos protocolos que exigen proyecciones oblicuas o en ángulos muy
picados (como las que se muestran en la Figura 2.18 y la Figura 4.5). Nue-
vamente, esta situación contrasta con la fotografía convencional, donde
el punto principal se corresponde normalmente con el pixel central, por
ejemplo, en el 640, 540 en el caso de una cámara de video de resolución
HD (1920, 1080). Los proyectores de luz (usados comúnmente en presen-
taciones, arte, etc.) también emplean un punto focal muy desplazado con
respecto al centro de la imagen, sin embargo esta sólo se forma con nitidez
a una distancia específica y fija (es decir, los parámetros intrínsecos del
sistema óptico son nuevamente fijos).
Si bien es cierto que la tecnología y estándares radiológicos están pre-
parados para el registro de ciertas distancias tales como la brecha paciente-
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detector (IOD), emisor-detector (SID), etc., estas casi nunca son estima-
das, ni medidas y mucho menos inventariadas manual o electrónicamente.
Sin embargo, es bien conocido tanto teórica como experimentalmente, así
como por la práctica diaria, que estas magnitudes pueden llegar a tener
una repercusión no despreciable tanto en la generación de la propia ima-
gen radiográfica y su calidad, así como en la gestión de la dosis recibida
por parte del/de la paciente.
Rayos-X aumentados mediante dispositivos de cap-
tación de contorno
En este trabajo proponemos una serie de herramientas, metodologías y
procedimientos para la determinación del ámbito geométrico en escena-
rios de diagnóstico basados en sistemas convencionales de rayos X. Estas
técnicas se apoyan principalmente en la anexión de un dispositivo de capta-
ción de contorno o escena que permanece rígidamente acoplado al sistema
de imagen de rayos X. Los dispositivos de captación de contorno que han
sido explorados en este trabajo son cámaras de video y cámaras de pro-
fundidad, aunque existen muchas otras alternativas tales como cámaras
basadas en tiempo de vuelo (time-of-flight), LIDARes (light detection and
ranging), escáneres 3D láser, sistemas de visión estereoscópica con cáma-
ras RGB calibradas, etc. Una cámara calibrada (sea del tipo que sea: RGB,
profundidad, rayos-X) es aquella de la que se conocen sus parámetros in-
trínsecos y posición respecto a un punto de referencia externo llamado
usualmente mundo.
Mediante estas cámaras adyacentes y anexionadas de manera rígida
es posible la delimitación geométrica de la escena de rayos X, incluidas
las distancias anteriormente mencionadas, además de la posición precisa
del/de la paciente durante el examen y su volumen. Además, en combi-
nación con una segunda (o más) radiografía(s), es posible aplicar técnicas
de estereoscopía y reconstrucción 3D y obtener información tridimensio-
nal de su anatomía interna, además de otros valiosos datos válidos para
complementar el diagnóstico.
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En la última década ha acontecido una revolución tecnológica en re-
lación a los dispositivos de captación de contorno, dando lugar a nuevas
disciplinas tales como la detección remota, la realidad virtual o la realidad
aumentada. Estos nuevos instrumentos conllevan ventajas a las que ya
nos hemos ido acostumbrando y se han convertido incluso en cotidianas,
tales como la estimación remota de distancias y posiciones, el cálculo de
coordenadas, el modelado de superficies, el seguimiento de personas y ob-
jetos, la detección barreras y obstáculos, la cartografía y posicionamiento
geográfico, entre muchas otras. Los ámbitos de aplicación de los saberes
relacionados con la visión por ordenador están ahora al alcance de muchas
disciplinas que hasta hace poco se auto-excluían de tales dominios tecno-
lógicos. Entre estas ciencias podemos encontrar a la medicina, la física y
otras ciencias básicas.
En lo que concierte a los rayos X, cierto tipo de información geo-
métrica y proyectiva (a excepción del volumen del objeto o persona ra-
diografiada) estaba ya disponible gracias a la intercesión de incómodos y
costosos marcos de referencia que contienen marcadores fiduciarios opacos
a la radiación Roentgen. Esta metodología heredada (así como sus suce-
soras basadas en detectores de contorno que se proponen en este trabajo)
radica en el hecho de que un dispositivo de rayos X puede asemejarse a
una cámara pinhole o cámara estenopeica. Una cámara estenopeica es una
cámara fotográfica sin lente y que cuenta con un pequeño orificio o pinho-
le por donde entra la luz reflejada por los objetos fotografiados, además
un material detector. En el caso de un dispositivo de rayos X, el pinhole
es en realidad el emisor de luz y coincide estructuralmente con el ánodo
del tubo de rayos X, que juega también el papel del anteriormente citado
punto focal.
El detector en los dispositivos de rayos X estenopeicos es la placa ra-
diográfica o el imaging plate (en el caso digital). La geometría proyectiva
afirma que dados conjuntos de puntos con coordenadas espaciales (3D)
y sus correspondientes proyecciones en una imagen, es posible hallar la
ecuación de calibración de cámara que conecta cualquier otro punto tridi-
mensional en la escena con su localización x, y en la imagen. Es lo que se
conoce también con el nombre de calibración geométrica de cámara.
El problema con la solución basada en marcos de referencia y fiducia-
les opacas nombrada anteriormente es que pueden dificultar la movilidad
del/de la paciente y/o del sistema, pero sobretodo pueden alterar de ma-
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nera significativa la imagen e influir en el diagnóstico alcanzable a partir
de la misma. En el Capítulo 3 se estudian y comparan los distintos algo-
ritmos de calibración de cámara pero aplicados al ámbito de los rayos X.
Las técnicas propuestas en este trabajo evitan las mencionadas incomodi-
dades para el/la paciente y no interfieren en absoluto en la generación de
la placa radiográfica ni en la imagen de absorción final, además de otras
ventajas, tales como la posibilidad de guardar registro visual de la escena,
adquirir el contorno del/de la paciente o de aplicar protocolos de examen
que requieran una gran oblicuidad por parte del sistema de adquisición.
Para combinar geométricamente ambos tipos de dispositivos (sensor
de contorno y rayos X) es necesario encontrar con antelación la trans-
formación rígida que los conecta, también conocida como ecuación de la
co-cámara. Una transformación rígida es una transformación lineal que
preserva tamaño y forma, conservando la alineación, el orden y la perte-
nencia (es decir, las rectas se transforman en rectas y ángulos en ángulos).
La búsqueda de esta relación geométrica se detalla en la Sección 4.5 y
la Sección 5.4 para el caso de cámaras de visible y de profundidad, res-
pectivamente. En esta fase (y sólo en esta) nos apoyamos en un marco
de calibración que incorpora fiduciales detectables por ambos sistemas de
imagen (Figura 3.7). Una vez hallada esta matriz de transformación, se di-
ce que ambas cámaras están registradas. Tanto en el caso de que la cámara
de contorno sea una cámara de video o de profundidad, los marcadores
que aparecen en la proyección resultante son fácilmente identificables me-
diante herramientas de computer vision resumidas en la Section 4.3.3. En
el caso de las proyecciones de marcadores opacos a los rayos X, estas son
aisladas normalmente de manera manual, aunque es posible aplicar algo-
ritmos de identificación de formas y segmentación sobre la radiografía de
calibración. En este trabajo se ha optado por lo primero, aprovechando las
mismas herramientas software de visualización y diagnóstico del médico-
radiólogo. El proceso de hallazgo de la ecuación co-cámara se relata en la
Sección 4.3.
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Reconstrucción 3D en rayos X
Una vez hallada esta relación de registro entre dispositivos, ya no es nece-
sario el marco de calibración, el cual desaparece de la escena sin perjuicio
ni influencia alguna en la(s) radiografía(s) del/de la paciente tal y co-
mo se ha anticipado en el párrafo anterior. A partir de este momento, es
el detector de contorno el responsable de inferir la geometría de la esce-
na, liberando completamente al sistema de rayos X de esta tarea. Entre
los elementos propios de la geometría de la escena que son ahora cómo-
damente medibles se encuentran, por descontado, las longitudes listadas
anteriormente (IOD, SID, etc.). Sin embargo, es posible además inferir
otras entidades importantes, tales como el volumen del/de la paciente, sus
desplazamientos y los movimientos propios del sistema radiológico entre
radiografías consecutivas.
Concretamente, gracias a esta última ventaja (determinación de trans-
formaciones rígidas entre dos desplazamientos) es posible reconstruir tri-
dimensionalmente puntos y distancias internos al/a la paciente mediante
técnicas de visión estereoscópica. Para ello sólo son necesarias dos ra-
diografías obtenidas en dos posiciones separadas, ya sea del propio/de la
propia paciente o del sistema radiográfico. Esta versatilidad relacionada
con los escenarios de aplicación es tratada en la Sección 4.4. Este segui-
miento o tracking de la escena es el que se detalla en el Capítulo 4 y el
Capítulo 5 para el caso de que el sensor de contorno sea una cámara RGB
y para el caso de una cámara de profundidad, respectivamente. Las cáma-
ras de profundidad consisten en sistemas integrados por una luz láser que
es proyectada, formando un patrón conocido, sobre la escena. El reflejo
de este patrón es vuelto a ser captado por un sensor CMOS adjunto. A
partir de la captura de la deformación del mencionado patrón, es posible
determinar información 3D del entorno.
La información 3D obtenida por las cámaras de profundidad es trans-
mitida a otros sistemas informáticos mediante las conocidas nubes de pun-
tos o point clouds. Una nube de puntos es un conjunto de vértices en un
sistema de coordenadas tridimensional. Estos vértices son representacio-
nes de la superficie externa de un objeto (el/la paciente en este caso).
Originalmente, las nubes de puntos se utilizaban en la elaboración de mo-
delos tridimensionales en diseño por ordenador (CAD) en la fabricación
de piezas, la inspección de calidad en metrología, y muchos otros ámbitos
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como animación, y texturización. Desde tiempos recientes han encontrado
también un nicho en medicina, como se describe en la Sección 5.1.
En el Capítulo 7 se muestran algunos ejemplos de aplicación de la
reconstrucción 3D anatómica en escenarios clínicos reales, tanto con pa-
cientes como con fantomas antropomórficos. En estos ejemplos puede verse
claramente cómo es posible reproducir fielmente la longitud de una astilla
en el hueso húmero o las distancias entre marcadores fiduciarios emplaza-
dos en distintas posiciones dentro de varios de estos fantomas. También
se muestra cómo es factible localizar puntos en dos radiografías distintas
mediante el trazado de epipolares acotadas entre ambas. Los conceptos de
línea epipolar y línea epipolar acotada se estudian en la Section 4.6.1.
Imágenes densitométricas
En el caso de usar cámaras de profundidad, además de permitir estas el
seguimiento e identificación del movimiento en la escena radiológica sin
necesidad de ningún tipo de marcador fiducial, también es factible recons-
truir volúmenes dentro de la misma. En concreto, es posible dirimir el
volumen del/de la paciente si este/esta gira frente al mencionado sensor y
se aplican las técnicas y métodos descritos en la Sección 6.1. Esta digitali-
zación del volumen hace uso a su vez del algoritmo KinectFusion (descrito
en la Sección 5.5) el cual opera de manera continua sobre las nubes de
puntos obtenidas previamente o incluso en tiempo real mediante la ejecu-
ción de cálculos en paralelo en la unidad de procesamiento gráfico (GPU).
La única complejidad en la aplicación de algoritmo de KinectFusion es la
necesidad de eliminar la parte de la nube de puntos referente al fondo de
la escena (paredes, decoración, el propio detector, etc.). En la Figura 5.6
se resumen algunos métodos apropiados para ello.
Una vez reconstruido el volumen del/de la paciente, este es trasladado
al punto de vista del sistema de rayos X. Este hecho permite a su vez la
generación de mapas de longitud recorrida, es decir, el conjunto formado
por todas las distancias recorridas por cada rayo entre el punto en el que
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penetran en el/la paciente cuando vienen desde el ánodo y el punto por el
que salen del cuerpo hasta alcanzar finalmente un pixel x, y en el detector.
La generación de estos mapas se trata en la Sección 6.3.
Con estos mapas de longitud atravesada ya es posible traducir las
imágenes de absorción (las típicas obtenidas en la generación de radiogra-
fías) por imágenes de densidad o densitométricas junto con la definición
de una nueva función de transferencia. La solución más común a este pro-
blema era hasta ahora la absorciometría dual de rayos X, que consiste en
comparar dos imágenes de rayos X tomadas con distinto voltaje. El coste
de estos equipos, sin embargo, se incrementa debido a que se requieren
dos fuentes de rayos X y/o dos detectores. Otra técnica empleada es el
uso de fuentes de rayos X que emitan con al menos dos energías distintas.
Estas técnicas reciben el nombre del imagen de absorciometría de rayos
X dual (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry) o DXA. Un examen DXA es
una prueba usualmente indicada para determinar la densidad mineral ósea
y diagnosticar, principalmente, desórdenes relacionados con osteoporosis.
La técnica de DXA implica el uso de una modalidad radiológica y equipos
específicos.
Además de la utilidad inherente a estas imágenes de densidad, en este
trabajo también hemos demostrado que estas imágenes contienen objeti-
vamente una mayor calidad y grado de información en comparación con
las radiografías de absorción. Las imágenes densitométricas cuentan con
un rango dinámico más comprimido, lo que se traduce en un realce signi-
ficativo de los tejidos blandos y en una presencia más balanceada de los
tejidos óseo y muscular.
Trabajo en clínica y medida de la calidad de la ima-
gen radiográfica
Respecto a la cuantificación de calidad antes mencionada, el presente tra-
bajo de investigación ha contribuido con una novedosa métrica de cuanti-
ficación de la calidad de las imágenes radiológicas basada en los conceptos
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de información mutua, entropía, entropía condicional y el filtrado Gabor
de imágenes. Un filtro de Gabor consiste en una función gaussiana mo-
dulada por una curva sinusoidal a la que se le asigna una determinada
frecuencia y dirección, obteniendo una reducción del ruido a la vez que
se preserva una dirección de la imagen original. Las funciones de Gabor
son importantes en el análisis de texturas, especialmente en la segmen-
tación, ya que diferentes texturas tienden a concentrar su presencia en
rangos específicos de frecuencias. Normalmente los filtros de Gabor no se
aplican de manera individual a una imagen, sino que se utilizan en grupos
de filtros, llamados bancos, en los que se permiten diferentes frecuencias y
orientaciones.
Concretamente, el método propuesto para la asignación de calidad en
radiografías (descrito en el Appendix A) computa la información mutua
entre las descomposiciones/bancos Gabor de las imágenes en su versión
adquirida en alta calidad (típicamente 16 ó 12 bit) y su versión represen-
tada en pantalla (8 bit) de menor calidad. La aplicación de la mencionada
métrica ha desvelado claramente que las imágenes densitométricas obte-
nidas en este trabajo contienen más información que las correspondientes
radiografías convencionales.
Como se ha comentado previamente, en el Capítulo 7 se detallan
experiencias llevadas a cabo en entornos clínicos reales que ejemplifican
las técnicas y métodos descritos anteriormente. En lo que concierne a la
imagen densitométrica, se muestran varios ejemplos obtenidos a partir de
radiografías e información volumétrica de pacientes que se sometían a un
examen clínico.
Gestión de la dosis y reconstrucción de la posición
3D de fuentes radioactivas
En las páginas finales de este trabajo de tesis se presentan de manera más
somera dos ámbitos de aplicación nuevos de las técnicas de desarrolladas
en el mismo.
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En el Capítulo 9 se discute una nueva propuesta para la cuantifica-
ción de la dosis recibida durante exámenes radiográficos ordinarios. Está
metodología sugerida está basada en el cálculo de la dosis por volumen
real del paciente (lo cual ya es posible mediante las técnicas y métodos
descritos en este trabajo).
El otro ámbito de aplicación tratado en el Capítulo 8 es el relativo a
la reconstrucción tridimensional de la posición de fuentes radioactivas me-
diante cámaras gamma aumentadas con dispositivos y métodos análogos
a los ya trabajados en el caso del diagnóstico por rayos X. Este traba-
jo se engloba dentro del proyecto Gamma Unit Advanced Locator Imager
(GUALI) y es el fruto de la colaboración con el Grupo de Espectros-
copia Gamma del Instituto de Física Corpuscular. Una cámara gamma
o gammacámara es un dispositivo de captura de imágenes (gammagra-
fías), comúnmente utilizado en medicina nuclear como instrumento para
el estudio de enfermedades, aunque también puede tener aplicación en la
caracterización de radioisótopos y en la gestión y clasificación de residuos
nucleares. En el caso de su aplicación en medicina, la radiación procede del
propio/de la propia paciente a quien se le inyecta, generalmente por vía
intravenosa, un trazador radiactivo. En su vertiente relacionada con la ges-
tión de residuos, son los propios elementos contaminados los responsables
de la radiación emitida.
Una cámara gamma se encuentra en un espacio de definición y opera-
ción intermedio entre una cámara convencional (fotográfica) y los sistemas
de rayos X descritos en este trabajo. Por un lado, una cámara gamma no
capta luz (fotones) reflejados de una fuente externa (como ocurre en sis-
temas que hacen uso de la luz visible: video, fotografía, etc.), sino que son
las propias fuentes radioactivas las que emiten fotones que son finalmente
detectados. Por otro lado, la relación geométrica entre el pinhole (la en-
trada de luz gamma) y el detector permanece fija. Dicho de otra manera:
una cámara gamma posee parámetros intrínsecos y estos son invariables
(tal y como estamos acostumbrados para las cámaras de visible).
Concretamente, la cámara GUALI ha sido diseñada para detectar los
fotones de 662 keV del isómero nuclear metaestable del Ba-137m, el cual
es a su vez fruto de la desintegración del Cs-137. Este último isótopo
del Cesio es producto principalmente de la fisión. Tiene un periodo de
semidesintegración de 30 años, y decae emitiendo partículas   a Bario-
137. GUALI es también capaz del resolver los fotones de 1.17 y 1.33 MeV
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del Ni-60 que a su vez es el resultado de la desintegración de un isótopo
sintético del Cobalto (Co-60).
En lo que concierte a este trabajo de investigación se ha realizado
la calibración mutua (registro co-cámara, introducido anteriormente) y se
han llevado a cabo varias experiencias tanto en laboratorio (con fuentes
de intensidades y posiciones conocidas) como entornos reales relacionados
con la gestión de residuos nucleares. Concretamente, se han desarrollado
varios ensayos en la Planta Nuclear José Cabrera (Zorita). Esta instalación
se encuentra actualmente en proceso de desmantelamiento, operación que
conlleva la clasificación de todos los elementos en cuanto a su tipo y grado
de contaminación.
Futuros desarrollos
En la última parte de este trabajo (correspondiente al Capítulo 9) se expo-
nen las conclusiones del mismo y se presentan futuras variaciones, mejoras
y escenarios de aplicación que exploten de manera más interesante todavía
la combinación de sensores de contorno y detectores de radiación.
Una de las propuestas está relacionada con el uso de la combinación
de algoritmos RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus), SURF (Speeded
up Robust Features) y SfM (Structure from Motion) para realizar la re-
construcción 3D directamente sobre imágenes captadas por la cámara de
visible, sin necesidad de emplear marcadores de referencia. RANSAC con-
siste un método iterativo para calcular los parámetros de un modelo ma-
temático a partir de un conjunto de datos observados que contiene valores
atípicos. En el ámbito de la reconstrucción de escenarios tridimensionales,
RANSAC es capaz de recrear la escena (incluidos los objetos radioactivos
inspeccionados). En ese sentido, puede lograrse un escenario de aplicación
muy parecido al descrito para las cámaras de profundidad: obtener refe-
rencias espaciales sin ningún tipo de fiducial ni marcador ad hoc (la escena
es su propio conjunto de fiduciales).
Otra de las propuestas está relacionada con la simplificación de la
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obtención del volumen del/de la paciente durante los exámenes radiográ-
ficos (para su posterior aplicación en la producción de imágenes densito-
métricas). A pesar de que la metodología basada en la rotación del/de la
paciente y la aplicación del algoritmo KinectFusion resumida anteriormen-
te resultante bastante apropiada, muchos protocolos de examen exigen la
ausencia completa de movimiento. En esta propuesta entrarían en juego
varias cámaras profundidad emplazadas estratégicamente para capturar
el volumen de la persona examinada de manera completa y simultánea a
la adquisición radiográfica. La principal complejidad de esta solución ra-
dica en la eliminación del fondo de la escena y en el aislamiento correcto
del volumen del/de la paciente. La principal ventaja, a parte de la inme-
diatez en la captura del volumen del/de la paciente, es la posibilidad de
generar imágenes densitométricas con protocolos que requieran estativos
horizontales (mesas) o incluso inclinados bajo cierto ángulo.
Además de la generación de imágenes densitométricas, la adquisición
del volumen del/de la paciente también permite construir imágenes que
realzan ciertos tipos de tejidos, sobre todo el óseo. Para ello, se genera una
radiografía virtual que acaba siendo sustraída de la original. Esta radiogra-
fía virtual es construida a partir del volumen en agua obtenido mediante
las técnicas anteriormente descritas, aplicando la ley de atenuación de
Beer-Lambert (que relaciona la absorción de la luz y las propiedades del
material por las que transcurre), el coeficiente de atenuación lineal para
el agua y un haz monoenergético. El realce de huesos puede contribuir a
la estimación de la densidad mineral ósea y en ese sentido puede suponer
una alternativa a la modalidad de DXA citada anteriormente. Esta últi-
ma aplicación se ha explorado también brevemente en la Sección 6.6 y la
Sección 7.4.
Conclusiones
Una de los principales resultados de investigación obtenidos en este tra-
bajo de tesis ha consistido en la fusión de la geometría del mencionado
entorno o escena que rodea al estudio radiológico con la propia informa-
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ción obtenida fruto el mismo (la gammagrafía, radiografía, etc.). En la
investigación desarrollada se ha conseguido que, a partir de dos o más
radiografías sea posible: combinar espacialmente y en el mismo sistema
de coordenadas, varias de estas imágenes inicialmente aisladas, identificar
claramente zonas y puntos de interés comunes, calcular distancias, ángu-
los y dimensiones tanto de órganos como de otros corpúsculos. Asimismo
las técnicas expuestas permiten dar cuenta de pequeñas variaciones de la
posición del/de la paciente (entre pruebas consecutivas o fechas distintas,
por ejemplo), posición del sistema de imagen con respecto al mismo, etc.
Una combinación acertada de dos o más radiografías, puede ser tan re-
veladora desde el punto de vista clínico como lo es un TAC y al mismo
tiempo conllevar menos de un 5 % de la dosis aplicada al/a la paciente en
comparación con esta modalidad.
Conocer esta información con detalle y su historia (variabilidad es-
pacial y temporal) puede llegar a ser relevante a la hora de dilucidar y
revisar las condiciones de ejecución de una prueba. Las técnicas descri-
tas también pueden aplicarse a otros procesos y sectores en los que estén
presentes la inspección y control mediante rayos X (vigilancia, seguridad,
calidad, análisis forense, etc.).
La combinación de información volumétrica y radiográfica del pro-
pio/de la propia paciente ha posibilitado también el avance de un nuevo
de tipo de imagen radiológica: la imagen de densidad o densitométrica. En
la imagen densitométrica, el camino seguido por los rayos X es corregido
por el volumen real atravesado. El resultado es una radiografía densito-
métrica en lugar de una imagen de absorción que rinde mejor cuenta de
cada tipo de tejido y da mayor relevancia a los tejidos blandos. La imagen
densitométrica puede llegar a ocupar por tanto un espacio muy útil entre
los mecanismos de diagnóstico al alcance del facultativo.
En el ámbito del proyecto GUALI, las técnicas exploradas han permi-
tido la realización de mapas de radiación con una precisión centimétrica.
Es decir, por mediación de estos últimos desarrollos no sólo es posible
identificar y catalogar fuentes radioactivas, sino que además es posible




In contrast with other radiological modalities (such as the computer-
ized axial tomography or CT) and well-defined experimental setups related
to nuclear physics and particle tracking (gamma detectors, accelerators,
etc.), many radiation detection devices or imaging systems (i.e., those
used in medical imaging and/or radiation protection) do not take into
account the geometrical information concerning the scene in which they
operate. The main goal of this thesis work is the development of the nec-
essary methods and techniques to provide this information to whichever
detection device is used and, in a general way. This augmentation (con-
cept borrowed from the world of computer vision) is achieved through the
interplay of an external environment recognition device.
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In the context of this thesis work, a scene or environment entails,
not only the outline of the location, room or surroundings where any
sort of photon intensity measurements or imaging process takes place, but
also the proper element under examination (person, contaminated object,
radioactive source, etc.), including its/his/her position, orientation and
volume relative to the imaging system or a fixed point in space. That is
the case of general purpose X-ray imaging equipment or portable radia-
tion measurement devices used to evaluate, for instance, environmental  
or   emissions. As it is demonstrated in this work, the aforementioned
scene’s geometry can complement o augment, in a very significant way, the
inherent information obtained by these imaging systems. Similarly, in the
scope of this research project, a device A augments another device B when
A provides B with accurate spatial references, allowing for instance, 3D
reconstruction for B, A+B image overlay (registration), image stitching
for B, etc.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goal, some methods and tech-
niques around the determination of the spatial setting have been tested
and explored within the following areas of application:
• augmentation of primary care X-ray imaging systems,
• three-dimensional reconstruction of the anatomy of the patient under
examination using ordinary radiographs,
• derivation of new transfer functions that enable the generation of
densitometric images from X-ray absorption ones and the patient’s
volume,
• assessment of 3D coordinates to radioactive sources and the received
dose.
The present research mainly focuses on the augmentation of conventional
X-ray imaging systems through the interplay of an external positioning
or scene-delimitation device (i.e., a video camera, depth sensor, etc.) like
the one shown in the image above. Nevertheless, other particle detection
systems (i.e.,   cameras) are also explored. The main advantage of a
dual-camera assembly is the possibility of geometrically determining the
radiographic (or radioactive) scene with accuracy and being able to map
both types of information.
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In the context of medical imaging, the reason for choosing this specific
equipment type (general purpose X-rays) is their undeniable presence, not
only in healthcare, but also industrial domains. The quantification of the
available geometrical information surrounding ordinary X-ray examina-
tion rooms opens many interesting possibilities which were so far limited
to more complex radiological modalities such as CT scanners (i.e., anatom-
ical 3D reconstruction). In contrast with tomographies and as highlighted
in Chapter 3, the geometry derived in conventional X-ray imaging can be
very variable from session to session and is very rarely (or never) registered,
stored or taken into account during the imaging process. More specifically,
in this thesis work, we begin by establishing methods and materials (in-
volving the use of the aforementioned external environment recognition
devices) to account for this, so far ignored, scene geometry. This infor-
mation will later allow us to derive 3D relations from plain radiographs,
which is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. These 3D reconstruction
capabilities are in turn based on an earlier geometrical calibration phase
of the imaging system, examined in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 6 we present a technique to obtain densitometric X-ray
images from plain radiographs in combination with the patient’s volume.
The foundations of this technique rely on the theoretical and practical
background developed in previous chapters. Next, in Chapter 7 we present
some experiments and tests carried out with anthropomorphic phantoms
and patients in real clinical setups around the techniques and procedures
introduced in this document. In Appendix A, we outline a novel method-
ology to assess the quality of X-ray images. This metric will enable the
objective assessment of the amount of information contained in conven-
tional radiographs and compare it against the new density-based ones.
As stated above, the concept of environment recognition is also ap-
plied to particle detectors, notably portable  -ray cameras. This scope of
application is addressed in Chapter 8, where similar steps, methods and
tools to those previously applied in the augmentation of X-ray imaging
scenarios are now implemented to radiation detection in nuclear waste
management locations. Finally, we will also address new approaches for
dose assessment based on the measured target’s volume.

2
X-ray physics and conventional X-ray settings
An X-ray diagnostic or inspection setting is nothing else but a radi-
ation detection equipment used for clinical or examination/scanning pur-
poses. This type of devices share the main weakness highlighted in Chap-
ter 1, that is, they do not take into account the geometrical setting during
the imaging process. For this reason, together with the fact of its clini-
cal and industrial relevance, X-ray imaging is one of the main subjects of
research in this thesis work.
Conventional X-ray diagnostic has become over the last hundred years
a key component of the diagnostic toolbox. These radiological settings
may seem clinically humble and technically poor when compared against
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more capable modalities such as computerized tomography, fluoroscopy
or tomosynthesis. However, ordinary diagnostic X-ray imaging is still the
primary radiological examination required by physicians for many reasons,
ranging from the pure budget-related ones to those linked to the limitation
of the patient’s dose.
In spite of its popularity and unquestionable usefulness, radiographs
are the result of radiation absorption operation and as such, all geometrical
information is lost in the process. Similarly, a radiograph cannot reveal the
intensity of the tissues and materials traversed by the Roentgen radiation.
In this chapter we summarize the physical processes related to con-
ventional X-ray imaging, as well as the historical evolution and basic com-
ponents of ordinary radiology settings. X-ray procedures and protocols
and their geometrical limitations are also discussed. We put a special fo-
cus on the absence of geometry logs that account for accurate distances,
angles, etc., which are ignored during examinations. As next chapters will
demonstrate, this information can add significant value to the diagnosis
process.
2.1 Overview and limitations of X-ray imaging
X-rays are commonly used in non-destructive analysis since the early 20th
century, both in clinical diagnosis and object inspection. They have led
to major technological advances in the development of detectors and pro-
duction methods. The radiographic images can be obtained by placing a
natural or artificial source of  - or X-rays, having them pass through the
examined object/patient, and finally detecting them at the other side. Ab-
sorption differences due to the nature of the material and material thick-
ness generate an image of intensities on the detector. The fundamental
difference between X-rays and  -rays is that the first are derived from a
source which generates a continuous spectrum of photons (polychromatic),
while the latter comes from natural de-excitation of atomic nucleus or deep
electronic layers in the atom and it is usually monochromatic. The use of
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radiographic X-ray sources has the advantage that intensity can be mod-
ulated and the emission can automatically be cut, while with   sources it




where w is the inverse of the half-life of the isotope, I0t0 is the source
intensity measured at time t0 and t is the time where the current mea-
surement is performed. This feature allows applications such as measuring
the diffusion of tracers in live systems and allows applications such as the
SPECT (cameras that detect the projection of the isotope in a plane) or
PET (geometrically paired cameras that detect coincidences of photons
from positrons produced by the decay of the nucleus). There are two ways
commonly used to obtain the intensity of the source that passes through
the scene. In the first, the total intensity is measured without discriminat-
ing the individual energy of every photon. In the second, the individual
energy of every photon is counted and measured. This latter type of tech-
niques is applied in the aforementioned PET and SPECT applications.
When diagnostic X-rays interact with matter they are partly absorbed
and partly transmitted. The probability of interacting with the material
depends on the electron density which is a function that depends on the
incident photon energy, and on the elemental composition (Z or atomic
number) of the material. This attenuation principle is further tackled in
Section 2.5.5.
In clinical diagnostic environments, for example, the geometric cal-
ibrations are performed by means of mannequins with known densities.
Once the equipment is calibrated, the defined parameters are used to high-
light different injuries and to analyze the state of bones and tissues, or to
locate foreign bodies. In some cases to calibrate the detector response,
easily detectable elements with different thicknesses are included in the
scene either manually or automatically to establish a link between the
measured intensity in the pixel of the detector and the material thickness.
Another technique is the use of X-ray sources that emit at two different
energies (multi-voltage). These techniques rely on the fact that X-ray ab-
sorption in the medium is different and depends on the electron density
of the material and the energy of the X-ray beam. The fact of comparing
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the images of the same scene acquired at different voltages enables the ob-
tention of densitometric information about the examined object/patient.
However, this method is inaccurate because the measurements obtained
are relative. It also requires extra steps, extra time for the two X-ray
snapshots and/or two examination devices devices.
2.2 Brief history of X-rays
As on other occasions in the history of science, X-rays were were acciden-
tally discovered. During the 1870s and 1880s, many physics laboratories
were interested in the investigation of cathode rays through evacuated
glass tubes known as Crookes tubes (after Sir William Crookes). The tube
that bears his name was the previous version of modern fluorescent lamps
and X-ray equipment. There were many different types of these tubes, and
most of them were already capable of producing X-rays. Wilhelm Roent-
gen was experimenting with a type of Crookes tube when he fortuitously
discovered X-ray the radiation.
On November 8, 1875, Roentgen was working in his physics laboratory
at Würzburg University in Germany. He had darkened the room and com-
pletely enclosed his Crookes tube with black photographic paper so that
he could better visualize the effects of the cathode rays. A plate coated
with platinate(2-), tetrakis(cyano-kC), barium (1:1), (SP-4-1), or barium
platinocyanide, for short (a type of fluorescent material whose molecular
formula is C4N4 Pt.Ba) happened to be lying on a bench some meters
away from the tube. Because of the enclosing black paper, no visible light
was escaping from the setup. However, Roentgen noted that the barium
plate was somehow glowing a mysterious light.
The intensity of the glow increased as the plate was brought closed to
the tube, leaving undoubtedly what was responsible of the glow. Roentgen
began investigation this light by interposing several materials: from wood,
to aluminum, and even his own hand. His initial investigations were very
thorough and intense, allowing him to present his experimental results to
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the scientific community in the very same year 1895 (just a few weeks
after the first accidental discovery). This presentation took place on the
23 January 1895 in the Physical Medical Society. During the presentation,
Roentgen took a radiograph of the hand of the renown Albert von Kölliker.
At the end of the demo, the crowd was absolutely amazed, claiming they
had not seen anything like it. Professor Kölliker was the one who decided
that the new type of ray should be name after his discoverer.
Figure 2.1 First X-ray public demonstration in the Physical Medical
Society, including the first public radiograph (Kölliker).
For his research, he received the first Nobel price in physics in 1901.
Among his results, he produced the first radiograph in 1876. It was an
image of his wife’s hand. The first official X-ray examination in the United
States took place in 1896, in the physics laboratory at Dartmouth college
(Fig. 2.2).
Since then, X-ray-based clinical examinations are omnipresent. Mod-
ern radiology consists of mainly five types of X-ray modalities: radiogra-
phy, fluoroscopy, mammography, positron emission tomography or com-
puterized tomography (represented in Fig. 2.3). Plain radiography uses
film or solid-state image receptor and usually and X-ray tube mounted on
a track that allows the tube to be moved in any direction. Fluoroscopy,
in turn, is conducted with an X-ray tube located under the examina-
tion table. The radiologist is then provided with live images on a remote
monitor. A computerized tomography uses a rotating X-ray source and
detector array. A volume of data is acquired so that fixed images can be
reconstructed in any plane: sagittal, transverse or oblique.
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Figure 2.2 First ever produced X-ray images. The hand on the left
belongs to Mrs. Roentgen. The photograph on the right records the
first medical X-ray examination in the United States. A young patient,
Eddie McCarthy broke his wrist while skating and Professor E. B. Frost
(from the Dartmouth college) and his brother, Dr. G. D. Frost (medical
director at the Mary Hitchcock hospital) examined it with an apparatus
assembled by Professor F. G. Austin in this physics laboratory at Reed
Hall (Dartmouth college) on February 3, 1896.
Today, voltage and current are supplied to an X-ray tube through
a rather complicated set of circuits, but in Roentgen’s time, only simple
static generators were available. These units could provide currents of only
a few mA and voltages up to 50 kVp in contrast with current configurations
(i.e., in the order of 1⇥ 103 mA and 150 kVp).
Other three inventions propelled the use of X-rays into the 20th cen-
tury. In 1907, H. C. Snook introduced a new high-voltage alternating cur-
rent power supply. In 1913, William D. Coolidge unveiled his hot-cathode
X-ray tube to the medical community. It consisted on a vacuum tube
that allowed the independent selection of a beam’s intensity and energy
with great accuracy. The era of modern X-ray imaging is dated from the
matching of the Coolidge tube with the Snook transformer. The third in-
vention corresponds to so-called bucky, after Gustav Bucky, who invented
the stationary (and a later moving) grid. Simultaneously, the American
radiologist Hollis E. Potter patented a similar device, and for this reason
it is called the Bucky-Potter grid. This grid is positioned on the opposite
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Figure 2.3 Main radiological modalities: PET scanner (a), mammogram







side of the patient from the X-ray tube to reduce the quantity of scattered
rays that reach the detector. The Bucky-Potter mechanism allowed the
obtention of sharper and higher quality images.
2.3 Main components of conventional X-ray exam-
ination rooms
The general purpose examination room contains a radiographic imaging
system with an X-ray tube, an operating console, a radiation detector and
a high-voltage generator. In some types of X-ray imaging systems, such
as dental (Fig. 2.7) and portable machines, these components are housed
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very compactly.














With most general systems, however, the X-ray tube and the de-
tector –also called imaging plate (IP) or flat panel detector (FPD)– are
located in the examination room (Fig. 2.5). A FPD consists of a thin-
film-transistors (TFT) array of detectors which are made of amorphous
silicon. These individual detector elements are called dexels. Each dexel
has a light sensitive area and a hidden area where the electronic compo-
nents are located. TFT arrays are employed in two types of flat panel
detectors: indirect and direct. The indirect detectors use a scintillator to
convert the X-rays to visible light and then a photodiode to capture the
visible light and produce charge that is read by the TFT array. Certain
scintillators can be grown in columnar crystals, which act as a pipe for the
visible light. These light pipes help reduce the lateral spread of the light,
thus preserving spatial resolution. A typical scintillator with light pipes is
cesium iodine (CsI). The direct X-ray conversion detectors use a semicon-
ductor material that makes use of electron-hole pairs that are proportional
to the incident X-ray intensity. Absorbed energy is directly converted into
charge in the detector. Amorphous selenium (a-Se) is the semiconductor
most widely used [105]. The a-Se is layered between two surface-area elec-
trodes. Ion pairs are collected under applied voltage across the electrodes.
The electric field prevents lateral spread of the charge in the semiconduc-
tor, resulting in a high spatial resolution. Due to its low atomic number,
the Se layer has to be thick to improve detection efficiency. Digital FPD
have several advantages over the conventional screen-film detectors. In
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the screen-film radiography, the film type and manufacturing process dic-
tate the required exposure to the technician. A given screen-film has a
fixed speed, and if an image is over or underexposed, the image has to
be re-exposed. Digital detectors have wider latitude and a variable speed.
With this wider dynamic range, digital detectors are more forgiving for an
over or underexposed image. Digital images can conveniently be stored in
a computer and be assessed and shared at a later time for processing or
follow up. Digital images also bypass the need for any chemical processing,
which increases the time and cost efficiency. The images are also available
for immediate previewing.
Figure 2.5 Example of CR scanner and imaging plate (IP) very commonly








The operating console (Fig. 2.6) is usually located in an adjoint room
with a protective barrier separating the two. It consists of an on/off control
and controls to select kVp, mA, and exposure time.
Figure 2.6 Example of an X-ray management/administration console.
Protocol
Generated image resolutionPatient position
Bucky status and table/wall selectorSID
Beam
configuration
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The high-voltage generator may be housed in an equipment cabinet
positioned against the wall, as close as possible to the X-ray tube. It
provides power to the X-ray tube in three possible ways: single-phase,
three-phase and high-frequency power.
The X-ray tube is a component of the X-ray imaging system rarely
seen. It is contained in a protective housing and is therefore inaccessi-
ble. The housing reduces the intensity of leakage radiation to less than
1 mGya/hr at 1 m. There are two primary parts: the cathode and the
anode. Each of these is an electrode, and any electronic tube with a two
electrodes is a diode. An X-ray tube is therefor a special type of diode.
The cathode is the negative side of the X-ray tube and consist of two
primary elements, a filament and a focusing cup. The filament emits elec-
trons when it is heated by thermionic emission (i.e., Edison effect). It is
usually made of thoriated tungsten. Tungsten provides higher thermionic
emission than other metals and the addition of some thorium enhances its
efficiency and contributes to prolonging the equipment’s life. The focusing
cup in which the filament is embedded, confines the beam of electrons to
small area of the anode.








The anode is the positive side of the X-ray tube. There are two types
of anodes: rotating and stationary. Stationary anode X-ray tubes are used
in dental X-ray imaging systems (Fig. 2.7), some portable imaging systems
and other special-purpose units in which high tube current and power are
not required.
General purpose X-ray tubes (Fig. 2.8) use the rotating anode because
they must be capable of producing a high intensity X-ray beam in a very
short amount of time. The anode serves three functions. It is an electrical
conductor given that it receives the electrons emitted by the cathode and
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conducts them through the tube to the connecting cables and back to the
high voltage generator. The anode also provides support for the target.
The target is the area of the anode struck by electrons from the cathode.
The target consists of a tungsten alloy embedded in the copper anode. In
a rotating tube, a ring of finite area in the disc is the target. Alloying the
tungsten with rhenium gives it added mechanical strength to cope with the
stresses caused by high speed rotation and repetitive thermal expansion
and contraction. Tungsten is the material of choice for the target for
general radiography for three main reasons:
• it has a high atomic number (Z = 74) which results in the production
of high energy X-rays,
• it has a thermal conductivity almost equal to that of the copper,
which makes it very efficient for dissipating the heat produced, and
finally,
• it has a high melting point (3400  C).
The focal spot is the area of the target from which X-rays are emitted.
X-ray imaging requires small focal spots because the smaller the focal
spot, the better spatial resolution of the radiography. For this reason, the
anode is angled. This is primarily due to reduce the focal spot and to
limit the self attenuation of the photon beam due to the target. For low
electron energies (in the clinical range), bremsstrahlung rays are emitted
almost isotropically. As the energy of the incident electrons increases, the
distribution angle narrows (Fig. 2.8).
The anode must be a good thermal dissipater too. When the projectile
electrons from the cathode interact with the anode, more than the 99% of
their kinetic energy is converted into heat, which has to be dissipated as
quickly as possible. Heat increases (directly) with increasing X-ray tube
current (doubling the X-ray tube current doubles the heat produced). It
also increases with larger kVp (for diagnostic ranges). For this goal, cop-
per, molybdenum and graphite are the most common ones. In a rotating
anode, the electron beam interacts with a much larger target area (500
times more area compared with a stationary anode) and the heating of
the anode is not confined to a small and unique spot.
The primary function of the X-ray tube is accelerating electrons in
order to produce a consistent X-ray beam, which is something remarkable.
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Figure 2.8 Operational representation of an X-ray tube and depiction









It conveys to the target an enormous number of electrons at a precisely
controlled kinetic energy. For instance, at 100 mA, a total of 6 ⇥ 1017
electrons travel from the cathode to the anode every second. If the system
operates at 70 kVp, each electron arrives at the target with a maximum
kinetic energy of 70 keV, which implies speeds faster than half the speed
of light. They basically interact with the outer-shell electrons but not
with enough energy to ionize them. Rather, these outer-shell electrons are
raised to an excited state or energy level, from where they drop back to
their normal level, emitting infrared light in the meantime. This constant
excitation and relaxation or outer shell electrons is the responsible for
most of the heat generated in the anode. As state above, only about 1%
of the colliding electrons kinetic energy is used for the production of X-ray
radiation. This rate is independent of the tube current (regardless of the
mA selected, the efficiency of the X-ray production remains the same). In
contrast with the tube current, the production of X-rays increases with
kVp. For instance, at 60 kVp, only 0.5% of the electron kinetic energy is
converted to X-rays. At 100 kVp, this rate reaches approximately 1%. At
20 MeV, almost 70% is converted (of course, this specific case falls outside
the common clinical scenario).
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2.4 Production of X-rays
When the electrons produced and accelerated in the X-ray tube collide
with the atoms in the anode, several physical process can happen. These
processes are graphically summarized in Fig. 2.9. An X-ray beam (in
ordinary radiography production) consists in a bundle of photons with an
associated electromagnetic field and energy in the order of the 0 to 160 keV
and a wavelength from 0.01 to 10 nm (generally smaller than the diameter
of an atom) and a frequency from 3⇥ 1016 to 3⇥ 1019 Hz.
Figure 2.9 Production of X-rays. Four electrons are presented, along


















At the end, taking into account the sum of all the processes reviewed
below, we obtain a characteristic X-ray energy spectrum, which depends
on the peak energy of the colliding electrons (Fig. 2.10).
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In Rayleigh scattering (also referred to as coherent or classical scattering),
the incident photon interacts with the total atom, as opposed to individ-
ual electrons as in Compton scattering (tackled in Section 2.5.1) or the
photoelectric effect (discussed in Section 2.5.2). This interaction occurs
mainly with very low energy X-rays (15 to 30 keV).
During Rayleigh scattering the electrons in the scattering atom oscil-
late as a whole and in phase. The electron cloud subsequently radiates this
energy, emitting a photon of the same energy but with a different angle.
The atom is not ionized (electrons are not ejected). The average scatter-
ing angle decreases inversely proportional to the incident X-ray energy. In
X-ray imaging, detection of the scattered photons will not contribute to
image quality, quite the contrary. Fortunately, Rayleigh scattering only
accounts for less than 5% of the X-ray interactions in the range of 70 –
150 keV and 10% for interactions at 30 keV or under.
2.4.2 Characteristic radiation
If the projectile electrons interact with inner shell electrons of the tar-
get atom rather than with outer shell ones, characteristic X-rays can be
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produced. Characteristic X-rays result when the interaction is sufficiently
violent to ionize the target atom through total removal of an inner shell
electron. In this scenario, a temporary electron void is produced in that
specific inner shell. This is a highly unnatural state for the anode atom
and nature corrects this situation by making an outer shell electron to fall
into and fill the electric vacant in the inner shell. The main electronic
shells and vacancies are represented in Fig. 2.11.
Figure 2.11 Electron shell vacancies that contribute to characteristic X-
ray radiation.
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The transition of an orbital electron from an outer shell to an inner
shell is accompanied by the emission of an X-ray. This X-ray has the en-
ergy equal to the difference in the binding energies of the orbital electrons
involved. The only transitions that have a relevance in diagnostic X-rays
are those from outer shells to the K-shell. The K-shell is the electronic
orbital with two electrons and with a principal quantum number equal to
1, an azimuthal quantum number equal to 0 and two possible spin val-
ues (+1/2 and  1/2). The rest of shell transitions represent a range of
energies too low to be of any use for diagnostic and are usually filtered
away. Because the electron binding energy for every element is different,
the energy of characteristic X-rays produced is also different. The effective
energy of characteristic X-rays increases with increasing atomic number
of the target element.
EXray = Evacant shell   Eoriginal shell (2.2)
The angular distribution of the characteristic radiation has been stud-
ied by [88].
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2.4.3 Bremsstrahlung radiation.
Apart from the characteristic radiation, another type of interaction con-
sists in the electron losing its kinetic energy when interacting with the
nuclear field of a target atom when passing relatively close to its nucleus.
The closer the electron gets to the nucleus, the more it is influenced by its
electric field. This field is very strong given that it contains many protons.
As the electron passes near the nucleus, it is slowed down and changes its
course with less kinetic energy.
This loss of kinetic energy is translated to Roentgen radiation. These
types of X-rays are called bremsstrahlung X-rays. They can be considered
as radiation that results from the braking of electrons by the nucleus. An
electron can lose all, none or any intermediate level of its initial kinetic
energy. In the diagnostic range, most X-rays are bremsstrahlung X-rays.
For instance, at 100 kVp, only 15% of the X-ray beam corresponds to char-
acteristic rays. In contrast with characteristic X-rays whose originating
electrons need a specific minimal kinetic energy, bremsstrahlung X-rays
can be produced at any electron energy and their range of energies form
a continuous spectrum. The bremsstrahlung energies range from zero to
a peak and back to zero (maximum energy will be equal to the selected
kVp of operation). This is referred to as the continuous X-ray spectrum.
The majority of the clinically useful X-rays are part of this continuous
spectrum.
2.4.4 Other factors affecting the X-ray emission spectrum
The number of X-rays emitted from an X-ray tube can be determined by
adding together the number of X-rays emitted at each energy over the
entire spectrum. The general shape of an emission spectrum is always the
same, but its relative position along the energy axis can change.
• If we double the current, twice as many electrons will flow from the
cathode to the anode. This operation will produce twice as many
X-rays at every energy. In other words, the X-ray emission spectrum
will change in amplitude but not in shape.
• If the kVp is raised, the area under the curve increases to an area ap-
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proximating the square of the factor by which kVp is increased. The
relative distribution of the emitted X-ray energy shifts in average
to the right, but the maximum emission energy remains numerically
equal to the chosen kVp. A change in kVp affects both the amplitude
and the position of the X-ray emission spectrum. In the diagnostic
range, a 15% increase in kVp is equivalent to doubling the number
of projectile electrons.
• X-ray number is proportional to the selected current.
• X-ray number is proportional to the selected peak voltage.
• X-ray quantity is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
from the source (SID)
• When SID is increased, current must be increased by SID2 to main-
tain constant exposure to the image receptor.
2.4.5 Effect of filtration
Adding filtration reduces the X-ray beam intensity (less X-ray photons)
while increasing its average energy. Filtration absorbs more efficiently low
energy rays. Therefore, the bremsstrahlung X-ray emission spectrum is
reduced further on the left than on the right. Filtration is often called
hardening because of the increase in the average energy. Filtration also
reduces patient dose. At least, every X-ray equipment has an inherent
filtration which is related to the X-ray tube design (glass window, housing,
dielectric oil bath, etc.).
2.4.6 Effect of the target material
The atomic number of the target affects both the number and the energy
of X-rays. As the atomic number of the target material increases, the
efficiency of the production of bremsstrahlung radiation increases and high
energy X-rays increase in number to a greater extent than low energy X-
rays. The characteristic spectrum is shifted to the right. This phenomenon
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is a direct result of the higher electron binding energies associated with
bigger atomic numbers.
2.5 X-ray interaction with matter
X-rays have very short wavelengths (10 8 to 10 9 m). The higher the en-
ergy of an X-ray, the shorter is its wavelength. Consequently, low energy
X-rays tend to interact with whole atoms, which have diameters of approx-
imately 10 9 to 10 10 m. Moderate energy X-rays generally interact with
electrons and high energy electrons usually interact with the nuclei. X-rays
interact at these various structural levels through five mechanisms: coher-
ent scattering, Compton scattering, photoelectric effect, pair production
and photo-disintegration. Photoelectric effect and Compton scattering are
of special relevance in diagnostic X-rays and are tackled in this section.
Radiography is performed with an X-ray source on one side of the
patient and a Roentgen radiation detector on the other side. A half second
pulse is emitted by the X-ray tube. A fraction of this beam interacts with
the patient. However some of the X-rays pass through the patient and
reach the detector, where a radiography is finally formed. The initial
distribution of rays entering the patient is severely altered. A fraction
of X-rays is removed from the beam (i.e., attenuated) by scattering and
absorption processes within the atoms of the patient. The contribution to
the attenuation of tissues such as bone, fat, and air inside the patient are
substantially different, resulting in a new distribution of X-rays emerging
from the patient. The radiographic image is nothing else but a picture of
this X-ray distribution (or the absence of it).
2.5.1 Compton scattering
When X-rays interact with the outer shell electrons they are not only
scattered, but its energy is also reduced and the target atom is ionized as
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well. This type of interaction is called Compton scattering, also known as
inelastic or nonclassical scattering. The energy of the Compton-scattered
photons is equal to the difference between the energy of the incident X-ray
and the energy of the scattered electron. In turn, the energy of the ejected
electron is equal to its binding energy in addition to the kinetic energy
with which it leaves the atom. During Compton scattering, the energy
is divided between the scattered X-ray and the Compton electron. Both
the scattered electron and the X-ray may still have sufficient energy to







Ultimately, the scattered X-ray is photoelectrically absorbed. The
Compton electron loses all of its kinetic energy and drops into a vacancy
available in an orbital.
Figure 2.12 Relative Compton scatter probability as a function of the
scattering angle.
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When Compton scattering occurs at the diagnostic imaging energies
(15$ 150 keV), the greatest part incident photon energy goes to the scat-
tered photon. X-rays can be deflected in any direction, even in the back
direction. In this case it is called backscatter radiation. The probability
of Compton scattering is inversely proportional to X-ray energy and inde-
pendent of the atomic number. In other words, an X-ray photon is almost
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as likely to undergo Compton scattering with an atom of soft tissue as
with an atom of bone.
Scattered X-rays from Compton effect provide no useful information
in a radiograph and may contribute to extra dose damage. Even with
a huge energy loss, a Compton scattered photons have a relatively high
momentum and tissue penetrability. The accidental detection of scattered
photons by the image receptors results in a degradation of image contrast
and an increase in unwanted noise. This noise can be reduced thanks to
the interleaving of a static of moving Bucky layer (Section 2.2).
If a Compton interaction event is to take place, the incident photon
energy must be significantly greater than the electron’s binding energy.
Thus, the relative probability of a Compton interaction increases as the
incident photon energy increases. The probability of Compton interaction
also depends on the electron density, which with the exception of hydrogen,
is fairly constant in all types of tissues.
2.5.2 Photoelectric effect
Diagnostic X-rays also undergo ionizing interactions with inner shell elec-
trons. During this type of interactions the X-ray photon is absorbed com-
pletely. The electron removed from the atom (called photoelectron) es-
capes with kinetic energy equal to the difference between the energy of
the incident X-ray and the binding energy of the electron. This entails
and total X-ray absorption.
Eelectron = Eincident photon   Eorbital binding (2.3)
For low atomic number atoms (soft tissues), the binding energy of
shell electrons (even those residing in the K-shell) is very low. Therefore,
the electron is released with almost equal energy to the incident X-ray
photon. For higher atomic numbers (such as the calcium found in bones),
binding energies are higher and therefore, the kinetic energy is lower.
Secondary characteristic X-rays may be produced if the ejected elec-
tron corresponds to that of a K-shell. In this case, an outer shell electron
(for instance, from the L-shell) drops into the vacant orbital and and a
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characteristic X-ray is emitted. The energy of this secondary X-ray is equal
to the difference between binding energies of the two orbitals. These sub-
sidiary photons can be considered as scattered rays and their contribution
to producing X-ray images is meaningless. The photoelectric effect does
normally occur with valence shell electrons. In this case, no inner shell
electron cascade can take place and no subsequent characteristic X-rays
are produced.
The probability of photoelectric effect is directly proportional to the
third power of the Z of the absorbing atom and to third power of the inci-
dent photon energy (Z3/E3). The great benefit of photoelectric absorption
in diagnostic X-ray imaging is that it avoids scattered photons degrading
the image. The fact that the probability of photoelectric interaction is
proportional to 1/E3 explains, why image contrast decreases when higher
X-ray energies are used in the imaging process
2.5.3 Differential absorption
More important than interaction of the X-ray by Compton scattering or
photoelectric effect is the X-rays transmitted through the body without
interaction. As stated before, Compton scattered X-rays contributes with
no useful information to the image formation. On the contrary, X-rays
that undergo photoelectric effect do provide diagnostic information be-
cause of the fact of not reaching the detector. These missing X-rays are
representative of anatomical X-ray-opaque structures. The photoelectric
absorption of X-rays produces the light areas in a radio graph, such as
those corresponding to the bones. Other X-rays pass through the body
and reach the detector with no interaction whatsoever. They produce dark
areas in a radiograph. The structures and tissues traversed are transparent
to X-rays.
An X-ray image results from the difference between those X-rays ab-
sorbed photoelectrically in the patient and those transmitted to the image
receptor. This difference in X-ray interaction is called differential absorp-
tion. Approximately 1% of the X-rays incident on a patient reach the
image receptor. Fewer than half of those interact to form an image. Thus,
a radiograph results from just 0.5% of the X-rays emitted by the X-ray
tube.
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Producing good quality X-ray images requires the adequate selection
of the kVp do that as to obtain the maximum differential absorption. Un-
fortunately, if we reduce kVp, apart from increasing differential absorption
(and also image contrast), we also increase patient dose. As a consequence,
differential absorption controls the contrast of the image.
2.5.4 Dependence on mass density
Mass density is the quantity of matter per unit volume, specified in kgm 3.
The interaction of X-rays with tissue is proportional the mass density of
the tissue, regardless of the type of interaction, i.e., when the mass density
is doubled, the probability of X-ray interaction is doubled.
2.5.5 Exponential attenuation
The relative frequency of each Roentgen interaction mechanism depends
on the atomic number, the mass density and the own X-ray energy. Ab-
sorption is a critical condition fox X-ray interaction. If the X-ray is only
partially absorbed (like in the Compton scattering) do not contribute to
the image formation process. The total reduction in the number of X-
rays in the original beam after they penetrate through a given thickness
is called attenuation. Attenuation is therefore the product of absorption
and scattering and it takes place exponentially, following the well-known
Beers-Lambert law.
The fraction of photons removed from a mono-energetic beam of X-
rays or gamma rays per unit thickness of material is called the linear
attenuation coefficient (µ(E)), typically expressed in cm 1. The number
of photons removed from the beam traversing a very small thickness can
be expressed as:
n = µ(E)N l (2.4)
where n is the number of photons removed from the beam and N is the
number of original photons incident on the material.
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For a mono-energetic beam (with energy E) of photons incident upon
either thick or thin slabs of material, an exponential relationship exists be-
tween the number of incident photons (N0) and those that are transmitted
(N) through a thickness l without interaction:
N = N0e
 µ(E)l (2.5)
For a given material and thickness, the probability of interaction is
proportional to the number of atoms per volume. This dependency can
be overcome by normalizing the linear attenuation coefficient for the den-
sity of the material. The linear attenuation coefficient, normalized to unit
density, is called the mass attenuation coefficient ⌧ (Table 2.1). This coeffi-
cient depends on the type of interaction, as shown in Fig. 2.13. This figure
illustrates the addition of different X-ray interaction’s mass attenuation
coefficients as well as the total mass attenuation coefficient for soft-tissue.
Figure 2.13 Mass attenuation coefficients for soft tissue. The data for this
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Table 2.1 Some mass attenuation coefficients (cm2/g).
Material Air Water Muscle Bone Fat








10 4.91 5.07 5.07 19.79 3.08
15 1.52 1.57 1.57 6.19 1.00
20 0.73 0.76 0.76 2.75 0.53
30 0.33 0.36 0.36 0.95 0.29
40 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.50 0.23
50 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.34 0.21
60 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.19
70 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.17
80 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.16
2.6 Radiographic image
A pixel with intensity I(x, y) in the final X-ray image is the result of
chaining Eq. (2.5) for each traversed element i and accounting (adding or
better, integrating) for each possible energy dE in the original spectrum









where li(x, y) is the traversed length in an element i of a X-ray whose final
destination is the pixel x, y in the detector, N0(E) is the initial number
of photons of energy E and kVp is the maximum E. This number will
depend on the chosen exposure time and current. Of course, each pixel
will output a different value for Eq. (2.6). Besides, the integrated intensity
of each I(x, y) is finally resampled to an integer value between 0 and 4095
in the case of 12-bit images or 0 and 65535 in the case of 16-bit images.
Of course, this final conversion from energy to gray level also depends
on the detector efficiency, nature, a even specific software configuration.
Consumer computer screens can usually display just 8-bit (0 to 255 levels).
Each of these values is a grayscale value represented by screening software.
Recent studies have demonstrated that a human observer can perceive up
to 900 shades of gray [123]. Finally, some X-ray management software
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Figure 2.14 X-Ray mass attenuation coefficients for some materials and

























may apply specific correction algorithms that remove artifacts or enhance
contrast, concept tackled next.
2.6.1 Image Contrast
After the X-ray image is generated, we are done with the physics layer and
we end up with a grayscale image representing the transmitted radiation
that was not absorbed by the examined patient/object. A grayscale image
can be assigned an intensity histogram. An image histogram is a graphi-
cal representation of the tonal distribution in a digital image. It plots the
number of pixels for each gray value. The horizontal axis of the graph
represents the tonal variations, while the vertical axis represents the num-
ber of pixels in that particular level. The left side of the horizontal axis
represents the black and dark areas, the middle represents medium grey
and the right hand side represents light and white areas. The histogram
for a very dark image will have the majority of its data points on the left
side of the graph. Conversely, the histogram for a very bright image with
few dark areas and/or shadows will have most of its data points on the
right side and center of the graph.
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Contrast is the difference in grayscale values in an image. An image
with just one grayscale level has no contrast. On the contrary, an image
with transitions between dark gray levels and light gray pixels shows high
contrast. The contrast of an X-ray image (Fig. 2.15) is related to the
different photon fluencies that reach the detector after interacting with
the patient’s tissues through different physical phenomena. The dynamic
range of an X-ray imaging system is the ratio of the largest and smallest
input X-ray intensities that can be imaged. It can be also be defined as the
total number of distinctive pixel values that occur in the image. Dynamic
range is limited by the number of bits per pixel used to represent the
image.




Spatial resolution refers to the ability of an X-ray system to see small
detail (Fig. 2.16). An X-ray detector has higher spatial resolution if it can
resolve the presence of small objects in the image. The limiting spatial
resolution is the size of the smallest resolvable object. The wavelength
of the electromagnetic energy used to probe the patient is a fundamental
limitation of the spatial resolution of the X-ray imaging modality.
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Figure 2.16 Different image resolutions in conventional X-ray images.
The frequency (and thus, the wavelength) of X-rays depends on the
beam energy, but even the lowest energy X-ray (involving wavelength of
about 1 nm). This is far from the actual resolution by digital or legacy
X-ray sensor, but it does represent the theoretical limit on the spatial res-
olution of diagnostic X-rays equipment. This spatial resolution is usually
a tenth of the millimeter for fully digital and CR detectors, but can reach
the hundredth of a millimeter in the case of legacy screen film radiogra-
phy. However, such limits begin to enter into conflict with the own spatial
resolution of the human eye [115].
2.7 Conventional X-ray settings for primary diag-
nostic
When patients undergo X-ray examinations, they are usually offered a
comfortable gown to put on instead of their own clothes. They are then
guided through the positioning process, which can take place in two main
positions in the case of a trunk radiography: standing erect or lying. X-ray
examination rooms usually have separate detector holders for each type
of exam. A detector is also placed accordingly, except for the cases of
fully digital equipment, where flat panel detector as usually welded to the
supporting structure. The positioning of the patient, the detector and the
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X-ray tube and the distances between them are always roughly stablished
and no precise measurements are registered.
Once the patient is positioned, the technician or radiologist triggers
the activation of the X-ray beam. The patient can be advised, just a few
instants before, to hold his/her breath (or not) if it is clinically necessary.
Once the exposure has ended, the detector information is read, either by
manually inserting it in a CR scanner or by automatically launching a
readout process. The process can be repeated several times more if it
is clinically convenient. All these steps are graphically summarized in
Fig. 2.17.
Finally, the radiologist or doctor diagnoses the acquired images and
informs the patient about his/her health status and gives counseling about
future actions.
Figure 2.17 Typical steps during an X-ray exam: a) patient guidance
during positioning, b) radiograph acquisition, c) imaging plate digitaliza-
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2.7.1 Patient positioning
During an X-ray examination, the patient is asked to adopt any of the
following positions, always expressed relative to the detector. They are
also graphically summarized in Fig. 2.18.





Decubitus position is obtained with the patient faces towards the cas-
sette while lying in decubitus position.
Posteroanterior when the patient faces towards the cassette.
Anteroposterior when the patient’s back is towards the cassette.
Anterior oblique is obtained with the right front of the patient against
the imaging plate. The patient is turned approximately 45 degrees
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toward the right side, placing the patient’s right shoulder in con-
tact with the grid device and left hand on their hip. This position
demonstrates the maximum area of the left lung field.
Posterior oblique is obtained with the right back of the patient against
the cassette. The patient is rotated 45 degrees with left posterior
shoulder against the imaging plate. It is comparable to the anterior
oblique view in demonstrating the maximum area of the left lung
field.
These positions are usually never measured nor logged for a posteriori pro-
cessing. Patient dimensions and exact orientation relative to the imaging
system is also very frequently ignored for diagnosis and/or post-processing.
2.7.2 Common distances in X-ray examinations
Distances in conventional X-ray imaging are seldom or never log or taken
into account and they vary from snapshot to snapshot, as Fig. 2.19 shows.
They are also difficult to measure. For instance, the patient may have an
heterogeneous surface and the real position of the anode may be difficult
to establish (as it is housed inside a shielding structure). The basic lengths
in a conventional X-ray room are:
Source to Image Distance or is a measurement of the distance be-
tween the radiation source (anode in our case) and the radiation
detector (a FPD, for instance).
Source to Object Distance or distance from the anode to the patient
of which a radiographic image is to be generated.
Object to image receptor distance or between the patient and the
radiographic image receptor.
These parameters can also be stored as part of the Information Object
Definition (IOD) of each radiograph according to the Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [157]. The DICOM standard was
designed for handling, storing, printing, and transmitting information in
medical imaging. It includes, besides a file format definition and a network
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Figure 2.19 Variable object-to-image (OID) and source-to-object (SOD)









communications protocol, a tagging mechanism for all sorts of data, such
as the parameters aforementioned described:
DistanceSourceToDetector (0018, 1110) Distance in mm from source
to detector center. This value is equivalent to the SID.
DistanceSourceToPatient (0018, 1111) Distance in mm from source
to the table, support or bucky side that is closest to the subject, as
measured along the central ray of the X-Ray beam. This definition
is less useful in terms of estimating geometric magnification than
a measurement to a defined point within the patient, but accounts
for what is realistically measurable in an automated fashion in a
clinical setting. This measurement does not take into account any
air gap between the patient and the front of the table or bucky. If the
detector is not mounted in a table or bucky, then the actual position
relative to the patient is implementation or operator defined. This
value is equivalent to the SOD.
DistanceSourceToEntrance (0040, 0306) Distance in mm from the
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source to the surface of the patient closest to the source during the
acquisition of the image. It may be an estimated value based on
assumptions about the patient’s body size.
These parameters have both a name in English and a tuple 8-digits code
(i.e., PatientsName or 0010, 0010). As with the patient positioning, the
above listed distances are seldom measured.
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have summarized the basic and well stablished phys-
ical processes regarding the production of X-rays and their interaction
with matter. The implications of the attenuation and filtration have also
been presented. Next, conventional X-ray setups used in primary diag-
nostic, their role in patient diagnosis and their limitations regarding the
determination of lengths and distances (such as SID, OID and SAD) have
been exposed. These distances and angles can have a significant impact in
the image properties (like those tackled in Section 2.6) and even in dose
assessment (as we will later see through Monte Carlo and deterministic
simulations in Chapter 9).
In the next chapters, methods and materials that address the afore-
mentioned barriers will be discussed. These proposed methodologies will
require the augmentation of ordinary X-ray equipment with external po-
sitioning devices (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) or the use of structures that
hold X-ray-opaque markers, as will be reviewed in the next chapter.
3
Geometrical calibration of X-ray equipment
As stated in the previous Chapter, in conventional X-ray imaging, an
absorption image is generated from the examined object/patient. This
type of imaging technique ignores the geometry of the environment, and
thus, 3D information cannot be derived. This spatial information may
turn out very useful, as will be emphasized in the rest of the text. In
this chapter we discuss, among other things, the most basic approaches
to address these limitations. These techniques are, in turn, based on the
adoption of X-ray-opaque fiducial systems and their projection onto X-ray
images.
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X-ray systems can be operatively simplified and geometrically mod-
eled as pinhole cameras. This fact enables the application of modern pro-
jective geometry methodologies and the measurement, in X-ray settings,
of the same lengths and geometry relations discussed in Section 2.7.2. The
combination of X-ray images and spatial information also facilitate, for in-
stance, multiple radiograph stitching, as the example shown in the image
above.
In this chapter, we also explore three different alternatives for ob-
taining intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in conventional diagnostic X-
ray frameworks: the direct linear transform (DLT), the Zhang method,
and the Tsai approach. We analyze and describe the computational, op-
erational, and mathematical background differences for these algorithms
when they are applied to ordinary radiograph acquisition. We also high-
light the extreme variability of the intrinsic parameters in ordinary X-ray
imaging setups.
For our study, we developed an initial 3D calibration frame with tin
cross-shaped fiducials at specific locations. The three studied methods
enable the derivation of projection matrices from 3D to 2D point cor-
relations. We propose a set of metrics to compare the efficiency of each
technique. The results show a clear superiority of the DLT approach, both
in accuracy and operational suitability. We paid special attention to the
Zhang calibration method. Although this technique has been extensively
implemented in the field of computer vision, it has rarely been tested in
depth in common radiograph production scenarios. Zhang’s approach can
operate on much simpler and more affordable 2D calibration frames, which
were also tested in this chapter. All in all, in this Chapter we expand the
research tasks carried out in [13].
3.1 X-ray devices as pinhole cameras
Camera calibration is an important preprocessing step in computer vision
applications and it also has its relevance in daily diagnostic X-ray imaging
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scenarios like the one exemplified in Fig. 3.1.




X-ray devices –if modeled as pinhole cameras– are composed of a
Röntgen radiation source and a disengaged sensitive surface. In Fig. 3.2 we
graphically juxtapose a conventional pinhole device and X-ray equipment.
One of the key differences is that, in the case of X-rays, a projected point
Qi is located between the anode C –which plays the role of optical center–
and the detector. In other words, every Qi point is projected to a 2D
shadow in a specific coordinate qi in the sensor.
C is also the origin of the photon stream, whereas in a conventional
camera, the photon source is the photographed scene itself, which radiates
reflected light (Fig. 3.2). This diffused light enters the camera through
the pinhole and hits the detector. A slide projector (commonly used in
presentations) is the source of the light stream as well, however, its focal
length is fixed (we only get a neatly formed image at a specific distance)
and it is possible to derive it [19].
The sensor part of an X-ray deployment is usually a photographic film
or an array of dots (imaging plate or IP) sensitive to this type of radiation.
Depending on how the information is readout, we mainly have DX or
CR modalities. Both divide the detector surface in sensing pixels whose
resolution   may vary between producers and between clinical protocols.
  is usually independent of the orientation ( x =  y) and is normally
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referred as the linear resolution  o provided by the manufacturer.
Figure 3.2 X-rays (right) vs. pinhole cameras (left). In both devices, Qi


















The pinhole camera metaphor has already been applied to X-rays in
many previous works [143, 207]. In spite of this increasing and creditable
contribution of literature on the subject, very few authors explicitly com-
bine ordinary radiograph generation and modern computer vision camera
calibration techniques. An adaptation of Tsai’s approach developed in
[245] is examined by [159] in order to obtain measurements from planar
and non planar targets. Authors in [163] benefit from the Direct Linear
Transform (DLT) calibration process by augmenting X-ray systems with
laser rangefinders. DLT also appears in [217] where authors make use of a
3D phantom applied to orthopedics. Some research lines claim not to use
any specific calibration method but specially devised techniques, involving
nonlinear optimizations. For instance, [222] applies these procedures to
cylinder-shaped frames. In addition, phantom grids take part in the work
carried out by [68] along with the minimization of the retro-projection
error.
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3.2 Background on the geometry of X-ray imaging
systems
The fact of identifying X-ray imaging systems as pinhole devices entails
some considerations, both geometrical and operational, that makes them
particularly different from conventional systems. We review below the
most relevant.
3.2.1 World, anode and detector reference frames
In the specific case of X-ray pinhole cameras, it turns out appropriate to
work with different reference frames, all represented in Fig. 3.3. The first
and most intuitive one is the world coordinate system W = (X̂W, ŶW,ẐW),
usually placed at a known 3D point in the radiographed scene, typically
over a frame or DUT. Next is the coordinate frame attached to detector
plate itself D = (X̂D, ŶD,ẐD) whose origin is normally coincident with the
upper-leftmost pixel. The requirement of D comes from the physical fact
of dealing with a radiation responsive layer not tied to C and from the
possibility of moving the anode and/or detector, with complete freedom,
around the 3D scene. Finally, the coordinate system C = (X̂C, ŶC,ẐC) has
its origin in C itself.
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Any point X in the 3D space can be associated with any of the afore-
mentioned reference frames. For instance, if XC represents the coordinates
of X relative to C and XD is its representation relative to D, then, from










⇡ rotation about X̂C
·XC + p (3.1)
where p = (cx, cy, f) is known as the principal point and represents the
coordinates of C in D. The line that passes through C and is perpendicular
to the detector plane is the principal axis, and intersects the image plane
at the point (cx, cy, 0). The distance between C and the detector plane is
the focal length f . The anode C can also be expressed in W coordinates
by means of vector t that starts at the origin of W and ends at C . This
vector can be interpreted as the position of the world origin in camera
coordinates. This is often counter-intuitive, because we usually want to
specify how the camera is transformed relative to the world (pose).
Finally, if t and p are known, it then becomes possible to derive vector
r connecting both W and D:
r = p  t (3.2)
3.2.2 Camera calibration and projection matrices
As discussed in the first paragraph of this chapter, a prerequisite for any
application in the field of computer vision is the calibration of the camera.
This step is necessary to determine the pose between the imaging system
and real world objects. The pose of an object or camera is the combina-
tion of position and orientation. It involves the calculation of 5 intrinsic
(internal) and 6 extrinsic (external) parameters, which can be grouped in
a 3⇥ 4 matrix called the camera projection/calibration matrix P.
Mathematically, P maps 3D points –expressed in W coordinates– to
2D points, using the expression: q̂i = P · Q̂i, where each q̂i is an image
point and Q̂i is a W-referenced point, both in homogeneous coordinates.
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As mentioned above, P can be decomposed in two blocks of intrin-
sic (K) and extrinsic parameters, respectively. K projects 3D points, ex-

























where   is a resolution matrix –tackled above– expressing the number
of pixels per unit of length, for both x and y axes, and ↵x = f x and
↵y = f y represent the focal lengths in pixel units. Similarly, x0 and y0
are the image units counterparts of cx and cy. The parameter s is the
skewness of the camera and defines the angle between the x and y axes.
However, as stated above, we assume that pixels are square, which allows









where we have also deliberately forced both focal lengths to be equal to ↵.
This assumption makes sense in the field to which our research is intended
to contribute, i.e., X-ray diagnostic imaging and item scanning. However,
this hypothesis should be taken with caution in the case of CR plates,
where, for instance, the IP scanning process has its own optical oddities
and limitations [209, 72].
The extrinsic parameters describe a rigid transformation mapping
points in space between W and C frames. This matrix can also be de-
composed in a rotation matrix R (accounting for angles ✓x, ✓y, ✓z ) and
the aforestated translation vector t:
extrinsic matrixz }| {
[R | t] =














It is common to see a version of Eq. (3.5) with extra row of (0, 0, 0, 1)
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added to the bottom. This makes the matrix square, which allows us
to further decompose this matrix into the aforementioned rotation and
translation
Given P, we can decompose it into its intrinsic/extrinsic parts using a
RQ decomposition [99]. We can do this given the fact that R is orthogonal




extrinsic matrixz }| {
[R | t] (3.6)
3.2.3 Estimation of the detector resolution
Even though we usually have access to the detector resolution specified by
the manufacturer ( o), this parameter can also be experimentally deter-
mined ( ) from two X-ray images produced at different geometrical con-
figurations. If we take a look at Fig. 3.4, we can easily notice that the dis-
tances represented by the vector relations |p2   p1| and |t2   t1|account
for the same spatial gap. However, there exists an important difference
between the two: the former is expressed in pixel units and the latter is
specified in physical units. This fact enables the calculation of   with the
expression:
  · |t2   t1| = |p2   p1| (3.7)
where the tuples p2,p1 and t2, t1 represent the anode coordinates in D
and W reference frames, for X-ray source locations 1 and 2, respectively.
That is, we experimentally resolve how many pixels per meter   holds
our X-ray detector (for a given stereo snapshot), which should be a priori
close to factory specs   t  o.
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Figure 3.4 Derivation of detector linear resolution ( ). The X-ray tube
(a dental one in this specific case) is activated at two different locations
(1 and 2) and two images are generated at each system pose. Taking into
account the pair of vectors connecting the anode and the world (t1 and
t2) and the pair of vectors linking the anode and the detector (p1 and p2),
























This method for the estimation of the linear resolution of a detector
represents on its own a very interesting tool which can be integrated into
the quality control protocols applied during the ordinary inspection of
X-ray equipment. As stated above, the t vectors have natural units (m,
mm, etc.) and the p vectors have pixel units so that when divided, we
obtain a unit for linear resolution (i.e., pixels per meter). Both p and t
vector pairs are obtained through the RQ decomposition of each P1 and















· [R | t] (3.8)
where each vector p is built exclusively from the same intrinsic parameters
already expressed in Eq. (3.4), and t is nothing else but the translation
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vector, part of the extrinsic side of the camera matrix equation.
Finally, Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) already point at the fact that in X-ray
systems, extrinsic and intrinsic parameters are closely related, which will
be further developed in the next section.
3.2.4 Pose-dependent intrinsic matrices on X-ray systems
It is worth noting that in the specific scenario of X-ray imaging a contro-
versy may arise when qualifying K as intrinsic. In conventional pinhole
cameras, intrinsics do not change if the device is repositioned in the scene.
However, in X-ray frameworks, these parameters may vary significantly
between consecutive snapshots if either the sensor or anode are shifted
and/or rotated relative to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. This vari-
ability lies in the fact that detector surface and anode are detached –and
structurally independent– one from the other. The term pseudointrinsic
might be coined here.
This fact contrasts with conventional camera systems, where the sen-
sor (usually a CCD/CMOS array) is architecturally fixed to the optical
center. In X-ray imaging, we face a very interesting scenario in which
the intrinsic and extrinsic parts of P are tied. Therefore, for two anode/
detector locations C and C’, it is not unreasonable to think that K 6= K0.
This is the reason why the D reference frame is required when describ-
ing the geometry accompanying X-ray settings (as already discussed in
Section 3.2.1).
3.3 Outline of current calibration Algorithms
We now outline the three most used methodologies for the estimation of
P. These same approaches will later be applied (and compared) to X-ray
imaging systems. Several authors have proposed solutions to the problem
of camera calibration. Among the most popular are Tsai’s algorithm [247],
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Figure 3.5 Intrinsic parameters variation when relocating the anode from
an original pose to a different one (the same would happen if the detector



























DLT [98], and Zhang’s method [262], which we will now summarize. Fur-
ther details about these methods can be found in [201] and [264] addressed
to conventional cameras.
3.3.1 Tsai’s Method
Tsai’s camera calibration method –presented in [247]– by Roger Tsai in
1986 is one of the most famous –and probably one of the very first– modern
algorithms for camera calibration. An updated description of the Tsai’s
algorithm can be found in [90] and [149].
The algorithm recovers the camera parameters using the relationship
between points in a three-dimensional calibration mold and their projec-
tions in the image plane. A key aspect of this algorithm is that x0 and
y0 (pixel coordinates of the principal point cx, cy) must be passed as in-
put parameters. The pixel coordinates of the principal point are normally
known, fixed and provided by the detector manufacturer in the case of
conventional cameras. Unfortunately, this approach is not applicable in
X-ray systems, where sensor and emitter are detached one from the other,
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as discussed above.
Tsai’s method entails two stages. The first one determines the extrin-
sic parameters and the focal length. This is achieved by solving a system
of linear equations whose inputs are the 3D/2D coordinates of points in
a calibration frame, both in image and real world. The second phase in-
volves a non-linear minimization process where the radial distortion factor
is determined and all other parameters are further refined.
3.3.2 DLT
DLT is a simple algorithm used to obtain the projection matrix given a
sufficient set of point correspondences. It was originally devised by Abdel
Y. I. Aziz and H. M. Karara [27] and is updated by [98].
DLT estimates P using a projective transformation presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 and a set of point correspondences. However, since points are in
homogeneous coordinates, two points will be equal if their coordinates are
proportional. For this reason, each point pair q̂i, Q̂i introduces a restric-
tion which is better written using the vector cross product: q̂i⇥PQ̂i = 0.
This restriction generates two independent equations. Since the number
of independent unknowns is 11 (P is determined up to a scale factor in
homogeneous coordinates), a simple linear solution for P can be derived
with 6 correspondences.
Inasmuch as point coordinates are always measured with some error,
the linear equation system used to obtain P is normally solved using the
SVD method. Unfortunately, the results of SVD depend on the origin and
scale of the coordinate system in the image, which makes the algorithm
unstable. To deal with this issue, [98] advocates for a former normalization
of each q̂i that scales and centers all points.
3.3.3 Zhang’s Method
This method was originally devised by Zhengyou Zhang in [262] and
requires Np projections of one or more planar calibration targets Np,
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each with its own fiducial set Qi···Nf as shown in Fig. 3.6. Convention-
ally in computer vision, Np = 1, i.e., just one calibration frame pho-
tographed/beamed Np times at different poses (Np = 1⇥Np). However,
we can also use several Np frames, each portrayed once (Np = Np⇥1). For
each projection j, a 2D homography can be estimated from the acquired
image. In order to compute these homographies, more than 4 non-collinear
points are needed. Zhang calculates then a series of projective transfor-
mations {P1,P2, · · · ,Pj , · · · ,PNp} to points qi···Nf⇥Np in the Np bitmaps,
up to a scale factor. It is important to denote here that each projection
j used in the scope of Zhang’s method will return its own independent
[R | t]j set, however, they all share the same K. This means that we can
only reproject points related to each projection j and we miss the oppor-
tunity to locate a shared and unique world reference frame W unless one
of the plane frames is radiographed at a well-known and traceable location
in the 3D scene. The minimization phase helps refining all previously de-
rived parameters, whose amount is proportional to Np, that is, 3 intrinsic
(cx, cy, f) + Np ⇥ (✓x, ✓y, ✓z, tx, ty, tz) extrinsics.
Figure 3.6 Zhang planes applied in the X-ray spectrum.
3.3.4 Non-linear refinement
All the previous algorithms can be improved if the retrieved results are
refined using a non-linear cost function g(. . .). The most common one is
the geometric distance (or transfer error), which measures the Euclidean
distance between the projection of a Npoints set of 3D world spots Qi and
their observed correspondences qi in the image:






In the case of the Zhang method discussed above, each plane has its
own projection j and its own Pj . Each Qj,i (fiducial i on beamed frame j)
must be then projected using the corresponding Pj . In this scenario, the
cost function depends on M = Np ⇥Npoints total amount of parameters.
Eq. (3.9) should be then rewritten as suggested by [152]:





kqj ,i   PjQj,ik
2 (3.10)
where qj,i is the observed projection of a coplanar point i to imaged
plane j. However, if plane projections correspond to one single physical
flat frame (Np = 1) with a common set of fiducials Q1,··· ,i,··· ,Npoints arbi-
trarily shifted/rotated between snapshots –as we explore in Section 3.8–






kqj ,i   PjQik
2 (3.11)
3.4 X-ray imaging setup and calibration frame
In order to appropriately describe an X-ray diagnostic system like the one
represented in Fig. 3.1, it is initially necessary to establish a reference
frame located at the detector. The chosen one is displayed in Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.8.
Also, an initial polytetrafluoroethylene 3D calibration frame or DUT
(Fig. 3.7), outlined in Fig. 3.8 has been specially built. The DUT has
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a simple rectangular shape in order to be manageable and, if necessary,
geometrically checked by third party adopters.
In our set up, this DUT remains fixed and can be imaged from many
poses.
Figure 3.8 World and detector coordinate systems.
Additionally, a set of Nf = 13 cross-shaped tin markers opaque to
Röntgen rays were distributed on two levels of the DUT. The bottom
level accommodates 9 markers and the top one just 4 of them. The DUT
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is also responsible for establishing the W reference frame.
Besides the Nf cross-shaped markers, our DUT also shelters 9 lead
spherules (4 mm diameter) inside its Teflon cavity (Fig. 4.19-left). These
birdshots will play a role later when verifying the goodness of each method
and they are ignored during the calibration.
The DUT is radiographed from many angles and beam positions (57
snapshots), imitating the AP vertical examination. In our specific setup,
the IP surface is roughly the same size as the calibration frame in order
to capture all possible fiducial marker projections. The pixel centers of all
cross-shaped traces have been manually identified.
3.5 Comparison metrics
In order to objectively compare the three methodologies outlined in Sec-
tion 3.3, several metrics are defined. Reprojection RMSE and intrinsic
parameters consistency are applied on a per projection basis. The other
two (detector resolution and distance to epipolars) imply the use of pairs
of stereo radiographs as input.
3.5.1 Reprojection root-mean-square difference
Or, how well each algorithm performed when projecting again into the
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3.5.2 IP resolution estimation
Knowing the linear resolution of the IP, provided by the manufacturer
( o = 104 px/m) it is possible to use it as a screening/test parameter.
Based on Eq. (3.7) and the arguments put forward in Section 3.2.3, we
can write:
 j = |pj,2 pj,1|/|tj,2 tj,1| (3.13)
where  j is the computed linear resolution for a stereo snapshot j. Each
snapshot obtained through Eq. (3.13) represents two stereo X-ray tube po-
sitions comprising two separated images. If we gather several  j , k, . . . n
we can compare the calculated (mean) linear resolution with that provided
by the manufacturer
Over N comb = 1540 pair combinations from 56 radiographs were made
to estimate  j , like the one exemplified in Fig. 3.9. Then for each calibra-




for method being one of Tsai, DLT or Zhang.
Figure 3.9 Example of a snapshot pair used to derive IP’s  j from two
X-ray source poses (photographs were taken, for informative purposes,
with a consumer digital camera near C and roughly pointing at the same
direction as the collimator).
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3.5.3 2D distance between epipolar lines and spherules
A key step in stereo imaging entails finding point correspondences in two
images. Using epipolar geometry, the search for a corresponding point can
be reduced from scrutinizing a whole image to just looking across a specific
line within it, called the epipolar line. In other words, a point in one image
is a line in its stereo partner. The left camera sees it as a point because
it is directly in line with that camera’s center of projection. However, the
right camera discerns this ray as an infinite straight segment in its image
plane. The same situation arises in X-rays too, where the beam source is
shifted between two positions with a rigid transformation.
In order to produce these epipolars, we first compute the fundamental
matrix F. This entity can be obtained by several means, one of them
being from the interplay of two camera projection matrices P1 and P2, as
described by [22, 138].
As mentioned in Section 3.4, a set of Ns = 9 extra lead markers were
placed in the DUT plastic receptacle at specific 3D locations thanks to
a foam scaffold. Using the same snapshot pair analogy we applied for
the detector resolution step, we can compute the epipolar lines and their
distances  methods,j to the projections qs of each spherule Qs, again, for
each snapshot pair j and for each calibration method. Epipolar geometry
establishes that the epipolar line l2s on 2nd image linked to the projection





The whole idea is graphically summarized in Fig. 3.10. The mean
value of all  methods,j is given as a result for the Tsai ( Tsais,j ) and DLT








When deriving  Zhangs,j and regarding Eq. (3.15), P1 and P2 should
represent the corresponding projection matrices to the same Zhang plane
(#1, . . . , #13 in Fig. 3.12) containing each given projected spherule from
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Figure 3.10 Epipolar geometry in stereo X-ray imaging.
spherule








pose #2 pose #1
each stereo location.
In this occasion, a subset of 43 X-ray images was used (those with
spherules, later added) and Ncomb = 903 snapshot pair combinations. In
Fig. 3.11 we show some real examples of these stereo pairs and epipolars.
3.5.4 Consistent intrinsic parameters
A final test might consist on analyzing whether the intrinsic parameters
inferred at the RQ decomposition stage are physically consistent, i.e., if
they represent cohesive physical dimensions and distances between the X-
ray emitter and the detector. More specifically, we will pay attention to
the focal length f of each X-ray system pose. From here we check whether
we can derive a coherent spatial distance between anode and IP. In order
to verify this aspect, the focal distance obtained with the DLT approach
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Figure 3.11 Two stereo snapshot pairs and the epipolar line from each
lead spherule as seen from a paired anode location.
will be taken as a near true distance and Tsai and Zhang methodologies
will be compared against it ( fDLT). From experience DLT almost always
delivers consistent intrinsic sections so it seems a good idea to compare
the other two methodologies against this one.
This metric is not intended to serve as a comparison point for the
three calibration methods but as a final health check of the consistency of
each calculated P. A projection matrix can perform very good in all three
aforementioned metrics. However, this fact does not necessarily mean that
intrinsics (i.e., f) are well derived, neither that we end up with well formed
and physically relevant KTsai and KZhang matrices.
3.6 Practical considerations
The most straightforward method is DLT, whose application starts with a
set of correspondences between world points Nf and image points; a linear
solution can be then computed. Tsai is quite similar but it compulsory
needs an initial guess of x0 and y0 (usually the image center), which later
has to be fine-tuned with a least-squares stage.
The Zhang method differs significantly from the other two, as it oper-
ates over 2D frames and their planar projections. As with DLT and Tsai,
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with Zhang we initially assumed that the accuracy of the camera cali-
bration process would be in proportional relationship with the amount of
3D-2D point correspondences, which in turn implies more planar projec-
tions (as discussed in Section 3.3.3). In this context, we initially conceived
a total of Np = 13 virtual planes using all possible fiducial marker com-
binations in the DUT. These ideal planes are shown in Fig. 3.12 and a
sample subset of their X-ray projections in Fig. 3.13.
Each of these planes contains 4 fiducial points, except for instances
#11 and #12, which can be expanded with the extra antisymmetry copper
landmark (whose X-ray projection is labeled as point 13 in Fig. 3.13).
Figure 3.12 6 of the total of 13 made-up internal planar structures inside
the 3D DUT used for the Zhang calibration method.
Lead spherules described in Section 3.4 have been situated as copla-
nar as possible to some of the built Zhang planes from #1 to #10 shown
in Fig. 3.12, though some have been left out the calculations if their geo-
metrical distance exceeded 5 mm from a given plane. In the case of the
Zhang method, each plane is related to its own projection matrix P1···13,
and thus, it is only possible to project 3D traits that lie on each specific
plane only. This consideration has been taken into account when applying
the comparison metric described in Section 3.5.3.
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Figure 3.13 Some X-ray projections of synthetic Zhang planes buildable
with fiducials present in the DUT.
After running some preliminary tests, we found that using all the 13
planes for calibration produced unstable results in many cases. A more
careful look showed that fluctuating outcomes were obtained when some
of the virtual planes turned out to lie very perpendicularly relative to the
image surface and/or anode. When our DUT was radiographed, these
steep planes projected an almost negligible area. In Fig. 3.14 we show
some examples of this type of problematic traces.
Figure 3.14 X-ray projections of some problematic Zhang virtual planes
(inside the dotted line) which affect results.
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For this reason, we have devised a pre-step to the Zhang algorithm
that easily discards planes that generate unstable results based on their
projected area, in number of pixels. Section 3.7 explores this topic.
Besides, in order to be able to apply the test metric described in
Section 3.5.2, we need to select the projection matrix P11 linked to plane
#11 (Fig. 3.12) on each stereo snapshot. This plane contains the fiducial
cross marker (upper-left corner) that defines a shared W reference frame.
The matrix P11 linked to this plane, when RQ-decomposed, reveals the
translation vector t that allows us to derive the detector resolution  j for
a specific radiograph stereo pair j, using Eq. (3.13).
As discussed in Section 3.3, all calibration methods allow a further
optimization through non-linear minimization. We have chosen the geo-
metric distance as the non-linear cost function.
3.7 Results and discussion
Table 3.1 compares all calibration algorithms using the metrics introduced
in Section 3.5. We provide the results before and after the refinement
process (denoted with suffix /R). As introduced in Section 3.5,   is the
reprojection error –using Eq. (3.12)– of the same fiducial markers taken
into account for calibration. Metric   is the mean distance from each
spherule image location to the epipolar of that same spherule –obtained
with (Eq. (3.15))– seen from another paired anode.   is calculated with
Eq. (3.16). It should be brought to mind that, in the case of the Zhang
algorithm, each spherule is projected using the particular Pj related to
the plane which best embeds it.
The mean resolution   for the detector is estimated in pixels/meter
and as a result of Eq. (3.13).   is then compared with factory indications
 o for each calibration method. We recall here that in order to compute
  in the case of the Zhang method, the projection matrix P11 for plane
#11 and its translation vector t have been used.
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We also draw some attention to the quality of f provided by Tsai and
Zhang methods by comparing it with the focal length derived with DLT
( fDLT).
Table 3.1 Test metrics and results for the three calibration methods. The
/R suffix means non-linear least squares refined.
Tsai DLT Zhang Tsai/R DLT/R Zhang/R
 
px
36 7 270 7 7 19
std( ) 15 5 136 5 5 11
 
px
15 3 69 3 3 12
std( ) 19 6 49 7 6 8
  px
m
10071 9993 10114 9991 9991 10040
std( ) 287 192 237 181 190 278
 fDLT m
0.10 0.12 0.00 0.01
std( fDLT) 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.06
In general, all methods report good results and show capabilities to
be used for X-ray calibration.   is very low,   is virtually identical to  o
and   is nearly zero.
DLT reports best results even without a minimization phase. This
entails that this time-consuming stage can be ignored. On the contrary,
Zhang and Tsai need undergoing a non-linear minimization step in order
to deliver accurate results.
Although Tsai’s approach is quite precise, and even operates better
when refined through a minimization episode, it must be initialized with
the principal point coordinates, which are, a priori, unknown in X-ray
environments. If the X-ray emitter is located more or less perpendicularly
to the examined object, as in setup a) in Fig. 3.15, x0 and y0 can be
assigned the coordinates of the image center w.l.o.g and still get satisfying
results. However, at poses approaching the limits of the X-ray system,
this central landmark can have a distant coordinate from the center, as
exemplified in Fig. 3.5.
As detailed in Section 3.6, In the case of Zhang’s method, we have
had to first reject some degenerate planes with the simple technique of
requiring a minimum projected area belonging to each virtual plane. Most
accurate results for this method are recovered when a minimal area of 103
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px for each plane is set as a threshold. However, these results are not as
accurate as those obtained with DLT/Tsai. An explanation for this may
reside in the fact that planes should be populated with a denser fiducial
grid, as [214] also observed.
In order to better visualize the influence of the minimum required
projected area in Zhang’s algorithm, we have generated Fig. 3.17. We
there have plotted the mean difference ( fDLT) of the Zhang’s derived
focal lengths fZhang to those obtained using DLT (fDLT).
From these plots we can infer that the best performance seems to
be achieved with the combination of 4 large projected planes: the three
widest parallel ones (#11, #12 and #13 in Fig. 3.12) plus a fourth extra
one. In other words, the Zhang method can be improved by adding more
planes, but it is of greater importance which planes are selected based on
their projected area. Too many parallel planes or too perpendicular can
interfere the calibration process. This outcome agrees with the experimen-
tal results obtained by [262]. We also found that, Zhang’s algorithm also
delivered better results when the DUT was radiographed from wider an-
gles –configuration b) in Fig. 3.15– that originated larger projected zones.
Figure 3.15 Geometrical configuration of the X-ray system that works
better with Zhang’s approach (b) and frontal placement that suits better
Tsai’s algorithm (a).
Zhang’s method has also been evaluated in its original conception for
computer vision: using a single 2D calibration frame (Np = 1) projected
at alternating poses (discussed in Section 3.3.3). This parallel study is
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detailed below.
3.8 Alternate Zhang calibration experiment with a
2D calibration frame
As a side experiment, we have radiographed a separate 2D squared DUT
–equipped with 16 radiation-opaque fiducials plus 4 extra to break symme-
try– at 27 arbitrary orientations and distances (Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17-b).
We have designed a special holding structure consisting of an adjustable
Figure 3.16 Visual representation –for the Zhang method– of the exper-
imental setup with a single calibration flat panel adjusted over a strand
of flexible plastic segments which allows perfect positioning. The panel,
equipped with 16 hidden X-ray-opaque markers, is then beamed at random
poses and fZhang is then derived.
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support system with a panoramic head that allowed us to arbitrarily move
around and re-orientate this structure before been radiographed.
The focal length fZhang has been estimated with the help of this de-
vice while the X-ray imaging system has remained still throughout the
measurements. We have calculated the mean focal length (Fig. 3.17-c) for
each number of plane combinations (i.e., 2300 combinations for 3 planes,
12650 for 4 planes, 53130 for 5 planes, and so on).
These results clearly demonstrate how Zhang’s method, together with
a humbler 2D frame, can represent a good alternative to calibrate any
X-ray device. As expected, the more projected planes involved in the
calculation, the more accurate –or convergence towards a stable– focal
length. Nevertheless, some combinations of 3 or 4 planes, already offered
a very precise solution. As an example, Fig. 3.17-a shows a combination
of just three planes from which we can already derive the same fZhang
achievable with the remaining 24 projections.
In our tests, we also discovered a degenerate projection instance (tack-
led in Section 3.6). In Fig. 3.17 we show such conflictive plane whose pose
is very oblique and projected area very small. It is important to identify
these planes and taken them out of calculations in order to speed up a
stable and consistent calibration. Their inclusion can dramatically affect
results, as Fig. 3.17-c clearly demonstrates (this time correct focal length
is known by construction).
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Figure 3.17 (a) combination of three random Zhang planes that produce
a very accurate focal length. (b) Problematic configuration of a Zhang
plane. (c) Convergence of the mean fZhang determined using the random
positioning of DUT (with and without oblique planes) towards the stable
mean focal length due to an increase in the number of planes used.
3.9 Conclusions
We have applied three well-known camera calibration methods to primary
diagnostic X-ray environments. All calibration methods share the same
principle: finding a projection matrix that connects scene 3D points and
their projections in the image. A well calibrated camera allows us to
back-project points in the image (a radiograph, in this case) to their cor-
responding location in the 3D space (as shown in Fig. 3.18). This fact will
enable the registration between different camera systems, as explained in
Section 4.6.3 and Section 8.1.5 for visual and X-ray images and for visual
and   images, respectively.
In order to study these calibration methods, two 3D adjustment frames
outfitted with fiducial markers and a set of metrics has been devised. The
main and most immediate outcome is that all three methods can perform
nicely on these type of X-ray settings. In other words: all three method-
ologies, with a similar calibration frame to ours, will deliver functional
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Figure 3.18 Back-projection of an image j 2D point into the 3D scene in
the form of an infinite ray Qj ,i (expressed in the W reference frame). A
finite segment of this ray is also shown
  !
















projection matrices and accurate intrinsics, before or after a non-linear
least squares refinement. However, there are some meaningful operational
differences and particularities related to each technique that have been
analyzed as well.
We have paid special attention to the Zhang method, massively used
for computer vision but not in regular X-ray contexts. We show it can be
a reasonable alternative to heavier 3D phantoms. Within a Zhang frame-
work, three radiographs from a simpler and single planar device can suf-
fice, however, very oblique projections can significantly alter calculations
and should be previously identified and discarded. From the experiences
reported in this text, fixed 3D calibration structures are more recommend-
able if working under DLT or Tsai schemes. For this reason we chose DLT




Calibration and augmentation of X-ray settings
with visual information
In this chapter, we present a methodology to recover the geometrical
calibration of conventional X-ray settings with the help of an ordinary
video camera and visible fiducials that are present in the scene. In contrast
with what was tackled in Chapter 3 and following the goals elaborated in
the introduction of this thesis work, we now resolve the scene’s geometry
thanks to the interplay of an external environment recognition device.
After calibration, equivalent points of interest can be easily identi-
fiable with the help of the epipolar geometry. The same procedure also
allows the measurement of real anatomic lengths and angles and obtains
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accurate 3D locations from image points. Our approach completely elimi-
nates the need for X-ray-opaque reference marks (and necessary support-
ing frames) which can sometimes be invasive for the patient, occlude the
radiographic picture, and end up projected outside the imaging sensor
area in oblique protocols.
Two possible application frameworks are envisioned: a spatially shift-
ing X-ray anode around the patient/object and a moving patient that
moves/rotates while the imaging system remains fixed. As a proof of con-
cept, experiences with a device under test (DUT) have been carried out.
The results show that it is possible to identify common points with a
proper level of accuracy and retrieve three-dimensional locations, lengths
and shapes with a millimetric level of precision.
The presented approach is simple and compatible with both current
and legacy widespread diagnostic X-ray imaging deployments and it can
represent a good and inexpensive alternative to other radiological modal-
ities like CT. In the context of this thesis work, this entails an evolution
from what was addressed in [10] and [58].
4.1 3D information from ordinary radiographs
Recovering the geometrical information from multiple X-ray snapshots
of a same object/patient generated from different angles and positions
has become of increasing relevance in medicine, industry and surveillance.
More specifically, interest has grown in relation to the identification of
common points or areas of interest in several radiographs, and the deriva-
tion of useful 3D information (distances, angles, etc.) from a sparse set
of images produced in conventional and primary diagnostic X-ray imag-
ing settings. In this context, distances are usually very poorly estimated,
and, in many cases, simple X-ray-opaque objects (like coins) are used as
reference landmarks. In this chapter, a new methodology that represents
a step forward towards a better assessment of anatomical distances with
standard/legacy diagnostic equipment, fiducial-less radiographs and less
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invasive frameworks is presented.
In computer vision, the process of retrieving 3D information from 2D
bitmaps is usually referred as image reconstruction and can be achieved af-
ter a camera calibration phase. The geometric calibration of X-ray modal-
ities starts with the inference of perspective projection matrices that map
3D scene points with their projected counterparts. Unfortunately, this
process entails overcoming some obstacles, which will be addressed in this
chapter. Perhaps, the most important one has to do with the huge level
of spatial variability present in typical X-ray imaging environments, as
highlighted and summarized in Section 3.2.4.
In these basic radiological settings, both the radiographed object and
the X-ray imaging system can move with almost complete freedom around
the room. These spatial changes are then usually coded as rigid transfor-
mations or translation vectors. As a collateral benefit, keeping track of
the distances, positions, and orientations (geometrical settings) that dom-
inate the radiographic scene can also play a role in beam equalization, and
therefore, in dose control.
In this chapter, we account for these scene alterations in basic X-ray
environments with the help of a visible light camera that is rigidly tied to
the X-ray source (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 Proposed X-ray acquisition system with an attached digital











Alongside this goal, we also elude the use of X-ray-opaque markers
(Fig. 4.4) for the reasons later elaborated in Section 4.3. These X-ray
devices can be found in most healthcare centers worldwide, private and
public, large and small. In the reconstruction process, only the afore-
mentioned camera and a set of visual fiducial markers are used so that
X-ray images do not get tainted with traces/projections from foreign ob-
jects. Our proposed method initially needs a calibration phase to retrieve
the geometrical setting of both cameras. Afterwards, subsequent move-
ments and/or rotations of the X-ray system or the examined object can
be precisely tracked with the help of the RGB device. With this spatial
information, X-ray projection matrices are then calculated and multiple
radiographic image reconstruction can take place.
We also study two different scenarios (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3) that might
be appropriate for X-ray examinations. In the first scenario, the camera
system (X-ray + video) moves around the examined subject/object. Un-
der this scheme, we successfully manage to recreate X-ray camera intrinsic
parameters. The second scenario entails moving and/or rotating the ra-
diographed patient (or item) while keeping both the camera system and
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the X-ray detector fixed. Both settings can be relevant in clinical diagnosis
and/or object monitoring/scanning.
Figure 4.2 First application setting: camera system moving around still
patient. In this case we highlight other type of commercial markers for



















Figure 4.3 Second application setting: fixed camera system with rotat-
ing/shifting object. As an example, visible fiducials from the ARToolkit
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Subsequently, we discuss some practical epipolar geometry tools and
how they can be useful for diagnosis in plain X-ray imaging. Finally, a
few tests carried out with a geometrical phantom are presented and their
results are discussed.
Figure 4.4 X-ray opaque markers commonly used for 3D referencing in
X-ray imaging.
4.2 Related work
X-ray calibration techniques and X-ray image registration procedures com-
monly use calibrated C-arms and CT scanners [64], which involve, of
course, having access to such radiological devices. Tomosynthesis [87] de-
vices are more affordable and are already widely used in digital screening
mammography. However, their application in everyday X-ray examina-
tions, where legacy hardware is the common denominator, may require
the complete renewal of the imaging set.
In order to achieve the same goal with less expensive, more accessi-
ble/widespread radiological tools and lower dose levels, several approaches
have been (or are currently being) explored. All these efforts involve the
use of an external and adjacent device that interplays with the X-ray
imaging apparatus. For instance, there is a trend in research focused on
using depth and time-of-flight cameras in order to reconstruct 3D data
and 3D models of objects being radiographed or scanned. This 3D data
is then combined with X-ray images to obtain different and meaningful
information. As an example, the approach followed by [236] combines
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3D modeling with X-ray images in order to three-dimensionally locate
and define the shape and silhouette of hidden objects inside boxes, which
can have very interesting applications in surveillance and QA processes.
Another precedent can be found in the study carried out by [57], who
estimates patient’s size, volume and appropriate dose with the help of a
Microsoft Kinect™ device. Other attempts like the one described by [164]
try to rebuild the X-ray system extrinsic parameters with the help of a
distance meter device (in this case, a laser rangefinder located close to
the X-ray emitter). The problem is further simplified by the authors of
[159], who require each X-ray source and sensor to be placed at known lo-
cations. Conventional approaches use special X-ray calibration structures
that accommodate fiducials that leave visible shadows in the radiographic
image. These foreign frames remain present during each snapshot (either
attached to the patient [218] or to the X-ray system) contaminating the
acquired radiographs with their own projected traces, introducing artifacts
and invading the patient’s space.
As stated in Section 4.1, there also exist recent and laudable re-
search efforts around interplaying video information with X-ray imaging.
In [170, 256] and [47] researchers calibrate, model and study the clinical
and surgical applications of camera augmented mobile C-arms, which also
involve the precise registration of visible and X-ray images. Close to this
work, we find that carried out by [175], which highlights the contribution
of external cameras to radiation exposure reduction and surgery planning
improvement. Radiograph mosaicking is also a subject of interest. In this
direction, we find interesting citing the work performed by researchers in
[255] who focus on accurate X-ray image stitching (also in C-arm modali-
ties). Their goal requires a pure rotation around the X-ray source center
which is accomplished with the help of visual fiducials and a video camera
that contribute to estimating the translational part of the motion so that
it can be later compensated. Similarly to this approach, we also derive the
translational motion of the X-ray source with the help of visual markers
and a RGB camera. However, two key differences arise. First, one of the
main goals of [255] is the registration of the X-ray and RGB modalities.
For this reason a set of mirrors is used so that both optical centers are
made coincident. In our case this is not necessary because we do not per-
form image registration. Second, the X-ray source in [255] undergoes a
pure rotational motion so that it is possible obtain a parallax-free mosaic
of both imaging systems. Regarding our goal, we are also interested in the
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translational part of the beam origin in order to derive 3D information
from plain radiographs, as later tackled in Section 4.6.2.
Beyond image-to-image registration, we find increasing interest in re-
lating bitmap content (radiographs, CT/MR slices and video) to volumes.
The authors of [135] and [144] present a concise review of state-of-the-art
around the topic applied to minimally invasive therapy and image guided
interventions. The reconstruction of 3D structures from sets of 2D X-ray
projections is studied in [208] and [52] with the help of custom designed
phantoms. However, none of these research efforts explore the event of an
alteration of the geometrical setting. Researchers in [192] and [21] try to
tackle this problem by using image similarity measures (entropy, intensity,
gradient, patterns, etc.) which can be used (with some difficulty) without
the need of a phantom or an ad hoc calibration phase.
In addition, the literature on the combination of visual fiducials with
radiology, medicine, and surgical environments is steadily growing. The
works in [70, 80, 92] and [141] are just a few examples of applications of
the area of augmented reality (AR) in hospital and clinical environments.
4.3 Derivation of X-ray projection matrices from
visual information
Unlike other setups that can retrieve 3D information (like C-arm), ours
relies on standard clinical X-ray imaging systems, like those comprised
of a 4 degrees of freedom (DOF) movable X-ray source and a 1 or 2-
DOF vertical/horizontal sliding imaging plate or IP (which receives and
integrates the emitter radiation). During examinations, the patient is
placed vertically next to this detector (standing erect) or horizontally over
it (supine anteroposterior projection). In these radiological settings, there
is no way to know with enough precision, the beam source spatial position
relative to the detector or, more generally, to a coordinate reference frame
(later referred to as world). Therefore it is not aprioristically possible to
find projection matrices and achieve geometric reconstruction.
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However, X-ray imaging devices have been commonly modeled as pin-
hole cameras, which enables the application of projective geometry. The
research efforts carried out by [221, 143, 159] and [207] represent a few
examples, and a more succinct introduction on the subject applied to the
context of medical imaging can be found in Section 2.2.1 of [152] and chap-
ter 20 of [42]. As stated in our introduction, in order to combine several
X-ray images from the same object/patient at each different geometrical
setting j, we need associated camera projection matrices Pj , Pk , etc. Each
Pj relates 3D points WQi in a coordinate reference frame called world (W)
with their 2D observed projections qji on each radiographic image j. Using





where WQ̂i and q̂i are the homogeneous coordinates of WQi and qji , re-
spectively. With a RQ decomposition, Pj can be expressed as:
Pj = K · X
j
TW (4.2)
where K is a 3 ⇥ 3 upper triangular matrix that contains the intrinsic
parameters of the X-ray system (for a given geometrical setting j ) and
XjTW is a rigid transformation that translates 3D homogeneous points
relative to W to coordinates of the X-ray camera (Xj ), whose reference
frame is centered at the radiation emitting anode (focal point) and one of
its axes is orthogonal to the X-ray detector plane. In this document, rigid
transformations are expressed with the nomenclature destTorig, that is,
how points in the origin reference frame are translated to the destination
coordinate system.
As already highlighted in Section 4.2, conventionally in X-ray imag-
ing, projection matrices are obtained with the help of a calibration frame
equipped with fiducials Qi that are opaque to the Roentgen radiation
which are then projected to qi spots in the image. This frame is placed
around or over the examined object/patient. Combinations of Qj i, q
j
i
pairs are then fed into a calibration algorithm such as Direct Linear Trans-
form or DLT (introduced by [27] and very succinctly described in chapter
4.1 of [98]) and projection matrices can be then derived.
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The problem with such radiation-opaque fiducials is that they usually
leave visible traces, artifacts and extra Compton contribution in the ra-
diographic image that can seriously obstruct the analysis and/or diagnosis
process. They also can be easily projected outside the imaging sensor area
when using oblique protocols, like those exemplified in [1] and in Fig. 4.5,
which can harden their application. Last but not least, essential support-
ing frames in which they are usually accommodated, can be perceived as
invasive by the patient.
Figure 4.5 Examples of lateral and oblique X-ray protocols whose pro-
jections (i.e., imaged fiducial set of black and white circles) and principal
point may lie outside the final image (i.e., white circles). However the
system can still be geometrically tracked through visible information and
RGB cameras.
In this context, the following sections describe in detail how each
Pj , for each different position j of the X-ray emitter (or patient), can be
obtained using just the help of an interplaying visible light camera that
has a broader field of view and whose fiducials are transparent to the
radiograph production process.
4.3.1 Coordinate systems
Although some coordinate systems have already been briefly mentioned,
here we review in depth the ones that are used in our proposal. These
are graphically summarized in Fig. 5.2 where, for clarity, we assume the
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camera system is located at a given position j (i.e., Xj and Vj).
Figure 4.6 Coordinate frames available in an X-ray setting. The point
DX = (cx, cy, f) represents the anode location in detector coordinates.





















• W, or the world coordinate system, whose origin is a 3D spot in the
scene.
• D, the reference system of the X-ray detector, whose origin is usually
situated at the upper-leftmost pixel with one of its axes (Z ) being
orthogonal to the detector plane.
• X, the X-ray coordinate system, whose origin is the beam source
and which also has one axis (i.e., z) orthogonal to the detector by
definition. Note that there is a different Xj coordinate system for
each spatial position of the X-ray emitter but all of them have their
z-axis orthogonal to the detector plane.
• V, the video camera coordinate system. Since it is rigidly attached to
the X-ray emitter, there will also be a different Vj for each location
of the anode.
Fig. 5.2 shows that the relation between reference frames D and X is always
a ⇡ rotation around the horizontal axis (x ) of D and a translation in the
case of X-ray cameras. This relation can be coded as a rigid transformation
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expressing how to translate points (in homogeneous coordinates) from X









1 0 0 cx
0  1 0 cy
0 0  1 f
0 0 0 1
1
CCA (4.3)
where DX is the beam origin of the X-ray expressed in D coordinates.
The mark (b) over DT̂X indicates that an extra row (0, 0, 0, 1) has been
appended to the transformation matrix, which allows us to work in ho-
mogeneous coordinates. Fig. 4.7 shows a front and top views of the dual
imaging setup.





















































4.3.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in X-ray cameras
In a radiological device that is modeled as a pinhole camera, the beam
origin is represented by the tube anode, which also plays the role of the
optical center. If there are no lenses present, we can ignore spherical aber-
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rations, radial distortions, and skew (s = 0), w.l.o.g. Using perspective
projection equations, it is possible to transform 3D points in X coordinates
to 2D homogeneous radiographic image dots:
p̂i = K ·
XQi (4.4)


























where cx, cy are the coordinates of the so-called principal point and f is the
focal length, which perpendicularly connects the anode and the detector
plane. These components are expressed in pixels, but they can be tran-
scribed to spatial dimensions (meters) if multiplied by a known resolution
 , which is provided by the detector manufacturer. It is conventionally
assumed that   is axis-independent, i.e.,  x =  y. Both Fig. 5.2 and
Eq. (4.5) show that the components of the optical center relative to D are
coincident with the intrinsics:
DX = (cx, cy, f) (4.6)
Together with Eq. (4.5), Eq. (4.6) reveals that the intrinsic parameters
of any X-ray system will change if either the sensor or the emitter are
moved, as already highlighted in Section 4.1. This variability lies in the
fact that the detector surface and the radiation source are detached from
each other. This peculiarity vividly contrasts with video camera systems,
where the sensor (typically a CCD/CMOS array) stays fixed relative to
the optical center.
The extrinsic parameters can be written as a rigid transformation that
relates points in word coordinates (W) and X-ray camera coordinates (X)
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where DTX can be obtained using Eq. (4.3) and DTW is one of the results of
the initial calibration process (described in Section 4.5) that maps points
from W to D.
4.3.3 Scene tracking with visible fiducials
From Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.7), we conclude that the spatial location of the
X-ray optical center DX is essential for the calculation of the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the X-ray system.
Figure 4.8 Visual marker detection for both calibration and real-time
positioning.
In our proposal, after a single calibration (itemized in Section 4.5),
DX is tracked with the help of visible fiducial markers and an ordinary
RGB camera. An initial optical calibration of this device is necessary,
which provides its invariant intrinsics (KV) and contributes to minimizing
distortions produced by lenses. This process is usually achievable with the
help of modern computer vision toolkits, as shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.9 RGB camera intrinsics calibration with a computer vision
toolkit such as OpenCV.
This intrinsics derivation process is grounded on the Zhang method
discussed in Section 3.3.3. As also done in Section 3.8, we have performed
a quality assurance phase to evaluate which planes are the correct ones
to be integrated into the minimization process. In Fig. 4.10 we show the
convergence of the focal length for some of the optical cameras used in
this research.
Figure 4.10 Evolution of the focal length as more images of the
chessboard-like pattern (Fig. 4.9) are added to the minimization process.

























The extrinsic parameters VTW, which connect points in W coordi-
nates to the V reference frame, can be determined with the help of visible
fiducials with known 3D coordinates. Some examples of other commonly
used visible fiducial markers (Fig. 4.11) are ReacTIVision [117], Intersense
[169], BinARyID [85], ARTag [79] and Cantag [204].
In this work, we use the Aruco markers described in [86]. The Aruco
framework was chosen over other alternatives because of its robustness
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Figure 4.11 Some industry-standard visual makers. From left to right:
Aruco, BinARyID, ARTag, ARToolkitPlus, Cantag, Intersense and ract-
TIVsion.
against noise and vertex jitter. There are 1024 different instances of this
fiducial system that can be easily detected in real time (Fig. 4.8). In
Fig. 4.12 we show a few examples of these instances (also in Fig. 4.12).
Aruco also comes with a companion C++ library and utilities that allow a
straight and fast integration in our workflow. An interesting aspect from
this fiducial system is that the camera pose (location and orientation)
can be determined with just one Aruco marker with enough fidelity, if
necessary. This feature makes the system very robust to occlusions made
by scene objects. However, in a normal setting many Aruco markers are
detected and the camera pose is retrieved with high precision.
Figure 4.12 Some of the 1024 Aruco markers.
Since the coordinates of the anode relative to the external camera
(VX) are constant (obtained in the calibration stage discussed in Sec-
tion 4.5) and given that both imaging systems are rigidly tied, we are
allowed to write:
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Together with Eq. (4.7), we can compute the X-ray intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters of the X-ray imaging system.
4.4 Application scenarios
We envision two possible operation scenarios (shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3,
respectively).
4.4.1 Moving camera scenario
This scenario is the most intuitive from the point of view of stereo and
computer vision and is undoubtedly more suitable if the injury being ex-
amined prevents the patient from moving safely. In this setting, the X-ray
source is placed at different locations and orientations relative to W, and
an X-ray image of the patient (who stands still) is generated at each po-
sition j. Using visual fiducials and the process described in Section 4.3.3,
we can determine the location of the beam source DXj for each setting j.
Note that, in this scenario, the intrinsic part (Kj) of Pj changes when
the X-ray emitter is moved. Nevertheless, Kj can be easily updated using
Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6) together with the relation DXj for each setting j.
Finally, the projection matrix for each geometrical setting can be obtained
as:
Pj = Kj · X
j
TW (4.9)
where XjTW is the outcome of Eq. (4.7).
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4.4.2 Moving patient scenario
In this setting, the X-ray emitter remains fixed and the object/patient
rotates and/or moves. A different radiograph is produced at each patient/
object position j. If the patient is able to move him/herself and/or his/her
examined anatomic part, this scenario might turn out interesting because
it allows larger geometrical changes (it also depends on the examination
protocol being applied). Visual markers have to be rigidly fixed somehow
to the patient as in the example shown in Fig. 4.13-right and Fig. 4.3.
This scenario might also be interesting for object inspection, i.e., boxes,
packages, etc., that can easily be rotated and where markers can be easily
stuck over flat surfaces.
The first key difference when compared with the previous setup is
that, in this case, intrinsic parameters remain constant (Kj = K) be-
cause the position of the X-ray emitter (obtained during calibration) also
remains fixed (i.e., DXj = DX).
The second key difference is that what is tracked is not the absolute
position of the X-ray emitter relative to W but the relative location be-
tween a new world reference system W0 (attached to the patient) and the
X-ray emitter. The 3D points Qi of Eq.Eq. (4.1) are then expressed in W0
coordinates (i.e., W0Qi).
Using the visual tracking described in Section 4.3.3, we measure VjTW0 ,
which connects points in the W0 reference system and visible light camera
coordinates for each patient location/orientation j. With this information,
the projection matrix in this scenario can be expressed as:






where K, XTW and V
j
TW are just results of the initial calibration (pre-
sented in Section 4.5). Note that VjTW remains constant for each patient
position because the visible light camera remains fixed relative to the orig-
inal W.
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4.5 Calibration phase
The goal of the calibration step is to obtain the necessary (and invariant)
geometrical relations connecting scene elements, imaging systems and ref-
erence frames to each other and to W. To that end, the Teflon structure
shown in Fig. 3.7 of Chapter 3, was designed. Once this information is
obtained, the calibration frame can be removed from the scene.
As stated in Section 3.4 of the same Chapter, the calibration frame
accommodates 13 tin/copper, cross-shaped markers which are opaque to
X-rays, at two different planes. It also contains 12 visible Aruco fiducials
that can be easily detected using the visible light camera. The coordinate
frame W is centered in one of the fiducials, and the 3D coordinates of
all of the fiducials (visible and opaque to radiation) are known relative
to it after a careful construction process. The calibration phase can be
summarized in the following steps:
1. The calibration frame is introduced in the scene, and a radiograph
and a RGB or grayscale image are generated from it (similar to those
shown in Fig. 4.18).
2. VTW is calculated with the acquired photograph and the methodol-
ogy in Section 4.3.3. This transformation is used in both application
scenarios in Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.10).
3. An initial X-ray projection matrix P is computed with the DLT
algorithm and combinations of 3D locations of X-ray-opaque fidu-
cials and their corresponding 2D projections on a calibration X-ray
instance.
4. Intrinsic K and extrinsic XTW parts are extracted from the RQ de-
composition of P. Matrix K (unaltered) is used in the moving patient
scenario, specifically in Eq. (4.10).
5. Vector DX and matrix DTX are rebuilt from K using Eq. (4.5) and
Eq. (4.3) together with the detector resolution provided by the man-
ufacturer. Finally, the rigid transformation DTW used in Eq. (4.8)
is computed.
6. The relative position between the X-ray emitter and the camera VX
is also obtained. This relation remains invariant and is later applied
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in Eq. (4.8).






7. When all the aforementioned relations have been collected the cali-
bration frame is no longer necessary.
4.6 3D information from projection matrices
In this section, we examine how our technique can be used in real applica-
tion scenarios and how 3D information from correlated X-ray images can
be extracted. From this point onwards, projection matrices are obtained
with the help of visible fiducials as explained in Section 4.3.
Figure 4.13 Applications of the procedures detailed in this text. De-
pending on the scenario of application (moving patient or moving camera
system), visible fiducials can be placed over the detector, a wall, or the
examination table (left), or they can be tied to the patient or even stuck
over scanned items (right).
moving camera
moving patient
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4.6.1 Epipolar lines between radiographic images
A key step in stereo imaging (including diagnostic X-ray imaging) involves
finding point correspondences in two stereo images. Using epipolar geom-
etry, the search for a corresponding point qji , which is initially observable
in image j, can be reduced to a search through a line on the second radio-
graph k. The line on this second image is called the epipolar line. This sim-
ple technique can dramatically contribute to resolving ambiguities when
two points of interest lie very close to each other in one image. This could
create some difficulty in distinguishing between them. However, they are
easily recognizable in another projection (i.e., a paired radiograph), where
they can be more efficiently matched by a corresponding epipolar line.
Given two paired X-ray images along with their corresponding pro-
jection matrices Pj and Pk , we can compute the Fundamental Matrix F
presented in chapter 9 of [98] which enables the mapping of any observed
point qji on the first X-ray image j to an artificial infinite epipolar lki in
image k.
This epipolar line can be bounded or shortened if the rough dimensions
of the object under examination (e.g., chest/patient thickness) are taken
into account. This restriction simplifies the search on the second image
to a much shorter segment (lki ) instead of the infinite lki . In order to
obtain the limits of the segment for a particular point qji , we begin by





· q̂ji + ⇣X
j (4.12)
where Xj is the anode location in W coordinates and ⇣ is a scalar that
parametrizes the ray that passes over the point qji , continues towards
Qi , and finally reaches the anode Xj (see Section 6.2.2 of [98] for details).
Next, the boundaries Q’i and Q” i of the segment Qi that are coherent with
the rough thickness of the studied object/person are iteratively matched.
Finally, these two confining 3D points are reprojected on the second X-ray
image k:
q̂’ki = Pk ·Q̂’i






q’ki , q”k i
⌘
(4.13)
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and a bounded lki between them can be plotted (Fig. 4.14).

























Xj seen from Xj
Real examples of bounded epipolars are shown in Fig. 4.20 for the
moving camera scenario.
4.6.2 3D reconstruction from two image pairs
This process is also known as projection-to-volume reconstruction or pro-
jective reconstruction and is described in Section 12.2 of [98] and in [97].
It enables the determination of the 3D location of an observed point qi
in two images (j and k). Given two projection matrices Pj and Pk and








Since we are working in homogeneous coordinates, the equivalence
















Each of these expressions determines two linearly independent equations
that can be written in the form of a linear system. When solved through a
single value decomposition method (SVD), we can derive the 3D location
of a specific point Q̂i observed in the two images.
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4.6.3 Registration of visible and X-ray images
If pinhole camera models are assumed, any two images obtained with
different camera systems (X-ray and RGB) can be related up to a scale
factor (⇣). In order to geometrically register a pixel (qVi ) in the RGB
image with a qXi point in a matching radiograph, we have first to back-
project qVi to its corresponding 3D coordinates (Qi) in the world reference








and then find the ray equation (as shown in Fig. 3.18) that connects the






· (0, 0, 0, 1)| + ⇣ · Q̂i (4.17)
where ⇣ is a scalar (manually chosen) representing the coordinate along
the ray. Then, a specific 3D point in Qi(⇣m) can be re-projected onto the
X-ray image with Eq. (4.1), obtaining a registered 2D location qXi (⇣m),
which also depends on the selected value for ⇣.
Figure 4.15 Radiograph of the calibration frame registered with the cor-
responding RGB picture as captured by the video camera (for a specific
value of the ⇣ parameter).
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4.7 Tests on the calibration frame acting as a de-
vice under test
In this section, the set of techniques described from Section 4.3 to Sec-
tion 4.6 are tested. Now the calibration frame will play the role of a
device under test or DUT. Graphical representations of the two applica-
tion scenarios are shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17. Results are provided
for both the DUT and the phantom, and in each case, for the moving
camera/patient scenarios. Within this test, the X-ray fiducials used
Figure 4.16 Moving camera system scenario consisting of a moving an-
ode. D, X and V stand for the coordinate frames described in Section 4.3.1.
The rigid transformations DTXj and DTXk are estimated from visual fidu-
cials only detected at each camera location Vj and Vk as explained in





































during calibration are completely ignored. This means that each Pj is
now derived using only visual information. In order to evaluate the algo-
rithm, we placed nine 2 mm radius lead spherules or bearings at different
well-known positions inside the calibration frame (see Fig. 4.19-left).
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Figure 4.17 Moving patient application scenario with the calibration
frame now acting as a device under test (DUT). The DUT is shifted
to other positions while the anode remains fixed. Intrinsics remain con-
stant (i.e., Kj = Kk = K) and each DUT position is tracked using visual
information. X-ray projection matrices Pj , Pk, etc., are obtained with





































The DUT was radiographed ten times for each of the application
scenarios. In Fig. 4.18 we show a few examples of the captured images.
We established several evaluation metrics in order to check the goodness
of the results. All metrics make a distance comparison between the real
location of the lead spherules and the estimated location predicted by using
the generated projection matrices.
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Figure 4.18 Moving camera (top) and moving patient (bottom) scenarios.
4.7.1 The mean distance between generated projections of
known landmark locations and their observed image
coordinates
This is the most basic quality test for the projection matrices. It consists
of measuring the mean 2D image distance between the observed projec-
tion qi (on the image i) of each of the 9 spherules (Qi) and their com-
puted projection qi, estimated with Eq. (4.1). The results (highlighted in
Fig. 4.19-right) show this mean distance is equal to 12 px (with a disper-
sion of 8 px) for the moving camera scenario and 8 px (with a dispersion
of 6 px) for the patient moving scenario. As expected, the difference in
accuracy between the two scenarios is not significant since the geometry
involved in both problems is very similar. The detector resolution is the
same specified in Table 3.1.
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Figure 4.19 (Left) Lead spherules inside the calibration frame (acting
now as a DUT) placed at 3D known locations Qi. (Right) An example of
the level of agreement between some lead spherule projection centers qi
(white dots) and their predicted image location qi (gray dots) by using the
estimated projection matrix Pj . The cross-shaped mark at the top-right
corner corresponds to one of the fiducial set that previously played a role














4.7.2 The distance between epipolars and projections of
spherules
The proposed metric consists of computing the mean 2D distance (for
all possible radiograph combinations) between each lead spherule, whose
observed projection is qki , and its corresponding (and calculated) bounded
epipolar line lki . Again this mean distance for both moving camera and
moving patient scenarios were obtained.
Epipolars were bounded assuming an average DUT thickness of 24
cm. In Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 we illustrate this test and some of its
results, which confirm a mean distance of 13 px with a dispersion of 8
px for the camera moving scenario and a mean distance of 10 px with a
dispersion of 6 px for the patient moving scenario. Again the differences
between scenarios is not significant.
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4.7.3 The distance between back-projections and real 3D
locations
Since the 3D location of the spherules is very well known (Fig. 4.19-left),
we test the accuracy of the algorithm described in Section 4.6.2 by cal-
culating the mean value of the distances between the known 3D locations
Qi and predicted ones Qi using all possible radiograph combinations and
all spherules. Outcomes indicate a mean offset of 2 mm (deviation of 2
mm) when the spherules are located 2 meters away from the anode (ap-
proximately) and a mean baseline of 45 cm (displacement of X-ray anode
between radiographs).
Figure 4.21 More bounded epipolars (right images) between different
stereoscopic X-ray images.
4.8 Conclusions
We have introduced an innovative methodology for determining the geo-
metrical setting in standard X-ray imaging systems. This information is
essential for 3D reconstruction using several X-ray images, which could be
a relevant tool for diagnosis and object inspection. Contrary to the usual
approach, ours is not based on the projection of external opaque fiducials
on each radiograph (as we did in Chapter 3). Instead, we account for all
the necessary spatial information and modifications thanks to an external
camera and visible markers present in the scene. Our technique enables
the removal of foreign reference marks and interposed frames, contribut-
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ing to reducing the complexity and invasiveness of the X-ray diagnostic
process. The same technique also allows the combination of X-ray images
produced at acuter angles/protocols, where conventional fiducials would
be projected outside the radiographic plane. Two application scenarios
have been discussed, each one involving different geometrical, optical, and
mathematical challenges and application suitability. The accuracy at-
tained in both scenarios is equivalent and the choice of one or the other
will depend on the final application. The moving patient approach may
contribute to enhance X-ray based object scanning frameworks by for in-
stance, providing the exact 3D location and size of items masked in boxes,
packages, etc.
The experiments on a boxlike phantom show that it is possible to
estimate epipolar lines in a second image from given points in a first one
with a very good level of precision. This simple but effective subtlety
can help radiologists correlate points/areas of interest between different
radiographs. Finally, 3D reconstruction using ordinary X-ray images rep-
resents an elegant alternative to invasive techniques like CT and similar
radiological equipment. In Section 7.1 we apply the described techniques
to a arm-shaped anthropomorphic phantom in a more realistic X-ray en-
vironment.
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Figure 4.20 Top: schematic representation of the geometrical relations
described in Section 4.6.1 for a moving camera scenario (detector appears
twice and in two positions for the sake of clarity). The segment Qi roughly
spans the mean length of the calibration frame (|Q” i   Q’i | t 0.24m). The
projection of this segment in the X-ray image is lki . Bottom: example of








































Geometrical X-ray setting definition from depth
data
In this chapter we present another method for deriving 3D internal
information in conventional X-ray settings. In contrast with Chapter 4,
this method now augments an ordinary X-ray device with a consumer
RGB-D camera. The patient’s rotation around the craniocaudal axis is
tracked relative to this camera thanks to the depth information provided
and the application of a modern surface-mapping algorithm. The mea-
sured spatial information is then translated to the reference frame of the
X-ray imaging system. Using the intrinsic parameters of the diagnostic
equipment, epipolar geometry, and X-ray images of the patient at different
113
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angles, 3D internal positions can be obtained. Both the RGB-D and X-
ray instruments are first geometrically calibrated to find their joint spatial
transformation. With the proposed approach, internal 3D reconstructed
coordinates and distances can be provided to the physician. It also con-
tributes to reducing the invasiveness of ordinary X-ray environments and
can replace other types of clinical explorations mainly aimed at measur-
ing or geometrically relating elements that are present inside the patient’s
body.
The concepts and techniques here summarized extend the research
carried out in [9] and [12].
5.1 Relevance of projection-to-volume techniques
As explained in Section 4.6.1, the common procedure for obtaining 3D in-
formation (locations, distances, angles, etc.) from two images j and k, also
known as projection-to-volume registration or P2VR, requires two camera
projection matrices Pj and Pk . In conventional radiography, projection
matrices can be obtained by using calibration frames with N radio-opaque
fiducials placed at known locations Qi (with i = 1 · · ·N) that are projected
onto each radiograph at 2D coordinates qji and qki for radiographs j and
k, respectively. The 3D locations of these fiducials are usually expressed
relative to a common world coordinate frame (W).
P2VR in radiology has been a subject of interest for a long time. It is
worth citing one of the pioneering research works carried out by Caponetti
et al. [45], where a shape-from-contour algorithm and the back-lighting
from two perpendicular projections is used, under the assumption of a
parallel beam, to approximate the 3D surface of a bone.
For our contribution to P2VR, we present an alternative method with
special a focus on its deployment in ordinary and primary diagnostic X-
ray settings and the elimination of the need for calibration frames. Our
approach makes use of a rigidly attached RGB-D sensor or depth cam-
era that can resolve the rigid transformation that represents the patient’s
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movement between two instants tj and tk and relative to a fixed X-ray sys-
tem. The specific movement studied in this work is the rotation around the
patient’s own craniocaudal axis, from which the corresponding Pj and Pk
matrices can be derived, thereby enabling the accurate distillation of 3D
locations and lengths. In this context, it is worth mentioning that mod-
ern depth cameras, though often seen as mere consumer products, provide
high performance and good spatial resolution as Khoshelham [120, 119]
demonstrates (a mean value of 1 mm in the depth direction for calibrated
devices). Accuracy can be further improved with the methods described
in Section 5.5.
Figure 5.1 Depiction of the presented setup. The patient rotates in
supine anteroposterior (AP) or posteroanterior (PA) position while motion
is continuously tracked with the RGB-D sensor (V). This device is rigidly
attached to the housing of the anode (X). The patient is radiographed at
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5.2 Combination of clinical and depth information
The augmentation of general purpose radiological modalities with other in-
terplaying sensors has been proposed for other applications. The research
carried out by Aoki et al. [20] highlights how modern consumer depth
cameras have huge potential in many clinical fields, such as radiotherapy
and radiography. Badal et al. [28] have engineered a dose-monitoring
system based on the tracking of the location of patients and staff during
interventional fluoroscopy sessions using depth sensors. The authors in
Cook at al. [57] estimate the patient’s size with the help of a Microsoft
Kinect device in order to normalize the dose received, whereas Kozono
K. [126] uses a similar approach to monitor the location of the patient
and better assess the X-ray entrance dose. In the analysis performed by
Tahavori et al. [237], a Kinect device is again used to capture the surface
of the patient with the goal of detecting possible misalignments during
beam radiotherapy. Three-dimensional imaging of the breast is studied in
Wheat et al. [259] using a Kinect-based system, and the researchers in
Bauer et al. [30] perform a similar task related to patient alignment in
computerized tomographies (CT). Respiratory variations during positron
emission tomographies (PET) are also determined in Noonan et al. [176].
Besides the use of depth data in association with radiological modal-
ities, we observe a growing trend in the use of RGB-D cameras in many
other fields of medicine. Digital biometry, for instance, is one of these.
The tools developed by Reyes et al. [202] and Sandau et al. [215] ana-
lyze body posture and estimate the range of movement of skeletal joints.
Researchers in [167] have created an experimental auto-learning system
that enables patients to self-position during radiotherapy sessions. Three-
dimensional imaging of the breast is studied in Wheat et al. [259] and
achieved using a Kinect-based system. The project developed in Hsu et
al. [103] consists of a depth camera-based system for improving spinal
condition. In other projects carried out in several hospitals by Banerjee
et al. [29] and Li et al. [134], patients are monitored using unobtrusive
depth sensors while resting in their beds. The rehabilitation of patients
using these devices is also a subject of interest tackled in Da Gama et al.
[63].
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Depth sensors are also occupying a niche in the operating room (OR).
The work presented in [102] concludes that gesture detection provides an
interesting human-computer interface for radiological image handling and
selection in both ORs and other sterile environments. Another area of
interest for the application of this technology is organ movement tracking.
The research detailed in [129] measures a beating heart with the help of a
Kinect sensor. Real-time respiratory motion monitoring has been tackled
in [136] and [15], among other studies.
Finally, the use of augmented reality in medical education is becoming
a trend too. In [154], the researchers demonstrate the usefulness of the
Microsoft Kinect equipment in tracking students and then generating an
on-the-fly overlay animation of their anatomy. The methodology tackled
in [35] learns the most common user gestures in clinical environments
without the need for specific training.
This research shares some of the goals of the work carried out by
Albiol et al. [11] who perform P2VR using videocamera-augmented X-ray
equipment and visual markers. The key difference is that the methodology
described in [11] is more appropriate for X-ray protocols in which the
patient remains still and the imaging setup is the one that moves from
location j to k.
However, despite all of these research examples on the subject of ex-
ternal sensors and depth cameras in medicine and radiology, it is very
difficult to find citations about the use of RGB-D data for the determina-
tion of the patient’s location/orientation relative to a conventional X-ray
imaging setup (such as the one shown in Fig. 5.1). As the following sec-
tions demonstrate, this information can be non-invasively measured with
enough precision, making a significant impact on the elaboration of the
diagnosis.
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5.3 System overview
The proposed system consists of a conventional X-ray setup and a depth
sensor that is rigidly attached to the housing of the X-ray anode. During
examinations, the X-ray imaging system (source/detector) and the RGB-
D device both remain fixed. A RGB-D camera is comprised of depth and
video component and both data streams are registered by default. The
RGB-D device used measures distances by analyzing the speckle pattern
of a projected infrared light.
Initially, the patient is asked to stand erect in front of the depth
sensor and is rigidly rotated with the help of a swivel stool or a spinning
platform. This motion is continuously tracked by the depth sensor and
two radiographs are taken at different orientations j and k (instants tj ,
tk). By using the patient’s displacement relative to the depth sensor in
combination with epipolar geometry, Pj and Pkcan be updated. However,
before proceeding, the dual imaging system must first be geometrically
calibrated.
5.4 System calibration
As explained in Section 4.5, the goal of the calibration phase is to obtain
both the intrinsic parameters of the X-ray setting and the geometrical re-
lation between the two imaging systems which remain invariant during the
examination. The same calibration frame shown in Fig. 3.7 was designed
to do this. As a quick reminder: it accommodates 13 copper, cross-shaped
markers Qcali (with i = 1 · · · 13) that are opaque to the Roentgen radia-
tion. It also contains a matching number of visible markers that can be
easily detected using the incorporated video camera of the depth sensor.
Both fiducial types are made coincident to ease calculations. Besides, the
frame defines the origin and orientation of the W coordinate frame. The
3D coordinates of all of the calibration markers are known by construction
and referenced relative to W.
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Three other coordinate systems are defined, which are shown in Fig. 5.2.
The first one is the X coordinate system, whose origin is at the X-ray an-
ode and has one axis that is orthogonal to the detector plate. The second
one is the camera coordinate system (V), whose origin is the optical cen-
ter of the built-in video camera. V also defines the origin of the depth
data given that both streams (video and depth) are registered. Finally,
an object-dependent coordinate frame W0 is used for testing purposes, as
discussed in Section 7.2. All of the coordinate systems (X, V, W, and W0)
can be related using rigid transformations, namely: VTW, XTW, XTV,
and WTW0 .
Figure 5.2 Coordinate frames and geometrical relations used in the pro-
posed imaging system. W is a common coordinate frame whose origin is
somewhere known in the room. W0 has its origin inside the object under
study and is linked to it. V and X are the proper coordinate frames of the



















The calibration process can be summarized as follows:
1. The calibration frame is introduced in the scene and a photograph
(with the RGB-D camera) and a radiograph are generated from it
(Fig. 5.3-right). The structure is then removed and is no longer
necessary during the examination of the patient.
2. Using the Direct Linear Transform (DLT) algorithm [98], the 3D
location Qcali of each radio-opaque marker (relative to W) and the
coordinates (manually outlined) of the corresponding 2D projection
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Figure 5.3 Left: information gathered during calibration: a photograph
and a radiograph of the frame. Both images enable the derivation of the
transformation connecting both imaging systems (XTV). Visible fiducials
help find the relation between the world and the depth camera (VTW).
Right: projections of the cross-shaped X-ray markers (hidden beneath the




























Visual part of fiducial Qcal
3
(Aruco marker)
qcali in the radiograph obtained in the previous step, we build an
initial X-ray projection matrix Pcal.
3. The intrinsic (K) and extrinsic (XTW) parameters of the X-ray sys-
tem are extracted from Pcal using the RQ decomposition: Pcal =
K · XTW. In ordinary cameras, intrinsic parameters are fixed. How-
ever, in X-ray imaging, detector and source are decoupled, which
entails that K will be altered if either the imaging plate or anode
are shifted. Conventionally, the elements of K contain the principal
point cx, cy and the focal length f , which perpendicularly connects
the anode and the detector. The extrinsic part relates 3D coordi-
nates between W and X frames.
4. Using the photograph of the calibration frame (and visual markers)
taken in the first step, it is possible to obtain the position and ori-
entation of the video camera (and depth sensor) relative to W, i.e.,
the sought rigid transformation VTW that links W and V (i.e., how
points in the world are transformed to the depth camera point-of-
view). In this work, we use an automatic process for visual marker
detection based on the Aruco library, described in Section 4.3.3.
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5. Finally, the relation between the X-ray and RGB-D coordinate sys-






This transformation remains constant as long as the relative position
between devices remains fixed. With Eq. (5.1), we can translate
the derived spatial information to the reference frame of the X-ray
imaging system. The part
 
VTW
  1 is the pose of the depth camera
(i.e., its position/orientation relative to W).
The derived transformations allow to go from one coordinate system to
the other, as Fig. 5.4 shows.
Figure 5.4 Reconstructed surfaces and their transformations between
different coordinate systems. Of course, all three meshes are viewed from
an external point of view for didactic reasons.
XTV
VTW
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5.5 Estimation of motion and projection matrices
Once the system is calibrated, the patient enters the scene and comfort-
ably sits or stands on a rotating platform. At this initial instant tj , the
first radiograph is captured and then the platform starts spinning gently
while depth images are continuously generated. During this process, the
patient should remain still to ensure that a motion be as close to rigid as
possible. The captured depth data (also known as point cloud) is contin-
uously analyzed until the patient reaches a second orientation at tk. At
this instant, the second radiograph is taken and the process ends.
In this work, we use the KinectFusion technology developed by New-
combe et al. [172] to estimate the rigid motion of a patient VkTVj between
consecutive X-ray snapshots obtained at tj and tk. This algorithm was
originally designed to reconstruct 3D scenes robustly by moving the Mi-
crosoft Kinect sensor around an object or person and performing a Dense
Surface Mapping (DSM) described by Tong et al. [241] and shown in
Fig Fig. 5.5. KinectFusion also adds extra accuracy to the 3D derived
geometry. For instance, Meister et al. [153] report having achieved a 2
mm precision for the Euclidean error of a scanned 40 cm high human-like
statue, the camera/object distance being ⇠1 m. This error decreases if
the tracked object is bigger because more points contribute to the estima-
tion of the motion. Apart from the mentioned surface, KinectFusion also
refines the location/orientation of the sensor relative to W (i.e., its pose).
Volume and surface reconstruction are further tackled in Section 6.1.
Figure 5.5 Examples of surface mappings obtained from depth data.
KinectFusion mandatorily needs computing devices with GPU com-
puting capabilities, however, recent computers are usually equipped with
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sufficiently powerful graphics cards.
Alternatively, in our devised setup, the patient rotates relative to a
fixed Kinect-like device. This is not a problem for the KinectFusion al-
gorithm because it only needs the relative motion between the patient
and the depth sensor. This situation can be alternatively understood as
a moving virtual camera system around the fixed W reference but with
the key advantage of preserving the intrinsic parameters (K) of the X-ray
equipment and the transformation (XTV) between the X-ray equipment
and the depth camera, which are obtained during calibration. The only
significant difference with respect to the default KinectFusion application
scenario is that, in our virtual camera approach, the background infor-
mation has to be subtracted from the point dataset frame by frame. To
achieve this, it is possible to use any of the methods already applied by
many Kinect-based applications, such as the gesture recognition studied
by Biswas and Basu [37], i.e., obtaining a depth snapshot of the room
and keeping it for background removal or establishing a length threshold
beyond which point clouds are no longer considered (Fig. 5.6). This last
approach is also known as a passthrough filter.
Figure 5.6 Left: background depth capture and removal for one of the
head-like phantoms used in this work. Right: application of a depth
threshold to the acquired point cloud. In this case, the elements that
lay beyond an established distance (dotted line) from the RGB-D sensor

















The X-ray projection matrices Pj and Pk for instants tj and tk can
be calculated as:
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where XjTVj and X
j
TVj are the result of Eq. (5.1) and constant and equal
to XTV. The parts inside the brackets in Eq. (5.2) correspond to the
composition of the involved rigid transformations and represent the ex-
trinsic parameters of each projection matrix. The patient’s motion and
the corresponding angular span around the vertical axis (included in the
term VkTVj ) between tj and tk should be chosen following medical cri-
teria. Besides, it is recommended that each radiograph has a diagnostic
meaning on its own. An important practical question is how the patient’s
breathing may affect the estimation of the rigid motion. In a real scenario,
these motions are unnoticeable under a hospital gown. It is however con-
venient that the X-ray images are taken with a similar state of the lungs to
minimize organ displacements and provide more precise 3D information.
Additionally, X-ray images and motion information should be in sync, but
this is normally the default case given that radiographs are produced by
DICOM compliant hardware and depth cameras also append time infor-
mation, i.e., tj and tk. Altogether, the process summarized here should
not take more than a few seconds in a fully-digital X-ray setting or about
a minute in a CR-equipped setup, representing minor annoyances for the
patient.
The precision of the rotation around the vertical axis was also tested
with a special rotating device, shown in Fig. 5.7, a head-like phantom and
a real patient (Fig. 5.8), with very accurate results (even when the patient
breaths and compared against ground-truth).
Figure 5.7 Rotating phantom designed to check the precision of the Kinfu
algorithm when tracking movements around the vertical axis. The top part
contains an angle meter.
Finally, the evaluation of the motion performed by KinectFusion is
more appropriate for relatively large parts, such as the torso, but it can
also work with smaller ones such as the head.
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Figure 5.8 Evaluation of the accuracy of KinectFusion. a) LAT and AP
patient surface model (changes produced by breathing are unnoticeable).
b) Head phantom used to measure the precision of the derived angular
span. c) Evolution of the estimated angle (around vertical axis) for the
LAT patient orientation while breathing (dashed lines) and holding breath
(solid lines) for ⇠20 s. Points represent the mean value for each 2 s.
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5.6 3D point reconstruction
In a similar way as explained in Section 4.6.2, given the two matrices Pj
and Pk from Eq. (5.2) and two observed landmarks qja and qka in images j
and k, respectively, it is possible to determine the 3D location Qa (derived)
of the imaged point Qa (ground-truth). In our implementation, the radi-
ologist should be the one that manually locates qja and qka , assisted by the
automatic drawing of epipolar lines (like lka and lkb shown in Fig. 7.5). It is
therefore important for these traces to be visible in both radiographs. As
Hartley and Zisserman [98] recall, projective geometry establishes that 3D
points and the corresponding projections are related using the cross prod-
ucts defined in Eq. (4.15), where all points are expressed in homogeneous
coordinates. Each of these relations determines two linearly independent
equations that can be solved by using a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). If this is repeated for a second point Qb projected on the same
pair of X-ray images j and k, it is also possible to derive the 3D length of
the segment
 !
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5.7 X-ray tests on a rotating frame
Similar tests to those carried out in Section 4.7 have been performed
with the rotating cube-shaped frame made of polytetrafluoroethylene and
shown in Fig. 5.7. The results show (Fig. 5.9) we can draw similar
(bounded) epipolar lines (introduced in Section 4.6.1) with millimetric
precision. The rigid transformation was also compared to that obtained
with the visual markers, obtaining a very similar result.
Figure 5.9 Tests on a rotating phantom.
5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a method for deriving 3D locations from
plain radiographs in fiducial-less ordinary diagnostic settings. With this
methodology based on depth cameras and the tracking of the patient’s mo-
tion, projection matrices can be derived in ordinary X-ray settings and 3D
inner locations and lengths can be determined through epipolar geometry.
One of the key advantages of the presented techniques is that they
require no dedicated fiducial system during the examination, contributing
to the patient’s calmness and the reduction of the sense of invasiveness. In
other words, the patient is his/her own fiducial system, in contrast with
the use of an external one, as we did in Chapter 4 using visible fiducials.
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The patient just feels he/she is undergoing an ordinary standing erect X-
ray examination that produces two radiographs, as many clinical protocols
and trauma evaluations already require. The only difference is that he/she
has to smoothly rotate between X-ray snapshots. This movement can be
further eased with the help of a simple rotating platform.
The 3D information derived can be also used to connect points and
areas in different radiographs through epipolar geometry, as shown in Sec-
tion 5.7 with a cuboid-like rotating phantom. Epipolar lines (tackled in
Chapter 3) can be drawn between two instances, as shown in Fig. 7.7, ob-
taining remarkable results which can turn out very useful in real clinical
environments as the one demonstrated in Fig. 7.9.
Tests with X-ray phantoms will show in Section 7.2 that a millimetric
level of precision can be achieved. The proposed techniques can be used
in healthcare scenarios where 3D measurements are relevant and as an
alternative to other modalities which may be felt as more invasive by or
involve higher doses for the patient. In Chapter 7 we will also show some




Conventional X-ray imaging does not take into account the patient’s
physical volume. This fact undoubtedly represents a lose of valuable infor-
mation given the fact that X-rays may travel different distances through
the patient’s body until they reach the detector. Among other things,
knowing the patient’s volume enables the generation of density images in-
stead of absorption ones. Until now, the most common solution to this
problem was the dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (discussed below in
Section 6.6), which involves the comparison of two X-ray images produced
with different voltages (150 and 80 kVp, for instance).
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The goal of this chapter is to delimit the patient’s body geometry and
apply it to the original X-ray image, which entails deriving a new transfer
function for X-ray imaging. A depth data-based methodology to account
for the patient’s real external volume is also discussed, which will allow
us to derive a mask with the traversed lengths for all the Roentgen rays
reaching each detector pixel. This mask is finally applied to the radiograph
as a pixel-wise operation. The fact of managing the patient’s volume and
obtaining this traversed length mask or L-buffer heavily relies on the tech-
niques described in previous chapters, notably Chapter 5. The result of
this merge is a new type of X-ray image that can reveal new and inter-
esting diagnostic details about the patient’s health situation by enhancing
soft tissues over the skeletal structure and other high density elements.
These density enhanced X-ray images represent a new type of radiologi-
cal image, easy to generate and to work with and very simply integrable
as part of the diagnostic toolbox. The concepts and methodologies here
tackled further develop those originally presented in [8].
6.1 Patient volume estimation and surface recon-
struction with KinectFusion
Surface reconstruction has always been a subject of interest since the in-
ception of virtual and augmented reality. Many methods and technologies
have been devised to achieve it. In 1996, Curless and Levoy [61] described
a method for volumetric integration of complex models from range im-
ages (VRIP). The volumetric integration basically consists of a cumulative
weighted signed distance function (SDF). This method is able to integrate
high-detail models, in the order of a million triangles. However, the ex-
ecution time can be in the order of hours and it is not suitable for AR
applications. The range images used in this work were captured by laser
scanners. Laser scanners provide range images with high accuracy, but the
drawback of them is the high cost of the hardware. In 2002, Rusinkiewicz
et al. [210] described a method for real-time 3D model acquisition. Using a
real-time low-quality structured-light 3D scanner, they aligned the range
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images from different viewpoints to produce complete 3D rigid objects.
Different from the method proposed by Curless and Levoy, it operated at
⇡ 10 Hz with lower cost hardware but did not reconstruct high-quality
models. It was the first system to reconstruct and display the 3D mod-
els in real-time and it increased the possibility to do markerless AR with
surface reconstruction. In 2010, Cui et al. [60] described a method for
3D object scanning using a time-of-flight (ToF) camera. In this work, Cui
et al. showed a super-resolution method that improves significantly the
quality of the depth maps acquired from a ToF camera. One drawback
of this method is that it does not run in real-time. Compared to the
other scanners presented, time-of-flight cameras have the lowest cost and
provide range images with the lowest accuracy.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, in order to obtain the patient volume in an
X-ray setting we use the KinectFusion algorithm, which operates on point
clouds and depth data obtained from the patient. KinectFusion [111, 171]
integrates depth maps from the depth camera into a truncated signed dis-
tance formula (TSDF) representation [62]. The TSDF is discretized into
a voxel grid, typically 512×512×512, that represents a physical volume of
space (normally a 3×3×3 m cube, which faithfully represents the dimen-
sions of an X-ray room). Each voxel v contains two numbers: a signed
distance d indicating how far that cell is from a surface and an integer
weight w representing confidence in the accuracy of the distance. If d < 0
then v is inside a surface; if d > 0 then it is outside. Only depth val-
ues within a truncation band  T < d < T are stored (a typical value is
T = 0.03 m). The remaining voxels are sentinels with either w = d = 0
(uninitialized) or d = T (empty space). The actual world surfaces are
encoded as the zero crossings of the distance field and can be extracted
by ray casting or marching cubes. The computational expense of this
approach is mitigated by a highly parallelized implementation on newly
available GPUs with up to 512 or more floating point cores and several GB
of memory. The original algorithm can typically process each new frame
in well under the 30 ms available before the next frame arrives. As the
Kinect moves each new depth frame is used to incrementally localize its
pose within previously observed geometry using the generalized iterative
closest point algorithm (GICP) [219] with projective data association. The
new readings are then integrated by sweeping through the TSDF: every
cell which would appear in the camera is updated based on the previously
stored values and the new depth map using a projective distance metric.
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Figure 6.1 Surface reconstruction example with KinectFusion.
The result is the dense surface reconstruction (Fig. 6.1), already presented
and discussed in Section 5.5.
In our implementation, we use the same technique explained in the
aforementioned section, that is: the virtual camera approach, which is
similar to the moving patient scenario described in Section 4.4.2.
6.2 Volume translation to the X-ray reference frame
Once the patient’s volume has been computed, it has to be translated
to the X-ray reference frame, i.e., to the point of view of the anode.
A 3D point belonging to the volume in world coordinates (pW), can be
translated to the anode’s reference frame X with the following expression












where XTV is the transformation that links the anode and depth camera




· pW is the translation vector of a
point in the volume in the depth camera’s reference frame (pV). Finally, 
VTW
  1 is the pose of the depth camera, as discussed in Section 5.4.
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, it is now possible to accu-
rately follow the path of each ray abandoning the anode and reaching
the detector, while traversing the patient’s (or examined object’s) volume
during its flight.
6.3 Derivation of the traversed length
Once the patient’s volume has been obtained and expressed in the coor-
dinates of the X-ray system, we can compute the so-called L-buffer. For
each pixel p(x, y) in the detector (with size w⇥h), we can associate a tra-
versed length lp. A complete X-ray beam traversed length mask w⇥ h⇥ 1
matrix L or L-buffer can be then linked to the radiograph. If this mask is
taken into account, it is possible to enhance each tissue type density in a
more efficient and realistic way (specially, soft-tissue).
An initial method for calculating the traversed length path is by cal-
culating the intersection of a ray and a 3D mesh of triangles, as described
in [161]. The main advantage of this meshing approach is that the quality
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of the generated L-buffer varies very little with the triangle density, as
Fig. 6.3 shows.
Figure 6.3 Different mesh resolutions generate similar L. A total of
2k triangles were use to produce the first one (shown on the left), while
approximately 20k triangles were used to compute the mask on the right.
2k triangles 20k triangles
Specifically, in order to efficiently compute the path length of a ray
through an object, we use the algorithm described in [84]. For each
scanned object, an image is generated. The intensity of each pixel cor-
responds to the distance covered by the ray within the object, from the
source to the pixel centre in the detector. An example of a L-buffer image
is shown in Fig. 6.4.
In Fig. 6.5 we show that the ray penetrates into the object when
the dot product between direction vector of the ray and the object surface
normal is negative. This dot product is positive if the ray leaves an object.
Thus the path length of the ray into an object can be written as follows:
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Figure 6.5 Left: computation of lp (left). Right: different paths followed
by X-rays when traversing the patient’s body: each pixel (p, p0) can be


















sgn (lp ·Ni) · di (6.2)
where lp is the viewing vector (i.e. the unit vector from the emission point
to the detector’s pixel p). The parameter i refers to the ith intersection
between the ray and the object surface, di is the distance from the X-ray
source to the ith intersection point and Ni is the vector normal to the
object surface at the ith intersection. The part sgn (lp ·Ni) is the sign of
the dot product between lp and Ni. The intersections are found in an
arbitrary order, which avoids sorting through them. This implementation
of L-buffer (also described in [252]) very efficient and GPU-friendly.
In Fig. 6.5 it is represented a 2D schematic representation of X-ray
scene and the application of Eq. (6.2). Let µd be the attenuation coefficient
of the outside mesh. In this case, the path length is given by:
lp = (d2   d1) + (d4   d3) (6.3)
where d1, d2, d3 and d4 are the distances from the X-ray source to the
successive intersection points of the ray with the volume mesh.
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The set integrated by all path lengths is the L-buffer. With this buffer
it is now possible to generate densitometric images, as discussed below.
Some more examples of L-buffers are shown in Fig. 6.6, where the amount
of traversed length (by the X-ray beam) has been re-expressed using a
gray level scale.
Figure 6.6 Some L-Buffers (expressed as gray levels, where black means
lp = 0 and white lp = max) at some positions of a head-like anthropomor-
phic phantom just before being radiographed.
6.4 Densitometric imaging
Once the L-buffer has been calculated we can obtain the mean density
traversed by each X-ray arriving at a pixel x, y, according to the equation:
P(x, y) =  
ln (I(x,y)/I0(x,y))
µ · l(x, y)
(6.4)
where I is the original absorption image obtained with Eq. (2.6) and I0
is the image corresponding to the same geometrical, energy and exposure
configuration when no object/patient is interposed in the beam’s path.
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where µa(E) is the linear attenuation coefficient for air and for energy E.
The term l(x, y) is the distance to pixel x, y, which will roughly be similar
to the SID parameter (tackled in Section 2.7.2).
As stated in the introduction, this enables the obtention of densito-
metric images instead of absorption ones, the latter being the ones nor-
mally produced by conventional X-ray equipment. Theses images objec-
tively have a higher quality, following the methodology described in [6]
and in Appendix A. More specifically, densitometric images have a more
compressed dynamic range (Fig. 6.7), which contributes to highlight soft-
tissues over bony structures.
Figure 6.7 Compression of image histogram for densitometric images
(right), compared against plain radiographs (left).
In Eq. (6.4) it is represented a new transfer function for X-ray imaging
that accounts for the traversed length of each X-ray and the mean density
encountered by it until reaching the detector.
Figure 6.8 Example of a densitometric image (middle image). The left
radiograph represents the original X-ray instance and the rightmost image
represents the traversed volume.
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In some cases, this compression can dramatically enhance the result-
ing X-ray image, as shown in Fig. 6.9. As stated above, this enhancement
can be objectively quantified with the metric described in Appendix A.
Figure 6.9 Another example of a densitometric image (middle image).
The left radiograph represents the original X-ray instance.
Clearly, results obtained with Eq. (6.4) depend on the chosen value
for µ. However, this parameter loses its relevance if the pixel values in
Eq. (6.4) are resample/rescaled to a given grayscale range. By using
Eq. (A.1), we can obtain a new contrast-stretched image P̃. If a = imin and
b = imax, we would be performing a Global Contrast Stretching (GCS),
which is a contrast operation commonly performed in radiology screening
[212]. in GCS, the values imin and imax are the minimum and the maxi-
mum pixel intensities of the 12-bit original image (which will very likely
correspond to a number close to 0 and 4095, respectively).
As a quick test, with Eq. (6.4) and the known geometry of the methacry-
late staircase-like phantom, we have obtained a density of 1.16 g/cm2,
which is very close to the ground-truth.
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Figure 6.10 Methacrylate (Poly(methyl 2-methylpropenoate)) staircase-
like phantom and a sample X-ray image of it.
6.5 Detector response
A final operation to be performed is taking into account the detector
response. In this spirit, we have also tested (and measured) the behavior
of the used CR detector behavior as shown in Fig. 6.11. For each pixel and
beam energy, we have obtained a coefficients tuple m, n. These coefficients
allows us to modify each image taking into account the detector response
(which as expected and in our case, it happens to be linear) following
Eq. (6.6).
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Figure 6.11 Detector response: mean grey level (12-bit) depending on
the chosen tube energy and exposure time. Common X-ray techniques
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P̃c = Cm · P̃ + Cn (6.6)
where Cm and Cn are the matrices containing the linear coefficients ob-
tained after interpolating the curves in Fig. 6.11. The linearity of the
detector response can also be easily seen in Fig. 6.10.
6.6 Bone-only images
The main goal of dual X-ray absorptiometry is enhancing the visibility of
soft-tissue or the bone structures. Dual X-ray imaging involves obtain-
ing two images at two different energies (kVp). Each image is weighted
accordingly in order to null the signal due to bone for a soft-tissue only
image, or to null the signal due to soft tissue for a bone-only image.
Soft-tissue only images can be achieved, for instance, by multiplying
the high energy image (H) by 2 and the low energy image (L) by 1,
subtracting the weighted high from the weighted low image, and scaling
the residual tissue signal over a range. A similar operation can be done
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to generate a bone-only representation. This last representation is the
one which we are able to mimic very efficiently by using the densitometric
imaging approach.
Figure 6.12 Example of dual X-ray imaging to highlight soft-tissue (DS)
or bone (DB) from a low energy image (L) generated at 60 kVp and a high
energy radiography (H) produced at 120 kVp.
L H DS DB
The simplest method to achieve a dual-energy image (DS for soft-
tissue and DB for bone-only) is to perform a simple logarithmic subtrac-
tion:
ln (DS) = ln (H)  w · ln (L)
ln (DB) = w · ln (L)  ln (H)
(6.7)
where w is a weighting factor different for bone (wB) and soft-tissue (wS),
respectively.
As commented above, the dual energy X-ray technique, by defini-
tion, needs a second low-energy exposure in addition to the ordinary high-
energy projection, increasing exposure. However, we can achieve similar
results by building a virtual water phantom (as shown in Fig. 6.14-right)
and generating a virtual X-ray image from it (H0). A more realistic ex-
ample of the virtual X-ray methodology is shown in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.13 Example of the application of the deterministic algorithm to
simulate and generate X-ray images.
The aforementioned made-up water-filled volume (Fig. 6.14) is just
the result of assigning the density of water to the patient’s volume obtained
with the methods discussed in Section 6.1.
A new a D0B image can be generated with the following equation:
ln(D0B) = wB · ln (L)  ln(H
0) (6.8)
This process requires just one X-ray image from the patient (which
in turn involves less dose) and measuring the patient’s volume with the
previously discussed methods. The virtual soft-tissue radiograph is com-
puted with the ray-tracing principle [84] over a triangle-meshed version of
the resolved volume with the methods described in Section 6.3. In turn,
radiation attenuation is obtained by considering the thickness penetrated
by each ray going through the object characterized by its density (water,
in this case), its attenuation coefficient, beam energy and Eq. (2.6).
For each ray, the total path length through the volume is determined
using the geometrical computations. Finally, the attenuation of X-rays
for a given pixel is computed using the recorded path lengths and X-ray
attenuation coefficients in Eq. (2.6). With more detail, for each object i,
we can find li, which is the path length of a ray in the ith object. It can
be decomposed to illustrated the different rendering passes:
1. compute the path length of each traversed object li, then
2. make use of the first pass to compute
P
i µili, and finally,
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Figure 6.14 Left: Beer’s Law for two different incident energies. Right:








3. compute, in a second pass, the number of transmitted photons using
the attenuation law with Eq. (2.6).
In Section 6.6 we will show a practical example in which we compute
the D0B instance of the Rando phantom.
6.7 Enhancement of digitally reconstructed radio-
graphs
Computer or Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (CRR/DRRs) from CT
scans represent nowadays an essential tool in the planning and verification
of radiotherapy treatments sessions. However, they can also provide valu-
able diagnostic information by themselves and can be, for some type of
assessments, as useful as plain radiographs and a diagnosis complement to
the CT studies they are derived from. For instance, the research carried
out by [38] shows how acetabular fractures can be identified as efficiently
as with plain X-ray images and authors in [195] arrive to a similar con-
clusion for intracranial lesions. Besides, they are commonly used in the
operating room for direct comparisons with fluoroscopic images [109] and
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Figure 6.15 Geometrical scenario defined by Plastimatch. The patient’s
volume (isocenter or the origin of the reference frame defined by Plasti-
match) is virtually positioned in a synthetic conventional X-ray setting
with a fictional detector area and anode. In Plastimatch’s nomenclature
sad stands for the distance between the isocenter and anode and SID is
the orthogonal distance between the detectors’ center and the anode. The
nrm vector defines the orientation of the imaging system and hence the
angle in which the patient would be imaged.
after surgery they can also be suitable for verifications with immediate
postoperative images [67].
As with plain (and physical) radiographs, DRR algorithms do not
take into account the patient’s physical volume (inherently present in the
CT data) which is, undoubtedly, a lose of valuable information. This is
understandable, since they try to mimic as faithfully as possible a real
X-ray scenario.
Many vendors ship and/or provide DRR software and tools. For our
research we have chosen the Plastimatch package [223] mainly developed
at Harvard university. Plastimatch implements a fork of the Siddon ray
tracing method [228]. This algorithm uses the original exact path length
based on the intersection of rays with the image voxels. From here, voxel
interpolation is also applied which contributes to increase the apparent res-
olution of the final DRR. Both multi-core and GPU versions are available.
The geometrical framework defined by Plastimatch is shown in Fig. 6.15,
which is very similar to that described in Section 2.7.2.
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Once the initial DRR has been generated, the next step is isolating
the patient’s volume from the available CT data. Many techniques do exist
to this effect (3D edge-detection, graph-searching algorithms, deformable
models, stochastic techniques, region growing and neural networks, etc.)
and are very succinctly summarized in [130]. In our implementation we
have just computed isosurfaces [185]. These are defined by connecting
voxels whose intensity is equal to a value, i.e., Hounsfield units. A isosur-
face with a Hounsfield value of -200 to -500 will normally arise patient’s
skin (Fig. 6.16).
Figure 6.16 Some isosurfaces obtained from CT scans.
With the computed volume, we just have to apply the same methods
discussed in Section 6.4 to produce volume-enhance DRRs like the ones
shown in Fig. 6.17. As with densitometric images, these enhanced DRRs
better highlight soft-tissues when compared against vendor-generated ones
(with Plastimatch, in our specific case). This fact may significantly con-
tribute to the diagnostic process.
6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the foundations of densitometric imag-
ing. Density enhanced images highlight soft-tissue areas over high density
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Figure 6.17 Some vendor-generated DRRs (left) and their volume-
enhanced version (right).
ones by compressing the histogram of intensity levels. A densitometric
X-ray image can reveal more information about the density of the radio-
graphed element/patient and can have a significant impact on the final
diagnosis. In order to produce these images, it is necessary to compute
the volume of the X-rayed object/person and rigidly translate it to an-
ode’s point of view. Finally, a new transfer function that incorporates the
traversed X-ray paths in the interfering volume is derived.
This process relies on the techniques summarized in previous chapters
and can also be used to derive the so-called bone-only images from which
a value for the bone density can be assessed. Reconstructed bone-only
images only require a low dose X-ray exposure, thus further contributing
to the patient’s health. Finally, we have shown that the same techniques
can also be applied to enhance the quality of digitally reconstructed ra-
diographs, which were previously generated from CT scans.
In Chapter 7 we will show some examples of densitometric images,
their capabilities and we will also test their improved quality.
7
Tests and experiments
In this chapter we apply in a more realistic environment the method-
ologies previously summarized regarding the augmentation of X-ray equip-
ment, generated radiographs and their graphical information. This is
achieved in two ways. The first one involves the geometrical conjuga-
tion of several X-ray images taken at different patient or imaging system
positions. With these techniques (originally presented in [53]) we can de-
rive precise 3D information formerly available only in more complex (and
more radiative) modalities such as CT scans. The second way focuses on
the X-ray image itself, which can be applied physical filters involving the
patient’s volume in order to obtain densitometric/density-enhanced im-
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ages, following the recipes introduced in Chapter 6. All these experiments
were carried out in a real clinical scenarios with both research phantoms
and real patients.
7.1 3D data from radiographs and visual informa-
tion
In this section we apply the techniques introduced in Chapter 4 on a
more realistic target (other than the tests performed with the calibration
DUT in Section 4.7). This time we use an arm-shaped anthropomorphic
phantom from Life/form® that includes a splinter fracture (Fig. 7.1).
Figure 7.1 Anthropomorphic arm-shaped phantom with a 5 cm splinter
fracture.
More specifically, we apply the techniques described in Section 4.7.3
in order to compute the splinter length from X-ray image pairs and to
compare it with the real length (⇠ 5 cm). Obviously, in cases with severely
injured patients, the moving camera scenario (immobilized patient tackled
in Section 4.4.1) might be more appropriate. However, we also analyzed
the moving patient scenario for the sake of completeness. Both of them
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are graphically summarized in Fig. 7.2.
Figure 7.2 Anthropomorphic phantom tested for the camera moving
scenario (top) and patient moving scenario (bottom). In the camera
moving scenario, a board with visible fiducials at known 3D coordinates
relative to W is used and several radiographs are generated at different
angles/locations. In the patient moving scenario, the board of visible
fiducials is rigidly tied to the object under examination, which arbitrarily
moves and rotates while the X-ray imaging system remains fixed.
Combining all available image pairs (similar to those in Fig. 7.3-
bottom) we obtained a mean length of 4.9 cm with a deviation of 0.1
cm for the fixed arm setting. In the case of the moving phantom, we
retrieved a mean distance of 5.0 cm with a deviation of 0.2 cm.
Bounded epipolars are drawn in Fig. 7.3-top using the algorithm de-
scribed in Section 4.7.2. For this experiment, several lead spherules were
added as we did with the DUT in Section 4.7. The distances between
computed epipolars and real observed projections was under 15 px for the
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Figure 7.3 Left: some examples of bounded epipolar lines between stereo
X-ray snapshots. Points 4 and 5 lie very close to each other and are difficult
to discern in the left image. However, they can be clearly differentiated
in the stereo pair on the right. Right: two radiographs (produced in a
moving camera setting) of our anthropomorphic phantom. Two points
have been manually selected on each image at both ends of the splinter.
With this information, we can estimate |Q2   Q1| with the mathematical




































camera moving scenario and under 12 px for the phantom moving sce-
nario. This result eases a good identification of hidden facets which are
missing or indistinguishable in one image, but that are quite evident in a
second radiograph.
7.2 3D data from radiographs and depth informa-
tion
To test the proposed methodology in Chapter 5, we have initially used
three phantoms. The first two consist of two anthropomorphic phantoms
(head and torso, studied separately) shown in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 Tested anthropomorphic phantoms (torso and head). Several
slices are shown and the local reference frame W0 is defined in two of them
(one for each phantom). Spherical lead bearings are placed in each slice.
As an example, two of them (Qa and Qb) are represented, with
 !
Q a,b being

























A set of spherical lead bearings (1 mm size) was manually placed in
the phantoms at well-known locations relative to a local coordinate system
W0 (shown in Fig. 7.4) bound to each phantom. The reason for choosing
W0 is that we can easily know the location of the lead bearings relative
to W0 (by construction), but we do not know the exact position of each
phantom relative to W.
Both phantoms were placed s1.40 m away from the anode and their
rotation was tracked using the techniques described in Section 5.5. Ra-
diographs were produced at arbitrary angles relative to the X-ray imaging
system and their projection matrices were calculated with Eq. (5.2). In
Fig. 7.5 we show two of these X-ray snapshots and some steps of the dense
surface mapping process. X-ray images are 35⇥43 cm with a resolution of
104 px/m.
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Figure 7.5 A pair of X-ray images generated from the anthropomorphic
phantom (torso) at two positions j and k with an angular amplitude of
85° (around the craniocaudal axis) between them. The projection of the
chosen local reference frame W0 is also represented. Notice the white
dots corresponding to the projections of the lead bearings. One of these,
belonging to the torso (qb), is highlighted in the stereo image in the right.
The dashed line tagged with and lkb is the corresponding epipolar line in
image k associated to its stereo counterpart (projection qjb). Some stages
of the DSM algorithm representing the continuous tracking of the patient















Figure 7.6 Tested head-like polystyrene phantom (also partially shown
in Fig. 5.8-b). The location of some horizontal and vertical (dotted) fixed
length pins
 !
Q i are shown. Right: one of the 30 mm length metal pins.
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Figure 7.7 Surface mappings from the polystyrene phantom and two
radiographs showing implanted needles.
These anthropomorphic phantoms (together with the radiograph pairs
generated from them) will be used to estimate the 3D locations of the
spherical lead bearings. These derived locations will then be compared
against the ground-truth positions expressed in the W0 coordinate system.
It is then mandatory to also find the optimal transformation (i.e., WTW0)
that best aligns the two sets: Qi, which is derived in coordinates of W; and
Qi, which is known relative to W0. This entails performing a Euclidean
transform, which preserves shape and size, as tackled by Besl and McKay
[34]. In this work, WTW0 is found with a Procrustes analysis described
by Dryden and Mardia [74] but with scale invariance. We will apply
this transformation later when comparing the mean Euclidean distance
between the 3D coordinates of both sets.
The third phantom is made of polystyrene (Fig. 7.6). On this occa-
sion, 15 medical needles of known and precise lengths 36.1, 18.4, and 9.2
mm (5 of each type) were introduced at random locations, in both vertical
and horizontal orientations. The phantom was placed s1.57 m away from
the X-ray anode and its motion was tracked using the same techniques de-
scribed in Section 5.5. The angular span between tj and tk was 70 degrees.





ground-truth. To derive these lengths, we follow the procedure described
at the end of Section 5.6. The only role of this second phantom is to
house the aforementioned needles at different and varied positions. This
phantom could have had any shape; however, we thought the experiment
would be more realistic if the phantom resembled a human part (a head,
in this case).
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Using Eq. (4.15), we obtained the 3D location Qi of each lead fiducial
from combinations of radiograph pairs of the anthropomorphic phantoms
at different orientations and the 2D pixel coordinates of each spherule
projection in each image. The alignment operation WTW0 was applied
to express their components relative to the W reference frame. Table 7.1
shows the mean Euclidean difference (4) between all Qi and Qi. Each row
also specifies the angular amplitude (]) around the vertical axis for each
orientation/radiograph combination. The experiment was carried out for
the head and torso parts separately to test the tracking algorithm with a
relatively small (head) and a relatively large body part (chest).
Table 7.1 Mean Euclidean span (4) between ground-truth positions of
spherical lead bearings inside the anthropomorphic phantom (head and
torso) and the derived ones for some angular extents (]).











25 1.4 0.7 0.8 0.5
45 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.5
60 1.3 0.6 1.0 0.6
85 1.6 0.9 1.2 0.7
We also compared the differences in the distances between some spher-
ical bearings in the anthropomorphic phantom (head and torso). Given
that we know where each spherule is located (in the W0 system), we can










    using the previously derived locations Qi of each
spherical lead bearing. In Fig. 7.8 we represent these differences graph-
ically for three angles and for several known distances (ground-truth).
These distances range from the closest gap between two near spherical
lead bearings (24.6 mm) to the widest gap (355.1 mm). Again, the exper-
iment was executed separately for the head and torso anthropomorphic
phantoms, but for the sake of simplicity the results are shown combined
in Fig. 7.8. The same plot also distinguishes between which distances are
measured in the head and torso phantoms.
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Figure 7.8 Difference (in absolute value) between computed distances
between pairs of spherical lead bearings and ground-truth. The results for
three angular amplitudes (25°, 45°, and 60°) are shown.
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These techniques involving 3D reconstruction have also been applied
with real patients. In Fig. 7.9 we show an example of a patient to whom
several X-ray opaque fiducials were sticked and how their location can be
easily traceable between radiographs through the drawing of epipolar lines.
This patient was asked to rotate between two posterior oblique positions
(summarized in Section 2.7.1).
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Figure 7.9 Epipolar geometry used within a real clinical scenario and a
patient, allowing the identification of simple fiducial markers between two
radiographs.
7.3 Densitometric images
This section presents the results of several experiments about the obten-
tion of densitometric images, following the procedures described in Chap-
ter 6. In order to verify the amount in quality of densitometric version
over the plain X-ray image, we have followed the methods presented in
Appendix A. In all cases, the patient’s volume was reconstructed follow-
ing the techniques described in Section 5.5 and translated to the X-ray
anode’s point-of-view (Fig. 7.12).
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Figure 7.10 Reconstructed patient’s volume from several DSM snapshots.
Some examples of this volume assessment process is shown in Fig. 7.10
and Fig. 7.11.
Figure 7.11 Point clouds from patients acquired during X-ray examina-
tions.
These volumes were later translated to the anode’s reference frame
(Fig. 7.12) in order to obtain the L-buffer described in Section 6.2.
Figure 7.12 3D representation of the X-ray examination scene where the
patient and phantom volume have been aligned accordingly to the anode’s
reference frame.
In Fig. 7.13, Fig. 7.14, Fig. 7.15, Fig. 7.16 and Fig. 7.17 we show
some examples of densitometric images and the increase in the amount of
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information (in %) relative to the normal absorption radiograph.
Figure 7.13 Densitometric image (right) from a plain radiograph (left) of
the chest of the Rando phantom. The increase in the mutual information
is 4%.
Figure 7.14 Densitometric image (right) from a plain radiograph (left).
In this case, the increase in the mutual information is 3%.
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Figure 7.15 Densitometric image (right) from a plain radiograph (left).
The increase in the mutual information is 2%.
Figure 7.16 Densitometric image (right) from a plain radiograph (left).
The increase in the mutual information is 2%.
Figure 7.17 Densitometric image (right) from a plain radiograph (left).
The increase in the mutual information is 1%.
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Figure 7.18 Two CT scans from the same Rando Phantom in a Discov-
ery CT750 HD from GE Medical Systems and in a Phillips Brilliance 64
equipment.
Figure 7.19 DB image obtained with the methodology described in this
section (right). Left image represents the original radiograph and the
central image is a grayscale representation of the L-buffer.
7.4 Bone density assessment
In order to test the techniques described in Section 6.6 we have compare
the bone density obtained with the methodology there explained with the
one derived from two different CT scans from a Rando® phantom shown
in Fig. 7.4. The bone density assessed by both scanners is almost the same,
however, a mean value was used for the sake of completeness (Fig. 7.18).
According to Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.8), we obtain a very similar density
(1.01 g/cm2) for the clavicle.
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7.5 Multimodality image registration
Finally, and as minor test, Fig. 7.20 shows how it is possible to perform
multi-sensor registration (visible image and radiograph, in this case). In
order to obtain these compositions, we have applied an epipolar constraint
between both sensors, as explained in Section 4.6.3.
Figure 7.20 Two RGB + X-ray image registration examples (for a given
value of the ⇣ parameter). From left to right, 0% of the RGB image is
shown, 50% and finally, 100%.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown the results of several experimental tests
carried out in real clinical environments.
To test our 3D reconstruction approach, we have run and described
several experiences with phantoms that resemble human body parts, such
as the head and torso. In these experiments, we have successfully derived
3D data from some embedded lead bearings and metal needles. The results
have demonstrated that we can achieve a millimetric level of precision. As
Fig. 7.8 and Table 7.2 highlight, millimetric precision is achievable when
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comparing the derived lengths against ground-truth. We also obtain a
nice agreement between the derived 3D locations and their ground-truth
position, as shown in Table 7.1. These results leave the door open for
the application of this technique as a complementary tool for other ra-
diological or clinical exams whose main goal is measuring distances or
geometrically relating 3D spots whose projections are observable in two
radiographs. In a real scenario, these spots can be splinters, cysts, tu-
mors, benign corpuscles, etc., and basically anything worth measuring or
locating inside the human body. Our method leaves the identification of
these common points to the health professional in both radiographs. The
proposed methodology can also have a niche of application as a substitute
of CT scans whose principal objective is the extraction of 3D information
or as complementary or preliminary tool for monitoring the evolution of
a patient’s disease over time.
Regarding the generation of densitometric images, we have shown
some examples and compared them to the original X-ray images. All
density images show a superior quality according the metric presented in
Appendix A. We have also shown an extension of previous application
related to the assessment of the bone mineral density with fairly good
results.
8
Augmented   radiation detectors
Portable particle detectors lack the methods and resources needed to
accurately track the 3D location of radioactive sources. In this chapter
we present a new application of the idea of merging particle detectors and
environment recognition tools in order to provide this missing information.
More concretely, we summarize the collaboration with the Gamma
Spectroscopy group (IFIC) in the project GUALI. In the context of this
project, a high-energy photon detector device has been built which con-
sists of a pinhole gamma camera with a monolithic CeBr3 scintillating
crystal coupled to a 2D position-sensitive photomultiplier. The system is
able to spatially locate radioactive sources thanks to the interplay with
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a rigidly attached video camera. This coupled camera system exploits
the technology reviewed in Chapter 4 and extends it to a new useful and
interesting scenario beyond the realm X-ray imaging.
8.1 Gamma detectors and scene recognition
As commented in the introduction, in this section we examine a new dual-
camera system composed of a gamma ray detection unit and an attached
RGB sensor. When the information of both cameras is combined, this
apparatus enables the determination of the spatial location of radioactive
sources. This setup is currently being deployed in the Jose Cabrera nuclear
power station (currently being dismantled) as part of the available nuclear
waste control toolbox.
A gamma camera finds itself in the mid path between X-ray equip-
ment and visible devices. On one hand, the intrinsic parameters of a
gamma camera do not change over time as the device is moved, just what
happens with visible cameras (Fig. 3.2-left). On the other hand, a gamma
camera does not collect reflected light, but the directly emitted photons
from radioactive sources.
8.1.1 GUALI   detector overview
In the GUALI project (Gamma Unit Advanced Locator Imager), researchers
explore for the first time the applicability of using  -ray imaging in neu-
tron capture measurements to identify and suppress spatially localized
background. For this aim, a pinhole gamma camera is assembled, tested
and characterized in terms of energy and spatial performance. It consists
of a monolithic CeBr3 scintillating crystal coupled to a position-sensitive
photomultiplier and readout through an integrated circuit. The pinhole
collimator is a massive carven block of lead. In contrast with traditional
scintigraphy with  -cameras and Compton cameras are based on an in-
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vasive method: a radioactive source needs to be present inside the object
(also other 3D techniques like CT, PET, etc). The original description
of this   detector and its technical/physical foundations are discussed in
[73, 140].
Figure 8.1 Left: schematic view of the   detection system. The pixelated
photomultiplier is optically coupled to a monolithic CeBr3 crystal and
readout using an integrated circuit AMIC2GR. Right: schematic view
of the pinhole lead collimator, the detection system and the geometrical





This  -ray imager is based on a bulky lead collimator and therefore, its
performance for neutron capture measurements is relatively good. How-
ever, the rather simple device we use still allows to implement and explore
the applicability of gamma imaging under the severe background condi-
tions, such as nuclear power plants (subject tackled in Section 8.2). The
GUALI scintillator has been specifically calibrated for detecting photo-
emissions from Cs-137 and Co-60.
Caesium-137 is a radioactive isotope which is formed from the nuclear
fission of Uranium-235 and other fissionable isotopes in nuclear reactors
and nuclear weapons. It is among the most problematic of the short-
to-medium-lifetime fission products because it easily moves and spreads
in nature due to the high water solubility of Caesium’s most common
chemical compounds. Caesium-137 has a half-life of about 30.17 years.
About 95% decays by   emission to a metastable Barium-137m. The
main photon peak of Ba-137m is 662 keV, which is the one detected by
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GUALI.
Cobalt-60, is a synthetic radioactive isotope of Cobalt with a half-life
of s5 years. It is produced artificially in nuclear reactors after neutron
capture (5927Co+n   ! 6027Co   ! 6028Ni+e– +ve+ ). The main advantage
of this isotope is that it is a high intensity  -ray emitter with a relatively
long half-life with energies around 1.3 MeV.
The GUALI detector initially made use of other positioning methods
such as a laser range finder, like the one shown in Fig. 8.2-left. In the
context of the collaboration with the present thesis project, these devices
have been replaced with more modern scene tracking sensors and methods.
Figure 8.2 GUALI, before (using a laser range finder) and after (using a
coupled RGB camera).
8.1.2 Scene identification of   sources
Given the fact that the presented gamma-camera has a bulky lead colli-
mator acting as a pinhole, projective geometry related tools can be also
applied in order to derive the 3D location of radioactive sources from their
2D location in gammagraphic images ⌥ (Fig. 8.3).
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Figure 8.3 Three gammagraphic images (⌥) obtained with GUALI.
Besides, the addition of a RGB camera allows, as already studied in
Chapter 4, the 3D identification of each   source in the scene.
This identification can happen if the camera system (GUALI+RGB)
is moving (Fig. 8.4) or if the   source moves (Fig. 8.5).
Figure 8.4 Example of a moving detector scenario (involving a rigid trans-





Camera system at location j










In the case of a moving detector (which is the planned scenario for
GUALI), it is recommended to establish a fixed (and external) visual ref-
erence frame (world).
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As just stated, the interplay of the proposed  -camera with and exter-
nal positioning/reference device enables the derivation of the 3D location
of radioactive sources. The adopted device used in this research work is an
ordinary RGB or video camera, which, as in the case of X-ray imaging is
rigidly attached to the gamma one and whose role in 3D reconstruction is
very similar to that performed in the aforementioned field. Basically, this
type of cameras, if properly calibrated, can contribute to retrieve the spa-
tial location of a radioactive source Qi from the 2D coordinates qj , qk, etc.,
of the detected emission in two different gammagraphic images, following
the same mathematical background studied in Section 4.6.2. The main
challenge in order to obtain these 3D positions consists in the derivation
of the transformation that connects both camera systems  TV (registra-
tion) which is tackled in Section 8.1.3.
8.1.3 Geometrical calibration of the  -RGB camera system
As stated above, calibrating the described system entails finding  TV and
the intrinsic parameters of the GUALI  -camera (K ). This calibration
process follows similar steps to those described in Section 4.5 but with
one big difference. The new calibration frame should be much bigger and
house both visual and  -emitter fiducials. The visual part is again con-
figured with the help of the Aruco framework (discussed in Section 4.3.3).
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For practical reasons, instead of making use of several and simultane-
ous  -emitter fiducials, we add them one-by-one to the calibration space
(Fig. 8.6). Again and for easiness, their real location (Qi) is made coinci-
dent with the location of each visual maker, which is in turn easily known
thanks to the Aruco framework.
The GUALI detector outputs  -images (intensity maps) like those
shown in Fig. 8.3. These intensity maps represent the 3D projection of  -
sources onto each 2D canvas. The highest intensity centers in these maps
represent each qi location.
Figure 8.6 Graphical summary of the calibration phase (left) and evo-
lution of the computed focal length of the GUALI camera as more 3D





























With the collected information, an initial  -ray projection matrix P 
is computed. This matrix can in turn be SVD-decomposed as described






where the elements of K  are similar to those contained in Eq. (3.4).
In Fig. 8.7 we show some photographs taken with the RGB device
during the calibration phase.
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Figure 8.7   calibration points taken during a calibration session and a
snapshot of the visible reference frame (Aruco marker) obtained with the
attached RGB camera.
The reason for choosing such a different board (compared to the one
used in Chapter 4 and shown in Fig. 3.7) is that, in the case of the spatial
identification of radioactive sources we do not need a great resolution (a
few centimeters is still fine), but on the contrary, a good application range
is important (2 to 6 m). Finally, it is not convenient to use several  
sources at the same time, given the high risk they may represent to the
operator’s health.
8.1.4 3D reconstruction of gamma sources positions
In the case of the 3D reconstruction of   sources it is important to an-
alyze the emission from as many points of view as possible in order to
achieve something similar to a tomography scan. The main reason for this
is the own radiation shielding coming from the objects being analyzed
(mainly, nuclear waste containers). This is in contrast with the methodol-
ogy followed during X-ray 3D reconstruction explained in previous chap-
ters, where not only two stereoscopic X-ray views are more than enough,
but also a reasonable limit to the radiation inflicted on the patient.
In this spirit, there exist a set of techniques known as multi-view
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stereovision, bundle adjustment, triangulation and structure from motion
(SfM). The 3D information obtained with these techniques is initially ap-
plied to the RGB camera of the GUALI device, but can later be translated
to the   camera if both imaging systems are calibrated (as explained in
Section 8.1.3).
In our case, we use the gold standard reconstruction algorithm, which
minimizes the sum of squared errors between the measured and predicted















i ,Qi) are the measured and predicted image positions
for point Qi in view j. With Eq. (8.2) we can derive the extrinsic matrices
for the linked RGB camera at each location where a radiation measurement
is to be performed. This camera has been already calibrated (its intrinsic
and distortion parameters are known) with the methods discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.3. Each of the extrinsic parts can be distilled with the computer
vision techniques described in Section 3.2.2.
In our practical implementation of Eq. (8.2), we have used the com-
puter library described in [168]. This framework allows us to perform the
mapping and localization from a large set of planar markers (a marker
map). Internally, the framework runs on a video sequence by first col-
lecting all available observations to create a quiver with the relative poses
of the observed markers. Then, an initial pose graph is created that is
later refined by distributing the rotation and translational errors around
the cycles. Using the initial marker poses from the refined graph, an ini-
tial estimation of the frame poses are obtained. Eventually, all poses are
refined using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization to reduce the repro-
jection error of the marker corners in all observed frames and thus solve
Eq. (8.2). The proposed optimization function ensures that the markers
geometry is kept during the optimization process. Each marker in the
marker map can be, for instance, an Aruco pattern.
The next step consists in translating the images obtained with the
gamma camera to the space or point of view of the visible camera, so that
we can apply the results of the gold standard method discussed above and
derive the 3D location of   sources. The movement from one position to
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another is identified by computing changes in the pose relative to a specific
maker manually tagged as the world (W).
8.1.5 Registration of RGB and   images
In contrast with what we discussed in Section 4.6.3 and Section 7.5, the
visual registration of gammagraphic and video images is very important
because it neatly shows the rough position of radioactive sources inside
nuclear waste containers or within the inspected the scene as a whole. In
order to geometrically register the information of the two stereo cameras
(RGB and  ), we have to apply again what we learnt in Section 3.5.3 and
specifically in Eq. (4.16), but re-expressed for a different paired imaging







where q i is a point i in the original gammagraphic image ⌥ and Qi in
world (W) coordinates. We then have to find the ray equation that con-
nects the center of the   camera (also expressed in the W reference frame)




· (0, 0, 0, 1)| + ⇣ · Q̂i (8.4)
where ⇣ is a scalar (manually chosen) representing the coordinate along
the ray. A portrayal of this ray is more or less shown in Fig. 3.18 for the
case of X-ray imaging system, but can be easily transferred to the present
gamma measurement scenario.
Next, a specific 3D point in Qi(⇣m) can be re-projected onto the
visible image with Eq. (4.1), obtaining a registered 2D location qVi (⇣m),
which also depends on the selected value for ⇣. In order to obtain the
final registered image (⌥̇(⇣m)), we just have to iterate over all the i points
in the qVi (⇣m) set and apply Eq. (8.3) and Eq. (8.4) for a shared (and
manually chosen) depth ⇣. This scenario is schematically represented in
Fig. 8.8 and an example of RGB-  registration is shown in Fig. 8.14.
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Several experiences have been carried out in the José Cabrera (Zorita)
nuclear power station (Fig. 8.9). The tests and experiences consisted on
measuring several containers and wall pieces which were contaminated
with traces of radioisotopes during the time of operation of the aforemen-
tioned facility.
8.2.1 The Zorita nuclear power station
The Zorita plant is located in the municipality of Almonacid de Zorita
(Guadalajara). It started operating in 1968 and ended 38 years later, on
30th April 2006. Enresa (Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos S.A.)
became the license of the facility the nuclear power station in 2010 and is
in charge of the safe management of the radwaste and of the restoration
of the sites where nuclear and uranium mining activities have taken place.
The Spanish Parliament created Enresa in 1984 as a public, non-profit
organization responsible for the management of radioactive waste.
The dismantling operation yields more than 100.000 tons [69]. The
work performed also includes the segmentation of the reactor internals.
The site will be completely cleared only after the low and medium level
waste will be transported to the disposal center in El Cabril (Córdoba,
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Spain). The dismantling operation also requires all the components of
the primary circuit, including the plant reactor, to be segmented and a
large part of the resulting materials to be classified and placed in special
containers (like the one shown in Fig. 8.10-left).
Figure 8.9 The José Cabrera Nuclear Power Station.
8.2.2 Examined nuclear waste in Zorita
The examined elements in Jose Cabrera consisted in radwaste containers
and concrete walls. In the case of the examined containers, two  /RGB
snapshots were obtained and the same stereo/epipolar geometry tools
tackled in Section 3.5.3 was used. In Fig. 8.10 we represent the applica-
tion of these techniques to locate the 3D position of a radioactive element
inside the container.
Figure 8.10 3D reconstruction of radioactive source in a waste container
with epipolar geometry.
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In later visits to José Cabrera, several concrete blocks were examined,
like the ones shown in Fig. 8.11 and Fig. 8.13.
Figure 8.11 Contaminated concrete blocks being inspected.
In this occasion, we used the framework presented in Section 8.1.4 to
obtain the extrinsic parameters, i.e., the relative pose between the GUALI
instrument and each block, as introduced in Section 3.2.2. We have been
able to reconstruct the 3D locations of Cs-137 and Co-60 sources and
match the position already roughly diagnosed by staff at Enresa. In
Fig. 8.12 we show point clouds of the situation of two   sources and
Fig. 8.13-right shows a picturesque 3D reconstruction with the rough lo-
cation and intensity shape of a Cs-137 source inside an irregular piece.
Figure 8.12 Reconstruction of the 3D positions of a Cs-137 (left) and
C0-60 sources.
In Fig. 8.13 we show some elements whose geometry is being suc-
cessfully tracked in real-time with a map of markers, as also described in
Section 8.1.4. These markers and their location are identified with the
RGB camera.
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Figure 8.13 Irregular concrete piece and a waste container tracked with
a marker map composed of visible fiducials.
Finally, Fig. 8.14 shows a  +RGB registered pair of images using the
mathematical background described in Section 8.1.5.
Figure 8.14 Registration of a gammagraphic image ⌥̇( ) (obtained from
a Cs-137 contaminated concrete block) and a visible/RGB one, for a given
value of the   parameter (depth).
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8.3 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have transferred the explored technologies in previous
chapters to a new area of application: nuclear waste management. In
contrast with X-rays and external positioning devices, in this field we
interplay a similar video camera and a gamma ray detector optimized for
the tracking of photons originated after the decay of the radioisotopes
Co-60 and Cs-137. The results show it is possible to track and assign
3D information to the location of   sources with a very good level of
precision for this type of scenarios. It is also possible to seamlessly overlay





In this research work we have introduced a number of methods and
techniques around the interplay of external scene determination tools and
radiation detection setups, with a special focus on conventional X-ray
diagnostic equipment, given their widespread use and presence. These
tools have allowed us to derive accurate 3D information from plain ab-
sorption and/or intensity images (radiographs, gammagraphies, etc.) and
perform precise 3D anatomical/inner reconstructions. The same tech-
niques have also been applied to the definition of a new transfer function
and the generation of X-ray densitometric images from absorption ones.
These augmented images offer greater quality over plain radiographs (as
demonstrated by a new image quality metric also discussed later in the
Appendix A of this work). A similar approach has been applied to gam-
magraphic images generated with a   camera in the process of measuring
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radioactive sources. In general, all the presented techniques can be ap-
plied in other scenarios that comprise radiation detectors and the lack of
spatial information.
In spite of all these proven advantages and their suitability in many
fields of application, there is still work to do in some areas, which are
summarized below.
Enhancement of patient and X-ray imaging system
tracking
Regarding the combination of RGB cameras, visible fiducials and X-ray
environments (as discussed in Chapter 4), we can envision many other
possibilities of their application in real clinical environments (Fig. 9.1).
Figure 9.1 Other possibilities of combining visual fiducials in X-ray rooms
for both horizontal and vertical positioning protocols.
These combinations would specifically contribute to better track the
position of the X-ray imaging system during the generation of radiographs.
Regarding the interplay of depth sensors and X-rays, the main current
drawback is the need for patient’s rotation around his/her craniocaudal
axis (as described in Section 5.1 and Section 6.1), which inherently goes
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against the patient’s comfort. We foresee new methodologies involving
the fusion of several calibrated Kinect-like devices (a priori just three:V,
V0 and V00) that together would fully map the X-ray room, including the
patient, who would now remain comfortable still in one of the endorsed
protocols discussed in Section 2.7.1. The transformations connecting each
depth camera (VTV0 , V
0
TV00 and VTV00 ,) can be found with a visible marker
board similar to those already used in this research (Fig. 3.7) or with an
extra geometrical calibration object whose 3D configuration is partially
visible from the point of view of all three cameras (like the rotating cube
described in Fig. 5.7). This 3D frame would enable the application of the
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm in its simplest version in order to
find the aforementioned transformations. In the ICP algorithm, one point
cloud is kept fixed while the other one is transformed to best match the
former. The algorithm iteratively revises the transformation needed to
minimize an error metric. Researchers in [71, 31] propose more refined
methods for the calibration and registration of depth sensors into a joint
coordinate system.
The composition of all point clouds (captured with each device) would
be achieved through the synchronous application of Eq. (6.1). Background
subtraction would be done using the methods described in Section 5.5 or
through a spatial tree-based data structure search on unorganized point
cloud data [263]. This last case is more appropriate when the background
and patient’s point clouds are blended, which represents a more realistic
scenario. Unorganized point clouds are characterized by non-existing point
references between points from different point clouds due to varying size,
resolution, density and/or point ordering. Once the patient’s point cloud
has been resolved (and isolated from the background), a surface mesh can
be found with legacy methods like marching cubes, Poisson, etc., or the
ones summarized at the beginning of Section 6.1, as well as many other
modern reconstruction algorithms [44, 101, 151, 17]. An example of these
ideas is represented in Fig. 9.2.
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Figure 9.2 Combination of several RGB-D sensors in a radiographic sce-
nario and geometrical stitching of two point clouds acquired with two
calibrated depth sensors. Three registered sensors would be necessary to
capture the whole patient’s volume.
In scenarios where patient rotation is applicable, but no GPU hard-
ware is available (and thus, the KinectFusion method described in Sec-
tion 5.5 is not usable), we are considering the use of an offline pairwise
incremental registration process. This technique adopts again the itera-
tive closest point algorithm in order to incrementally register a series of
point clouds two by two. It can be time consuming, but can run on very
humble computer equipment. This registration entails finding the rigid
transformation (pjTpk) for the same point p between each two patient
positions j and k, k and l, l and m, iteratively and as shown in Fig. 9.3.
Figure 9.3 Pairwise iterative closest point phase between two point clouds
of the Rando phantom. The image on the right shows the successful
registration of the two point clouds represented by pj and pk.
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Volume-enhanced X-ray images
Although the superiority in quality of densitometric images has been
proven through the several examples shown in Chapter 7 and the met-
ric defined in Appendix A, it is necessary to further extend the set of
images, patients, examined areas and applied X-ray protocols (different
kVp, mAs, patient positioning, etc.). In addition, the methods described
in Section 6.6 should be further explored both clinically and theoretically
in order to fully present the concept of densitometric imaging as a com-
plete alternate framework to dual X-ray imaging.
Regarding the generation bone-only images, we think we can achieve
similar results to those discussed in [33], where authors present great qual-
ity versions of this type of images by applying a synthetic background
subtraction representing soft tissues and air, which is very similar to our
approach described in Section 6.6. However, their research still needs two
radiographs (high and low energy) to be generated.
Enhancement of setting identification with gamma
cameras
Finally, the methods tackled in Section 8.1.4 could be further simplified
with the application of other modern computer vision techniques, such
as RANSAC. The random sample consensus is an iterative feature-based
image matching algorithm that finds the transformation that best trans-
forms the first image to the second. By finding this matrix, we would
be accounting for the same mathematical relations needed in Eq. (4.8),
Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (5.2). This would entail the expendability of added
reference markers such as the Aruco ones described in Section 4.3.3.
In Fig. 9.4 we show and example of application of this algorithm
with the same contaminated concrete block studied in Section 8.2. In this
context, this proposed method behaves very similarly to the fact expressed
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Figure 9.4 The RANSAC method applied to the reconstruction of a 3D
scene in a nuclear waste management scenario.
in Section 5.8: the scene is its own fiducial system.
Volume and dose assessment
Although an active field of research and practice in medicine and radiol-
ogy, there is still room for improvement in the realm of dose assessment
in ordinary X-ray imaging. In the following paragraphs we review its
current status and discuss possible enhancements based on the methods
and materials presented in this research work. Radiation protection and
dose assessment in conventional X-ray is a subject of active worldwide
research and concern. In Fig. 9.5 we show, for instance, some geolocalized
publications on the subject.
The common final goal of these researchers, healthcare institutions,
interest groups and radiation protection professionals is the same: keep
dose as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA criterion) and measure this
dose as accurately as possible. It is well known that patient care units
tend to abuse this type of preventive imaging procedures, even when they
rarely reveal clinically unsuspected findings [251].
Patient doses in radiography examinations are mainly derived from
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the entrance surface dose (ESD) or dose-area product (DAP). ESD is com-
puted either by direct measurements, normally sticking thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) to patients [224] or physical phantoms [54]. ESD can
also be computed after its relation to the backscatter factor along with
known tube parameters [78, 188]. Together with ESD, mathematical mod-
els (including phantoms like MIRD5 [147], NCAT [220], and Cristy [59]),
voxelized CT scans [148, 261, 65, 75, 95]), and tabulated recommenda-
tions [46, 191] are also commonly used. This models usually take X-ray
tube type, anode material and available filtrations as input parameters.
Measurements/simulations are made at the center of the X-ray beam with
a fixed field size.
The final patient effective dose is proportional to the estimated ESD,
depending also on the X-ray penetrating power and the region being ex-
amined. There exist international regulations that tackle this physical
derivation, like ICRP-103 [108] and ICRP-60 [107]. Global effective dose
is, in turn, calculated as a weighted sum of the effective doses on each or-
gan. In [184] and [191] is included recent tabulated calculations of organ
doses from a variety of diagnostic radiology procedures. Effective dose
needs knowledge of the dose of the body and then the weighted sum of
the equivalent doses to 22 organs and to each of the tissues exposed. This
is complicated when parts of the body are exposed heterogeneously as in
the case of diagnostic radiology and is therefore more difficult to apply
routinely.
By simulation of a limited number of photons in an X-ray field, a mean
value of the absorbed energy in a specific organ and the global effective









where DT,R is the absorbed dose averaged over the organ or tissue T ,
due to radiation of type R and WR and WT are the radiation and tissue
weighting factors respectively.
In order to automate these parameter-filling and calculations, specific
software packages are available. They are almost permanently used and
represent a de facto standard regarding dose assessment. A few examples
are: Caldose [127], PCXMC [238], Orgdose [183], BEAMnrcMP [206],
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DoseCal [66], WinDose [116], MCNPX [258] and CALDose_X [128].
The same concern about correct dose assessment is present in the CT
modality scenario, where radiation protection professionals face a similar
dilemma. Initially, the CT dose index or CTDI [2] was developed to pro-
vide a standardized method to compare radiation levels between different
CT scanners using a reference phantom. It thus provides information re-
garding only the scanner output: it does not address patient size, and
hence does not quite estimate patient dose. This is the reason why the
volume computed tomography dose index or CTDIvol [150] was defined.
Almost all current CT scanners display CTDIvol.
Our proposal for the improvement of the procedure of assessing the
patient’s dose in conventional X-ray settings is based on the dose-per-
volume concept. Thanks to the methods devised in this thesis work, we
can now accurately measure the patient’s volume and assign a precise po-
sition in the radiographic scene. Once this geometry has been determined,
the dose can be assessed by comparing it with tabulated values. These
tabulated values have to be previously obtained by radiating a phantom
filled with TLDs with different configurations (energy, exposure time, dis-
tance from source, materials, etc.).
The dose received by a patient during an X-ray test can be very geom-
etry sensitive. In the two following computer simulations, we demonstrate
how the absorbed energy can be very position-dependent, even for small
spatial changes.
The first simulation is based on the Monte Carlo approach [18], while
the second is determinist (or analytic) and its based on ray-tracing. This
Monte Carlo simulation has been carried Geant4 (GEometry ANd Track-
ing) is a platform for simulating the passage of particles through matter
using Monte Carlo methods. The Monte Carlo method consists of indi-
vidually tracking each photon during its different interactions with matter
at each step of the simulation. This method can produce very accurate
images, but they are computationally expensive. We have simulated a
cuboid and a beam of X-rays very similar to the previous Section. How-
ever, this time the cuboid is translated along the transversal axis, modify-
ing the OID factor. In Fig. 9.6 we show the dose volume histogram (DVH)
of the dose received by the virtual water phantom. A DVH graphically
summarizes the simulated radiation distribution within the volume of a
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patient or phantom, originally as a result of a radiation treatment plan.
In other words, the goal of DVHs is to summarize 3D dose distributions
in a graphical 2D chart format.
This time, a polychromatic beam has been used, previously generated
with the Spektr [229] package (other software packages such as SpekCalc
[193], are also available). Spektr was designed to provide a flexible, exten-
sible tool for calculation of X-ray spectra, application of X-ray filters, and
analysis of spectral characteristics. Four different kVp configurations have
been emulated (30, 70, 110 and 150 kVp) in order to reflect as closely as
possible common radiographic techniques.
Figure 9.6 Dose-volume histograms derived with the Monte Carlo simu-
lation.
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The Monte Carlo simulation shows that little variations in the OID
parameter entails non ‌-negligible changes in the computed DVHs in the
water phantom. This is again another example of how the spatial envi-
ronment can severely affect the dose and deposited energy in the patient
being radiographed.
We have also carried out a deterministic simulation of the energy
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received by a rotating cuboid water phantom in a virtual X-ray system.
The deterministic simulation uses a virtual rotating water cuboid. This
geometrical phantom is beamed at several angles by several monochromatic
X-ray sources (30, 70, 150 and 110 keV) and the % of the source energy
is computed for each angle of rotation. The results are shown in Fig. 9.7.
Figure 9.7 Results of the deterministic simulation carried out with a
rotating water phantom. The chart on the top shows the % of the source
energy that is deposited in the virtual cuboid. The geometry and distances
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Clearly, as the results of the simulation show, above 40°, small angle
variations may have important repercussions in the deposited energy and
hence, even small changes in the patient positioning may have a direct
impact in the final received dose.
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Image quality assessment in X-ray imaging
In this appendix we introduce a genuine methodology to assess the
quality of radiological images which will help us to objectively compare vol-
ume enhanced radiographies (presented in Chapter 6) against conventional
ones. This method performs an intensity windowing operation, which is in
turn based on the maximization of the mutual information (MI) between
a perceptual decomposition of the original 12-bit sources and their screen
displayed 8-bit version. This methodology is based on a human visual sys-
tem algorithm. Its primary goal is to measure the quality of a radiological
image (i.e., a radiograph in our specific case) based on the MI between the
original instance and its Gabor-filtered derivations. In order to do so, the
191
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algorithm performs an automatic intensity windowing process that seeks
the WL/WW that best displays each image for examination. It starts
with the default, high contrast, wide dynamic range 12-bit data, and then
maximizes the graphical information presented in ordinary 8-bit displays.
This quality assessment method is an important tool used in Chapter 7.
Defining an objective quality assessment method is essential in order to
attain experiment reproducibility and diagnostic repeatability. The pro-
posed quality assessment method consists of an interplay of the concepts
of Mutual Information (MI), Human Visual System (HVS), Gabor filter-
ing and linear contrast manipulation. The method begins by computing
the MI between the Gabor-filtered representations of both the original and
the displayed images. Then, the WL/WW combination that makes this
set of MI values maximum is iteratively sought. The suitability of this
methodology and its advantages has been tested in [7] which describes a
set of experiments involving the participation of a panel of radiologists.
A.1 Basic contrast manipulation in radiological im-
ages
Linear contrast adjustment (which is equivalent to establishing a window
level and width) represents a basic operation that is performed in everyday
screening and in almost all radiological disciplines. Its foundations are
graphically represented in Fig. A.1 and in the following equation:




0 8 i < a
255⇥ i ab a 8 a  i  b
255 8 b < i
(A.1)
where i and j account for the intensities of the original 12-bit (I) and the
contrast-stretched 8-bit images (Ĩ), respectively. From Eq. (A.1), it is easy
to derive that a basic IW operation renders the lowest intensity pixels of
I equal to black (i = 0) and the highest intensity ones equal to white (i =
255). These intensity thresholds are determined by the a and b parameters,
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respectively, which are usually manually established and modified by the
health professional. However, they can also be automatically determined
or predefined by a group of presets (i.e., to highlight certain types of tissues
or densities).
Figure A.1 Top: histogram and functional representation of a basic image
contrast operation. As an image histogram, intensities below and above
the a and b thresholds are cumulatively transferred from the original image
I to the 0 and 255 bins in the 8-bit windowed version Ĩ, respectively. As
an intensity transform function, an intensity value of j in Ĩ is the result of
applying Eq. (A.1) to an intensity level i in I. Bottom: an example of a
raw radiographic image with low contrast and narrow dynamic range and











j = j(i, imin, imax)
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imaximin
Figure A.2 Quality of an X-ray image as a function of the contrast set-
tings (WL/WW = -2000/3000 for the image on the left and WL/WW =
-2000/800 for the image on the right).
Depending on the chosen contrast settings, undoubtedly the quality
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of an image will vary accordingly, as shown in Fig. A.2.
A.2 Traditional information theory-based image qual-
ity assessment
Some of the earliest methods applied to image quality determination are
the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE)
which have been widely used in the context of image coding due to their
easy implementation. Another commonly used quality metrics related to
information theory are entropy and MI.
Figure A.3 Example of the application of PSNR. From left to right:
original image and three instances with the same of PSNR equal to 225,
which are a proof of the fact that this method can be easily fooled in the
case of image quality assessment.
Intuitively, we can consider that a displayed image has the highest
quality when the maximum amount of relevant information from the source
image is preserved. Thus, the concept of entropy [124] naturally emerges.
Shannon borrowed this concept from physics as a measure of the amount
of uncertainty of an information source. Entropy has been used in many
image processing applications such as spatial registration [77]. In the case




p(Ii) · log2(p(Ii)) (A.2)
where p(Ii) is the probability distribution of the pixel intensities of image
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I. With Eq. (A.2) we measure the sharpness and shape of the image
histogram, which is indirectly related to the image texture. For instance,
Figure A.4 Example of added white noise to induce false entropy.
images with large homogeneous areas have a very peaked histogram (low
entropy). On the other hand, images which rich textures have a lot of
contrast and a flatter histogram, and thus a higher entropy. Although
image entropy has been regularly used for bitmap quality quantification,
it has also been proven to be easily fooled. For instance, the entropy of
an image can be easily manipulated by simply adding white noise to it, as
Fig. A.4 shows.
Mutual information [246] can also play a role in image quality assess-
ment [226]. MI measures (in bits) the reciprocal dependence between two
variables. In other words, it quantifies the information obtained from the
first variable through the second one. In mammography screening, MI has
traditionally been used for image registration [260] and diagnosis through
template matching [244, 243]. MI can be mathematically expressed as:
MI(I, Ĩ) = H(I) +H(Ĩ) H(I, Ĩ) (A.3)
where H(I) and H(Ĩ) are the correspondent proper entropies of each
image. The term H(I, Ĩ) is defined as the joint entropy, which can be
estimated with the 4096⇥ 256 bi-dimensional histogram of the intensities
of I and Ĩ:





p(Ii \ Ĩj) · log2(p(Ii \ Ĩj)) (A.4)
where p(Ii \ Ĩj) = p(Ii) · p(Ĩj | Ii) is the probability that corresponding
pixels in I and Ĩ have intensities i and j, respectively. An easy and
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Figure A.5 Venn diagram showing the relation among each image en-
tropy, conditional entropies HĨ(I), HI(Ĩ), and MI.
HI(Ĩ)HĨ(I) MI(I, Ĩ)
H(Ĩ)H(I)
very common way of understanding the relation between these information
entities is by a Venn diagram, which is shown in Fig. A.5.
The diagram makes use of the term conditional entropies HĨ(I) and
HI(Ĩ). The conditional entropies reflect the part of information in one
image that cannot be explained when the other image is known. Following
the previous example, if we add white noise to an image, its entropy grows
because the conditional entropy is higher, but the MI between the original
and the corrupted version remains the same.
Unfortunately, none of the aforementioned methods can measure by
themselves the quality perceived by a human observer [213]. In contrast,
techniques based on HVS have shown a better performance in image qual-
ity estimation [257, 48]. Even information-based quality assessment meth-
ods like entropy and MI assume that the image pixels are statistically in-
dependent (which is obviously a wrong principle) and they do not take
into account how the visual cortex and human perception work.
In order to address this limitation, a new image quality metric that
complements MI with a HVS approach is proposed in Appendix A.3.1.
This metric, based on Gabor filters and linear contrast manipulation, is
significantly more faithful and consistent with the quality perceived by the
human brain.
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A.3 A human visual system-based quality assess-
ment approach
In this section, we present the theoretical background related to the pro-
posed HVS-based image quality assessment method.
A.3.1 An image quality metric based on mutual informa-
tion and Gabor filtering
Gabor filters are an excellent tool for texture analysis of images. In short,
the responses of Gabor filters [81] correspond to those of single cells in
the visual cortex. These cells extract contours and directional patterns.
Gabor filters are commonly grouped in banks where each filter captures the
image information in the vicinity of a frequency and at a specific direction
(Fig. A.6).
Figure A.6 Examples of the application of Gabor filtering to common
images and use cases (i.e., character and face recognition).
The output of each filter is related to the contours of the image at
a given scale and orientation. These filters have been extensively used
in texture analysis and object classification [113] and have recently been
proposed for image quality assessment [250]. They are also conquering a
niche [196, 112] in computer-aided diagnosis (CAD).
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Mathematically, a Gabor filter consists of a sinusoidal wave modulated
by a Gaussian envelope. The impulse response of a complex Gabor filter
for an image pixel x, y is defined as:









where x0 = x sin ✓+y cos ✓, fm is the spatial frequency, ✓n is its orientation
relative to the x-axis In this work, we have initially used six different
values for ✓n (0, ⇡/6, ⇡/3, ⇡/2, 2⇡/3 and 5⇡/6) and three different values for
fm (1/8,
p
2/8 and 1/4), although other combinations of all these parameters
have been tested for the sake of completeness in [6]. The term   = 1/(2fm)
represents the spatial deviation for each filter. We generate a total of
18 complex responses, some of which are shown in Fig. A.7. Each image
Figure A.7 Real response of a sample Gabor filter bank Re(Gfm,✓n) gen-
erated with three frequencies (M = 3) and six orientations (N = 6).
=







pixel I(x, y) is then linearly convolved to obtain a complex Gabor response
version Rfi,✓j (for a frequency fm and angle ✓n) with the expression:
Rfm,✓n(x, y) = I(x, y) ⇤Gfm,✓n(x, y) (A.6)
After an image has been filtered, we define our Gabor response for a
pixel x, y as:
Rfm,✓n(x, y) = |Rfm,✓n(x, y)| (A.7)
which corresponds to obtaining the amplitude of Eq. (A.6). Two examples
of these Gabor responses are shown in Fig. A.8 and Fig. A.9.
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Figure A.8 Gabor response for a chest radiography and for several filter
configurations.
To assess the quality of a displayed image, we use the MI between the
Gabor decompositions of I and Ĩ. From here, if we let Rfm,✓n and R̃fm,✓n
be the Gabor responses of I and Ĩ obtained with Eq. (A.7), respectively,






MI(Rfm,✓n , R̃fm,✓n) (A.8)
The value of Q is upper bounded by the entropy of the input im-
age. Moreover, the pixels are not assumed to be independent (in contrast
to conventional information-based methodologies, such as those reviewed
in Appendix A.2) because the statistical dependencies between pixels are
taken into account by the Gabor filters. In Eq. (A.8) we propose a HVS
function that will be maximized (as described in Appendix A.3.2) to find
the IW limits that assure the best quality when presenting 12-bit mam-
mograms in 8-bit screening software and hardware.
Figure A.9 Gabor response for a mammogram and for several filter con-
figurations.
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A.3.2 Auto-adjustment of image intensity levels
Internally, the proposed algorithm iteratively needs to seek the best con-
trast settings for the image whose quality is being assessed. It does so by
using the perceptual image quality metric related to Gabor filtering pro-
posed in Appendix A.3.1 from which we can define an objective function
FI(a, b) based on Eq. (A.8) that can be maximized via a and b. The op-
timization of FI(a, b) will in turn assure the highest MI possible between
I and Ĩ.
However, our preliminary experiments showed that this function has
plenty of local maxima, and, for this reason, it is difficult to find the
optimum range using a gradient-based approach. On the other hand, a
thorough search for the best parameters is computationally very expen-
sive because it depends quadratically on the image grayscale depth. Our
method hierarchically and iteratively (Fig. A.11) maximizes FI(a, b), op-
timizing the intensity threshold values a and b until convergence.















For each loop iteration (tagged with the parameter k), we define a
grid of low (Ak) and high search values (Bk). The spacing of this grid is
defined by  , which starts with a predefined and relatively large custom
size (300, 200, 100, etc.) and is reduced, for instance, by a tenth in each k
iteration ( /10 ). The range of search intensities for each k is determined
by the previous values ak 1 and bk 1, which at the beginning (k = 0)
are set to Imin and Imax, respectively. The algorithm stops when the
intensities found in an iteration are equal to those in the previous one or
when it reaches a predefined iteration limit (K). From the obtained a and
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b, we can easily derive WL = 12(b  a) and WW = b  a.
Figure A.11 Operational diagram of the proposed algorithm that seeks
the optimal a and b intensity levels that maximize the MI between a
source 12-bit image (I) and its 8-bit displayed version (Ĩ). It does so by
iteratively optimizing an objective function FI(a, b) based on Eq. (A.8).
a0 = imin b0 = imax K = 3
END












k = k + 1
k == K
A.4 Validation and open implementation
A complete opensource implementation (including helper subroutines [93])
of the metric discussed in this appendix is available at https://github.
com/TheAnswerIsFortyTwo/GRAIL (Fig. A.13). The fact of freely offering
the here described algorithm contributes to deepening the idea of open and
reproducible research. In turn, this development (and its validation) could
not have been possible without the support of research projects committed
to host open imaging databases. Specifically, we have made use of sets of
mammograms compiled by the following public research institutions:
UPMC breast tomography collection from the University of Pitts-
burgh Medical Center (UPMC). All of the images contain hamar-
tomas, subtle cancers, lobular carcinomas, cysts, papillomas, inva-
sive ductal carcinomas, atherosclerotic calcifications, radial scars,
vascular calcifications, benign ducts, oil cysts and fat necrosis.
Society of Breast Imaging collection or SBI. Its database contains
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diagnostic images used during workshops and annual meetings. They
mainly include calcifications and surgical clips.
Cancer Genome Atlas collection or TCGA Research Network, part
of the National Cancer Institute (part of the National Institute of
Health). Images mainly contain invasive carcinoma.
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise or IHE. It is an initiative de-
veloped by healthcare professionals to improve the way computer
systems in hospitals and clinics share information. The image col-
lection is part of their MESA software package, that was engineered
at the Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology together with the Health-
care Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) and
the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA).
Cancer Imaging Archive which holds an important breast diagnosis
collection [51]. This compilation contains cases with high-risk nor-
mals, ductal carcinoma in situ, fibroids, and lobular carcinomas.
Task Group 18 or TG18 from the AAPM. This task force evaluates the
performance of electronic display devices [239]. For this purpose,
they have efficiently gathered a set of high quality images, includ-
ing not only geometrical and grayscale patterns but also anatomical
ones, such as the two wide dynamic range mammograms shown in
Fig. A.12.
Figure A.12 Mammograms TG18MM2 and TG18MM1 from the AAPM
used for tests and validation of the presented quality quantification algo-
rithm.
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We were interested in collections that hosted fully-digital 12-bit im-
ages acquired with relative modern equipment. We were also concerned
about incorporating and reflecting a broad spectrum of features, densi-
ties, associated health statuses, presence or not of foreign elements, and
different qualities in order to account for as many clinical scenarios as
possible. All these sets of images include the typical examination views:
mediolateral oblique, craniocaudal, mediolateral and lateromedial.
According to the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-
RADS) from the ACR [177] and its four categories of breast density, the
image set comprises:
• 33 mammograms associated to almost entirely fatty breasts (BI-
RADS A),
• 36 representing scattered fibroglandular densities (BI-RADS B), 55
heterogeneously dense cases (BI-RADS C),
• and 35 images identifiable as extremely dense breasts (BI-RADS D).
Also, 29 instances contain foreign X-ray-opaque elements (i.e., surgical
staples, fiducial markers, etc.) which reveal some sort of surgical interven-
tion. Implants appear in 7 images. Around half of the mammograms were
generated from a craniocaudal angle, the rest were obtained with lateral
protocols such as mediolateral, oblique or lateromedial. Finally, 59 images
contain high-density elements, including the aforementioned foreign items,
makers, calcifications and other abnormalities.
Figure A.13 Website of GRAIL (Gabor-relying adjustment of image lev-




In this appendix, we have presented an innovative method to objectively
assess the quality of an image by seeking the intensity window that max-
imizes the visual information when displaying a radiological image. The
proposed technique is in turn based on Gabor filters, the human visual
system and linear contrast manipulation. This methodology can be used
to determine the quality of plain and densitometric X-ray images.
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de enseñanza y se ha dirigido un proyecto de fin de carrera relacionado con
la materia tratada (Juan José Rubio Guillamón, Calibración de sistema
radiográfico mediante sensores externos, presentado el 24 de junio de 2015
en la Universidad Politécnica de Valencia).
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